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Gaussian proesses are a non-parametri method that an be used to learn both
regression and lassiation rules from examples for arbitrary input spaes using the
`kernel trik'. They are well understood for inputs from Eulidean spaes, however,
muh less researh has foused on other spaes. In this thesis I aim to at least partially
resolve this. In partiular I fous on the ase where inputs are dened on the verties of
a graph and the task is to learn a funtion dened on the verties from noisy examples,
i.e. a regression problem.
A hallenging problem in the area of non-parametri learning is to predit the general-
isation error as a funtion of the number of examples or learning urve. I show that,
unlike in the Eulidean ase where preditions are either quantitatively aurate for a
few spei ases or only qualitatively aurate for a broader range of situations, I am
able to derive aurate learning urves for Gaussian proesses on graphs for a wide range
of input spaes given by ensembles of random graphs. I fous on the random walk kernel
but my results generalise to any kernel that an be written as a trunated sum of powers
of the normalised graph Laplaian.
I begin rst with a disussion of the properties of the random walk kernel, whih an be
viewed as an approximation of the ubiquitous squared exponential kernel in ontinuous
spaes. I show that ompared to the squared exponential kernel, the random walk
kernel has some surprising properties whih inludes a non-trivial limiting form for some
types of graphs. After investigating the limiting form of the kernel I then study its
use as a prior. I show that unlike translationally invariant kernels suh as the squared
3
exponential kernel dened in ontinuous spaes, the more ommonly found method of
the normalising the kernel, by setting the prior sale of the funtions it predits by
normalising by the average unnormalised prior variane, results in large disrepanies
between the prior sale of a funtion amongst the verties of the graph, a probabilistially
unlikely senario. I propose a solution to this in the form of a loal normalisation, where
the prior sale at eah vertex is normalised loally as desired. To drive home the point
about kernel normalisation I then examine the dierenes between the two kernels when
they are used as a Gaussian proess prior over funtions dened on the verties of a
graph. I show using numerial simulations that the loally normalised kernel leads to a
probabilistially more plausible Gaussian proess prior.
After investigating the properties of the random walk kernel I then disuss the learning
urves of a Gaussian proess with a random walk kernel for both kernel normalisations
in a mathed senario (where student and teaher are both Gaussian proesses with
mathing hyperparameters). I show that by using the avity method I an derive au-
rate preditions along the whole length of the learning urve that dramatially improves
upon previously derived approximations for ontinuous spaes suitably extended to the
disrete graph ase.
The derivation of the learning urve for the loally normalised kernel required an addi-
tional approximation in the resulting avity equations. I subsequently, therefore, investi-
gate this approximation in more detail using the replia method. I show that the loally
normalised kernel leads to a highly non-trivial replia alulation, that eventually shows
that the approximation used in the avity analysis amounts to ignoring some onsisteny
requirements between inoming avity distributions.
Finally I investigate the ase of alulating the learning urves for a Gaussian proess in
a mismathed senario. I fous in partiular on a teaher distribution that is given by a
Gaussian proess with a random walk kernel but dierent hyperparameters. I show that
in this ase, by applying the avity method, I am able one more to alulate aurate
preditions of the learning urve. The resulting equations resemble the mathed ase
over an inated number of variables. To nish this thesis I examine the learning urves
for varying degrees of model mismath.
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Gaussian proesses (GPs) have beome an ubiquitous workhorse for probabilisti
inferene and have been invented many times under various guises. In geostatistis
under the name kriging they were reated to predit terrain between measurements
[73℄, in disrete time ontrol proesses they were reated in the form of Kalman lters
and were applied for trajetory estimation in the Apollo missions [55℄ and nally in
mahine learning they have been reated as a logial extension to radial basis funtions
(RBF) [80℄. They owe their widespread use and reinvention to two important fators:
rstly they are, at least in the basi setting, easy to use and understand, and seondly,
they an inorporate prior beliefs about the problem in an intuitive way. In short they're
transparent to the user and an be used with little knowledge of the underlying workings
of GPs.
Although there is a large body of researh into GPs (see for example Rasmussen and
Williams [96℄ and referenes therein) due to the breadth of uses, thanks mainly to the
`kernel trik', there are many areas as of yet untouhed. I aim in this thesis to make a
small but signiant dent in one of these unexplored areas: the approximation of the
generalisation error of GPs for regression on large graphs.
In a nutshell the problem that GP regression on graphs addresses is this: given a set of
12
Chapter 1: Introdution
input verties with orresponding noisy outputs, predit the underlying funtion on the
verties of the graph that generated the outputs. The solution to this problem using
GPs has been well studied for generi input spaes [96℄ and is easily applied to the
graph ase. There is, however, a less well studied problem for GP regression that annot
be satisfatorily generially addressed aross all input spaes: what is the average ase
performane of the method as a funtion of the number of examples, or, what is the
learning urve? The aim of this thesis is to address this problem on the subset of input
spaes onsisting of graph ensembles.
With the ever inreasing amount of data we generate in our daily lives and, perhaps
more importantly, the inrease in our ability to store this data for later analysis, many
tehniques have been developed to make inferene upon data dened on graphs. One
suh method was developed by Kondor and Laerty [62℄ and then later improved upon
by Smola and Kondor [109℄. These authors introdued a series of kernels that ould
measure similarities between verties of a graph using the normalised graph Laplaian
(the disrete analogue of the Laplaian in ontinuous spaes [25℄). In this thesis I will
study the use of one partiular kernel from this lass known as the random walk kernel
[109℄, applied in the ontext of Gaussian proesses for regression.
There are many examples of real valued data with struture desribed by a graph, both
man made and from nature. Some examples are ollaboration networks, where verties
are authors of papers, edges onnet authors who have ollaborated with eah other and
the funtion values at eah vertex indiates of an author's produtivity and ollabora-
tiveness [81℄; topi graphs, where verties orrespond to title words of douments, edges
orrespond to titles that ontain both topis and the funtion on the verties is dened
to be the total number of mentions of the topi [117℄; and nally image analysis where
verties in the graph orrespond to pixels in the image, edges orrespond to neighbour-
ing pixels and funtion values are the pixel intensity at that vertex [63℄. Being able to
approximate the error of a method on these graphs would enable one to make statements
about the expeted number of examples of funtion values required to make preditions
about the funtion dened on the graph to within a desired auray.
Perhaps a more useful property, however, is not to alulate the error for eah instane
of a graph and a funtion dened on it but the average performane of a GP averaged
13
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over graphs and funtions sampled from a partiular distribution, giving the average
generalisation error that denes the learning urve. It has been noted that many graphs
that result from a range of problems from interations within a ell to soial networks
to the world wide web exhibit ommon topologial features [9℄ and that these in turn
inuene properties dened at the verties of the graph [107, 119, 138℄. Sine these
properties are ommon amongst all these graphs it is more useful then to address the
problem of measuring the performane of a GP for regression on graphs by looking
at its performane averaged over all graphs that share ommon topologial properties.
This idea will be the main fous of this thesis. I aim to reate a method for aurately
prediting the expeted performane of GPs for learning on graphs whih share ommon
topologial features.
Ever sine the seminal work of Seung et al. [101℄, it has been reognised that statistial
physis an make signiant ontributions to the understanding of methods and algo-
rithms that learn from examples. Learning urves have been suessfully analysed using
statistial physis for a variety of parametri learning methods (where a nite number
of parameters must be learned) by taking advantage of the interpretation of the average
over training sets as quenhed disorder [5, 19, 49, 87, 101, 130℄. Rather more hallenging
is the non-parametri ase, where the number of parameters is eetively innite. An
important example in this lass is provided preisely by GPs. Here the set of parameters
to be learned is in essene the entire underlying funtion that one is trying to estimate
from the data. For the ase of the average performane of GPs learning on random
graph ensembles one an see that one more we are looking at a system under quenhed
disorder. This time we an relate a GP learning on a graph to a spin system on a lattie.
In this system eah site is a vertex in a graph, the funtion value is the `spin' of the site
and the quenhed disorder omes from how the sites or verties interat i.e. the edges
within the graph within the ensemble of graphs we study.
The struture of the remainder of this thesis is as follows. In Chapter 2 I will disuss the
bakground material underpinning the results to be derived in later hapters. Chapter 2
will also aim to give the reader an idea of the ontext of the results by detailing the
results of other relevant researh. After disussing all the relevant bakground material,
in Chapter 3 I will then move on to disussing the graph kernels. The kernel is the
14
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measure used by GPs to quantify the similarity between verties on the graph. I will
show that the random walk kernel [62, 109℄, whih will be the fous of this thesis, has
many unexpeted properties inluding a non-trivial limiting form for large kernel length-
sales. I will also show in this hapter that the typial way to normalise a kernel, whih
I will term global normalisation, leads to a probabilistially implausible model for the
prior over data, I will propose a solution to this, whih I term loal normalisation.
After disussing in some detail the random walk kernel I will then present the main
results of this thesis. In Chapter 4 I will derive the approximation of the learning urve
of a GP under the assumption that the funtion to be predited was generated from
the GP prior, known as the `mathed ase'. I will show by the appliation of the avity
method that it is possible to aurately predit the learning urves for ensembles of
graphs that are onstrained by their degree distribution for both globally and loally
normalised kernels. We will see that prediting the learning urve of a GP with a loally
normalised kernel presents a tehnially more diult problem ompared to the globally
normalised kernel and that some further approximations than for the ase of the glob-
ally normalised kernel are needed to get the nal approximation. To understand these
approximations and to larify the interpretation of the preditions, in Chapter 5 I will
derive the learning urves a seond, equivalent way, using the replia method. We will
see that by deriving the approximation of the learning urves using the replia method
under the assumption of replia symmetry, the additional approximation required to al-
ulate the loally normalised kernel amounts to ignoring some onsisteny onstraints
between neighbours on the graph.
The nal set of results I will present will be given in Chapter 6. In this hapter I will
onsider the ase of learning urves for GPs with model mismath. Here one assumes
that the funtion to be learnt was not generated by the GP prior being used to estimate
the funtion. I will onsider the ase of funtions being generated by another GP with a
random walk kernel, but dierent hyperparameters and noise level. I will show by one
more applying the avity method that one an derive aurate preditions of the learning
urves. We will see that in the presene of mismath, additional features appear in the
learning urve inluding regimes of overtting. This an result in the learning urve
having a peak lying above the initial error of the GP in the absene of any examples.
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Finally in Chapter 7 I will summarise the results I have presented and disuss potential
improvements and extensions. I will show that although I have made large inroads into





In this hapter we will over some of the main mathematial tehniques used throughout
this thesis. We will begin in setion 2.1 by desribing relevant material about GPs for
regression. In setion 2.1.1.1 to setion 2.1.1.3 we will derive GPs for regression from
a mahine learning perspetive: as a logial extension to linear regression. After the
basi introdution given in setion 2.1.1.3, in the rest of setion 2.1 we will then disuss
spei details about GP regression required to derive the results in subsequent hapters.
We will over in setion 2.1.2 spei properties about the kernels or ovariane fun-
tions used for GPs for regression. Kernels are the mehanism in whih a GP alulates
similarity between examples. We will fous in partiular on deriving the graph kernels
introdued in Kondor and Laerty [62℄, and further developed in Smola and Kondor
[109℄, that alulate similarities between verties of a graph.
After the disussion of kernels and their use for GPs for regression on graphs, in
setion 2.1.3, we will look at other methods proposed for the purpose of learning fun-
tions on graphs. Finally to onlude the bakground material in relation to GPs,
setion 2.1.4 will disuss methods that are used to haraterise the performane of GPs
for mahine learning.
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In later hapters we derive results using methods at the intersetion between mahine
learning and statistial physis. In setion 2.2 and setion 2.3, we will therefore de-
tail two of the main methods borrowed from statistial physis to derive later results.
Setion 2.2 will introdue the replia method. This will be approahed by example, us-
ing the alulation by Malzahn and Opper [72℄ to explain the method. This introdution
will serve a dual purpose, by also introduing an earlier approximation of the learning
urves of GPs for regression that will be used as a baseline for the results derived in later
hapters. Setion 2.3 introdues the avity method, also known as the belief propaga-
tion (BP) algorithm. It will be introdued using undireted graphial models or Markov
random elds. This setion will also briey relate the method bak to its roots in the
statistial physis ommunity.
Finally in setion 2.4 we will onsider graph ensembles. Graph ensembles will allow us to
onsider the performane of GP regression on lasses of graphs with ommon topologial
features, suh as a xed but arbitrary degree distribution.
2.1 Gaussian Proesses
GP regression in the mahine learning literature has been derived as the limiting form
of a number of, seemingly independent, tehniques. These inlude extensions to RBF
networks [80℄, spline smoothing [60, 128℄ or the basi Bayesian linear regression model.
I will detail the latter derivation in what follows. Before we begin, however, it will rst
be useful to state the general regression problem formally:
Problem 2.1.1. Regression Problem: Given N inputs X = (x1, . . . ,xN ) with xi from
the input spae X and orresponding orrupted outputs y = (y1, . . . , yN )
T
with yµ ∈ R
generated by yµ = f(xµ) + ηµ for f : X → R some unknown funtion and ηµ some
unknown independently and identially distributed (i.i.d.) random noise, nd an estimate
fˆ of f .
The regression problem has been onsidered in many elds [see 20, 30, 36, 102, 128℄
for a variety of input spaes, X, both ontinuous and disrete. We will fous on just
one method, GP regression. To derive GP regression I will begin by onsidering the
Bayesian linear regression solution to problem 2.1.1 foussing in partiular on the ase
18
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where the input spae, X, is Rn.
2.1.1 From linear regression to Gaussian proess regression
Bayesian linear regression attempts to solve the regression problem by parametrising the
funtion, f , using a nite set of independent basis funtions. This in eet estimates
the funtion f using funtions that are parameterised by the basis funtions, and is
therefore known as a parametri method. We will show by the end of this setion that
by generalising to the ase where we have an innite number of basis funtions we an
derive GP regression [10, 20, 96℄. We will start by following the Bayesian linear regression
derivation given in Bishop [20℄, to extend this to GPs we will then follow the derivation
in Barber [10℄.
2.1.1.1 Bayesian linear regression
Simple Bayesian linear regression begins by making a few stronger assumptions about
the data presented to us than in problem 2.1.1. We onstrain the regression problem
in two ways: rst we assume that the funtion we wish to alulate, f , belongs to, or
an be aurately approximated by some family of funtions that an be represented as
linear ombinations of linearly independent basis funtions φ(x) = (φ1(x), . . . , φM (x))
T
with φ : Rn → R, i.e. we assume f an be parameterised by φ with f(x) = wTφ(x) and
w ∈ RM . Seondly, we assume that the orrupting noise, ηµ, is i.i.d. zero mean Gaussian
noise with variane σ2.
Subjet to these two assumptions the probability or likelihood of the outputs y given












This is a produt of independent Gaussians with means given by the funtion f evaluated
at the inputs xµ.
We would like to ombine (2.1.1) with prior knowledge, for instane typial sale or
smoothness properties of the funtion. Within a Bayesian framework this is ahieved
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using Bayes' theorem,
P (A|B) = P (B|A)P (A)
P (B)
. (2.1.2)
As we will see, by taking a Bayesian approah as opposed to a frequentist approah
Bayes' theorem will enable us to not only produe estimates for fˆ but also to give a
measure of the unertainty of this estimation. For this simple Bayesian linear regression
derivation we will assume a-priori that the parameters or weights w are not too large.
This an be enoded by a prior distribution P (w). To make alulations easy (and to
derive a GP in the limit of a large number of basis funtions later) we will enode this












Using Bayes' theorem (2.1.2), we ombine prior knowledge and the likelihood of the data
to dene a posterior distribution over weights, w, given the inputs, X, and outputs, y.
Sine both the prior and the likelihood are Gaussian distributions, the posterior will be










(w −mN )TS−1N (w −mN )
)
(2.1.4)





Φ + αI)−1 for I the identity matrix and mN = 1σ2SNΦ
Ty with
Φij = φj(xi). The posterior distribution an be interpreted a measure of the probability
that a funtion with parameter w was responsible for generating y given our prior
assumptions about the weights w.
Equation (2.1.4) only tells us about the probability of a partiular funtion being re-
sponsible for the data. Ultimately, however, we want to solve problem 2.1.1. To do this
we must be able to make preditions about an unseen output y∗ for input x∗. In a
Bayesian framework preditions are alulated using the preditive distribution, whih is
given by the likelihood of y∗ given w averaged over the posterior distribution. Due to
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Figure 2.1: Plot to explain Bayesian linear regression. The mean of the preditive
distribution (blue line) is just a linear weighting of the basis funtions
(dashed blue lines, taken to be Gaussian in this ase) with weights given
bymN . Dots represent (xµ, yµ) pairs and the red line represents the true
underlying funtion. The shaded region shows one standard deviation of
the preditive distribution from the mean.
where σ2∗ = σ2 + φ(x∗)TSNφ(x∗).
If we assume a squared loss funtion i.e. mistakes are penalised by the square of the
distane from the orret solution, then the `best' solution of problem 2.1.1 is to take
the mean of (2.1.5), i.e. we set fˆ(x) = mN
Tφ(x) [129℄. This is known as the Bayes
preditor. Sine we took a Bayesian approah then as well as making preditions we an
also give a measure of unertainty in the predition using the standard deviation of the
preditive distribution, σ∗. This is one of the main advantages of this approah over
other methods (see setion 2.1.2 and setion 2.1.3 for examples of other approahes).
Bayesian linear regression is illustrated in gure 2.1 for the ase of Gaussian basis fun-
tions with unit variane shown with dashed blue lines and true underlying funtion
f(x) = 0.75 sin(x) + 1 indiated by a red line. The data plotted as blak points is or-
rupted by Gaussian noise with variane σ2 = 0.01. As the diagram shows the mean of the
Bayesian predition selets the best weights (in this ase heights) of the basis funtions
in order to approximate the data it has been presented. The shaded region shows one
standard deviation of the preditive distribution from the mean, it represents the error
bar for every predition point in the domain [−5, 5]. Figure 2.1 also emphasises one of
the advantages of the Bayesian approah as opposed to frequentist approahes (like the
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regularisation approah disussed in setion 2.1.2). The full posterior distribution allows
us to give an indiation of the ondene in our predition. This is espeially useful in
e.g. the region in the far right of the plot that has had no examples. The unertainty
in the predition in this region is high giving us an indiation that our estimate, fˆ , may
be inaurate.
2.1.1.2 Extending Bayesian linear regression: The funtion spae view
Although useful, Bayesian linear regression has some problems; typially, we do not
know what a `good' parametrisation is for f . How then, do you pik the set of basis
funtions φ(x)? Even worse, what if X is not a subset of Rn, what is the orret set of
basis funtions for this spae?
One an begin to address these problems by instead onsidering GPs, the fous of this
thesis. So far we have onsidered the prior (2.1.3) as a distribution over weights, w,
known as the weight spae view [96℄. However, taking a seond, loser look at Bayesian
linear regression we see that by parametrising the funtion and then plaing the prior
(2.1.3) over w we have atually plaed a distribution over funtions. One an also
interpret the prior therefore as plaing a Gaussian distribution over a funtion spae
spanned by the basis funtions {φ1(x), . . . , φM (x)}. This point of view is known as the
funtion spae view [96℄. If we expand on this interpretation we see that (2.1.3) an
also be thought of as a-priori plaing a Gaussian distribution over the vetor of funtion
values, f = (f(x1), . . . , f(xN ))
T = Φw, with
E[f ] = ΦE[w] = 0
Cov[f ] = E[ffT] = ΦE[wwT]ΦT = C
(2.1.6)
where Cµν = C(xµ,xν) with kernel C(xµ,xν) =
1
αφ(xµ)
Tφ(xν). This is a partiular
(restritive) example of a GP (see denition 2.1.1) by extending linear regression to
arbitrary positive denite operators we an address some of the problems with Bayesian
linear regression.
2.1.1.3 Gaussian proesses for regression
A GP is dened as follows;
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Figure 2.2: Figure showing 6 samples of funtions from typial GP priors. (left)
The squared exponential kernel (see table 2.1) with lengthsale σ2 = 0.1.
(right) The Ornstein-Uhlenbek kernel (see table 2.1) with lengthsale σ =
0.5.
Denition 2.1.1 (Gaussian Proess). A stohasti proess f(x) is alled a Gaussian
proess (GP) with ovariane funtion or kernel C(x,x′) and mean funtion m(x), if
for any nite number of points {x1, . . . ,xN}, the set of points {f(x1), . . . , f(xN )} is
Gaussian distributed with ovariane matrix K given by Kνµ = C(xν ,xµ) and mean
vetor m given by mν = µ(xν).
It beomes lear from denition 2.1.1 that Bayesian linear regression is really just using
a restrited lass of GPs to represent f . Our assumptions in setion 2.1.1.1 that gave
(2.1.6) an be viewed as a long winded way of saying a-priori that the funtion is a
sample from a GP with ovariane and mean funtions given by (2.1.6). This realisation
makes the path from parametri regression to non-parametri regression lear; instead
of parametrising f and dening basis funtions we ould assume a-priori that f was a
sample from a GP with given kernel and mean funtions.
By introduing GPs we will be able to plae a distribution over a far broader spae of
funtions. As an added benet, beause by framing the problem in terms of GPs we
have abstrated away the parametrisation of f , we are able to plae GPs over arbitrary
input spaes, X, so long as the ovariane funtion we use is a positive semi-denite
operator. Examples of funtions drawn from typial GP priors are given in gure 2.2
and gure 2.3.
With our new GP interpretation of the prior we an return one more to the regression
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problem (problem 2.1.1). We an now solve this problem using the framework of GP
regression whilst avoiding having to expliitly parameterise the funtion. We will assume
one more that the data is orrupted by i.i.d. Gaussian noise with variane σ2 thus
keeping the likelihood in the form of (2.1.1). This time however, we will assume that
the prior is given by a GP with ovariane funtion C(x,x′) and mean funtion equal














This is a Gaussian with f = (f(x1), . . . , f(xN ))
T
and ovariane matrixKµν = C(xµ,xν)+
δµνσ
2
. The posterior will be a GP [96℄ with mean funtion
f¯(x) = k(x)TK−1y (2.1.8)
and ovariane funtion
Cov(x,x′) = C(x,x′)− k(x)TK−1k(x′) (2.1.9)
where we have dened (k(x))ν = C(xν ,x).
In diret analogy with the Bayesian linear regression solution we require the preditive
distribution to make estimates of funtion values at new input points. This is onstruted
by onsidering the joint distribution between outputs y and y∗. We see that the joint
distribution will be of the form given in (2.1.7). To evaluate the preditive distribution










a Gaussian distribution with variane σ2∗ = C(x∗,x∗)+σ2−k(x∗)TK−1k(x∗) and mean
m(x∗) = k(x∗)TK−1y. Assuming a squared loss funtion the best predition is one
more the Bayes preditor and is given this time by the mean, m(x∗), of (2.1.10). This is
idential to (2.1.8) so an also be interpreted as the average over all funtions weighted
by the posterior distribution.
By introduing GPs we have solved to some extent the problems of Bayesian linear
regression. Using a GP prior has allowed us to onsider a larger spae of funtions
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than in the linear regression ase and eliminated, to a degree, the problem of how to
parametrise f (although we now have gained the problem of piking the ovariane
funtion). Further still, by using a GP prior we have been able to generalise to non-
Eulidean spaes. All of this however, has ome at a ost: GP regression at its heart
requires the inverse of K, an O(N3) operation as opposed to the alulation of the




Φ + αI)−1, an O(M3) operation. As the number of examples, N ,
beomes large GPs will eventually beome omputationally infeasible and approximation
methods will be required [see for example 96℄.
It is worth noting here that, as is standard in the literature, we will always assume,
for simpliity, that the GP prior has a mean funtion equal to zero. Results that we
will derive an easily be generalised to a non-zero mean. Introduing the mean funtion
simply makes the resulting equations unwieldy and should only be ontemplated when
one has rather strong prior knowledge. For a disussion on GP regression with non-zero
mean see for example Rasmussen and Williams [96℄.
2.1.2 Kernels
Now that we have abstrated away the parameterisation of the funtion using a kernel
some of the basi insight about the prior disussed in setion 2.1.1.1 has been lost. We
an regain some of this insight about how a GP prior is aeted by the hoie of the ker-
nel, however, by following Williams [132℄ and applying Merer's theorem [135℄. Merer's
theorem allows us to interpret the kernel as desribing an unknown, possibly innite
dimensional, Reproduing Kernel Hilbert Spae (RKHS) [8℄ (dened shortly below) om-
prised of basis funtions given by the kernel eigenfuntions φλ(x). The inner produts
between eigenfuntions or feature vetors φ(·) of two inputs x and x′ in this spae are
used to desribe orrelations between outputs in a similar manner to the basis fun-
tions in the Bayesian linear regression ase. The GP regression solution of problem 2.1.1
therefore an be used for any input spae X over whih we an plae a RKHS, a large
number of input spaes indeed.
The introdution of GPs for regression as a way of eliminating the problem of parametri-
sation is known as the `kernel trik'. Kernels allowed us to use an innite number of
basis funtions while avoiding the problem of dealing with them diretly, a very lever
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trik. Impliitly, kernels alulate inner produts of vetors of basis funtions without
diret omputation.
Kernels are a large diverse area of researh that annot be overed in great detail in this
thesis [see for example 104, and referenes therein℄. We will disuss here the relevant
results and derivations for what follows in subsequent hapters. We will begin with a
disussion of the relationship between kernels and regularisation. In so doing we will be
able to derive the random walk kernel in a similar manner to that seen in Smola and
Kondor [109℄.
Setion 2.1.1.1 introdued a Bayesian approah for solving the regression problem using
prior knowledge. There are, of ourse, many other ways to solve this problem. One
method is by regularisation. The aim of regularisation is to nd the funtion f that
minimises the funtional
J [f ] =
λ
2
‖Lf‖2L2 + C(f,y) (2.1.11)
for some xed ost funtion C(f,y) and saling parameter λ ∈ R+. The rst term on the
right hand side (RHS) of (2.1.11) is known as the regularisation term and represents prior
assumptions about f , typially smoothness properties. In the literature, L is known as
the regularisation operator and must satisfy the ondition that it is an operator mapping
from a Hilbert spae H of funtions f , to an inner produt spae with inner produt
〈Lf,Lg〉 with f, g ∈ H.
One an see the relationship between regularisation and GPs by studying (2.1.11) with
a quadrati ost funtion C(f,y) = 1
2σ2
∑
i(f(xi)− yi)2. With this ost funtion we see
that the minimum of (2.1.11) orresponds to nding the maximum of















This is just the maximum a-posterior (MAP) solution or mode of the GP with a kernel
dened indiretly using L. Sine, for a Gaussian, the mode and mean oinide, this is
the optimum solution found when alulating the Bayes preditor (equation (2.1.10)) for
some, as yet, unknown kernel (note that we do not have the added benet of a distribu-
tion over posterior outputs). In order to study this relationship between regularisation
and GPs for regression further we will require a denition.
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Denition 2.1.2 (Reproduing Kernel Hilbert Spae (RKHS)). Let H be a Hilbert
spae of real funtions f mapping from X. Then H is a Reproduing Kernel Hilbert
Spae (RKHS) with inner produt 〈·, ·〉H if there exists a funtion k : X × X → R so
that
1. ∀x, k(x, ·) ∈ H
2. 〈f(·), k(·,x)〉H = f(x)
With this denition we will be able to say even more about the relationship between the
MAP solution of GPs for regression and the regularisation method. By examining this
relationship we will see that the suggestions made by Kondor and Laerty [62℄, Smola
and Kondor [109℄ for kernels on graphs are simply the natural extension of Eulidean
spae kernels.
2.1.2.1 From the squared exponential kernel to the random walk kernel
Kernels have been developed for a wide range of spaes [see for example 46℄ with a
signiant proportion foussing on Eulidean spaes, R
n
. Amongst the most frequently








The squared exponential kernel has been shown by Kimeldorf and Wahba [60℄, Smola
and Shölkopf [110℄, Yuille and Grzywaz [137℄ to be one of a family of translationally
invariant positive denite kernels that an be seen as regularising in some way using
linear dierential operators.
The relationship between kernels of GPs and regularisers with dierential operators was
rst detailed in Kimeldorf and Wahba [60℄. In Kimeldorf and Wahba [60℄ the authors
were onerned with relating GP regression for inputs from the spae R with the problem











the i-th dierential operator.
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The solution to the regularisation problem an be shown to be an L-spline with on-
netions, or knots, at the examples y1, . . . , yN . An L-spline is a (2m− 2)-th dierential






Kimeldorf and Wahba [60℄ wanted to nd the equivalent kernel for a GP prior that gave
a posterior MAP solution equal to the L-spline solution
The authors showed that for a GP prior with zero mean funtion and kernel given by










the MAP solution is equivalent to minimising (2.1.11) with squared loss funtion and
regulariser given by (2.1.14) with knots at the example points (xµ, yµ). In other words,
the MAP solution for GP regression with ontinuous kernels in the form of (2.1.16) gives
2m− 2 dierentiable splines.
More reently this result has been independently proved by Poggio and Girosi [95℄, Yuille





whih an be viewed as speifying powers of the Laplaian operator. In these papers the
authors approahed the problem using Green's funtions, whih I will now summarise.
2.1.2.2 Relating regularisation to Gaussian proesses






(yi − f(xi))δ(x − xi) (2.1.18)
where L∗ represents the adjoint of L. We an solve (2.1.18) using a Green's funtion,
G(x, x′), satisfying





G(xi, xj)αj , αj =
1
λ
(yj − f(xj)) (2.1.20)
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In its urrent form (2.1.20) looks odd beause it ontains f(xi), whih is unknown.
However, by rewriting we see that (2.1.20) denes the linear system
(G + λI)α = y (2.1.22)
for Gij = G(xi, xj) and α = (α1, . . . , αN )
T
. Upon solving (2.1.22), we see that the
dependene on f(xi) is eliminated and the nal solution is given by
f(x) = gT(G + λI)−1y (2.1.23)
with g = (G(x, x1), . . . , G(x, xN ))
T
.
The Green's funtion an easily be veried to be the kernel of an RKHS with squared
norm ‖Lf‖2L2 =
∑m
i=0 bi‖Dif‖2L2 . Equation (2.1.23) therefore has the same form as
the mean of the preditive distribution of a GP given by (2.1.10) with a ovariane
funtion, λG(x, x′). From this we see the diret equivalene between GP regression and
regularisation with splines i.e. the MAP solution of a GP with kernel λG(x, x′) is the
same as the minimum of (2.1.11) with regulariser given by (2.1.17).
All that remains to make this equivalene expliit is to alulate the form of G. This
an be done using Fourier transforms. Taking the Fourier transform of both sides of








By this argument we see that by speifying ai for the ase of Kimeldorf and Wahba [60℄
or, as is more ommonly found, speifying bi in the ase of Poggio and Girosi [95℄, one
an derive kernelregularisation pairs. One an show that both the ubiquitous squared
exponential kernel and the Ornstein-Uhlenbek kernel are two of a family of kernels that
are paired with linear dierential operator regularisers. For a omparison see table 2.1.
The relationship between kernels and dierential operators allows us to onstrut o-
variane funtions for GP priors that enode partiular dierentiability properties that
the prior favours. Smola and Kondor [109℄ extended this idea to the ase of funtions
dened on the verties of graphs.
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Kernel Kernel Funtion Regulariser Coeients
Squared Exponential [see 137℄ exp(− 12σ2 ‖x− x′‖2) bi = σ
2i
i!22i
, i = 0, . . . ,∞
Ornstein-Uhlenbek exp(− 1σ‖x− x′‖) b0 = 1, b1 = σ2,
bi = 0, i = 2, . . . ,∞
Table 2.1: Various kernels and their orresponding dierential operators for Eulidean
spaes. Samples from these kernels are shown in gure 2.2
Graphs are objets that desribe relationships between points or verties using edges.
They appear in many aspets of siene to desribe wide ranging relationships from ell
biology to soial interations to tra management. We dene a graph as follows;
Denition 2.1.3 (Graph). A graph G(V, E) is dened as a representation of relation-
ships between objets or verties from a vertex set V. Relationships between two verties
are represented by a line or edge onneting them. The set of all edges in a graph G is
alled the edge set and is denoted by E . A graph an also be represented by an adjaeny
matrix A ∈ {0, 1}V ×V where aij is one if (i, j) ∈ E and zero otherwise. We will assume
an undireted graph so that the edge (i, j) is onsidered the same as the edge (j, i).
Smola and Kondor [109℄ were onerned with reating kernels whih assumed that fun-
tion values on the verties of a graph were orrelated through the edges of the graph. In
terms of a regression problem the authors' kernels ould be used to solve problem 2.1.1
with an input spae X equal to the vertex set of a graph and funtions f dened to be
funtions that map from verties of a graph to the real line, f : V → R. Smola and
Kondor [109℄ hose to enode relationships between verties using the normalised graph
Laplaian [25℄ dened as
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Denition 2.1.4 (Normalised Graph Laplaian [25℄). The normalised graph Laplaian




1 if u = v
− 1√
dudv
if (u, v) ∈ E
0 otherwise
(2.1.25)
for u, v ∈ V and du dened to be the degree of u (the number of edges onneted to u).
The relationship between the normalised graph Laplaian and the Laplaian in ontin-
uous spaes an be realised by disretising the Laplaian of a funtion f in R2 by a
regular two dimensional grid. In this situation the disretisation will give











where we have dened the L to be the normalised Laplaian on the graph given by the
disretisation grid and f to be a funtion mapping from verties on the grid to R with
values equal to the original funtion at the grid points.
Using denition 2.1.4 as a disrete approximation to the Laplaian Smola and Kondor
[109℄ onstruted kernels in a similar manner to Poggio and Girosi [95℄, Yuille and
Grzywaz [137℄. These required the disrete equivalent of Green's funtions [28℄. Smola
and Kondor [109℄ used disrete Green's funtions to prove the following result
Theorem 2.1.1 (Disrete Green's funtions [109℄). Let P ∈ RV×V be a positive semi-
denite regularisation matrix and let H be the image of RV under P . Then H with
dot produt 〈f ,Pf〉 is a RKHS and its kernel is C(i, j) = (P−1)ij , where P−1 is the
pseudo-inverse if P is not invertible.
1
This is a slightly dierent denition from that in [25℄ in that we do not set Lvv = 0 for dv = 0. We
do this to simplify later equations by eliminating the need for a speial ase distintion. This is justied
sine the hange in denition only impats disonneted single verties and, in the end, we will argue
for the loally normalised kernel (see Chapter 3) in whih ase the two denitions of the normalised
Laplaian result in the same random walk kernel.
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Kernel Kernel Funtion r(λ)
Regularised Laplaian (I + σ2L)−1 1 + σ2λ
Diusion exp(−σ22 L) exp(σ
2
2 λ)
p-step Random Walk (I − a−1L)p (I − a−1λ)−p
Inverse Cosine cos(Lπ/4) sec(λπ4 )
Table 2.2: Various kernels for funtions on graphs.
This simply states that the kernel is the disrete Green's funtion of P . From this
theorem we see that in a disrete spae if





for {(λi,vi)} the eigenvalues and eigenvetors of L then




Smola and Kondor [109℄ used (2.1.28) to introdue a range of kernels based on the hoie
of regulariser of the normalised graph Laplaian. The relationship between r(L) and
the ontinuous result given in (2.1.24) an be seen by writing r in terms of its power
series. The most useful kernels are summarised in table 2.2. By omparing table 2.1
with table 2.2 it is easy to see the relationship between the graph kernels and their
ontinuous ounterparts.
This thesis will fous on the random walk kernel and its limiting form, the diusion
kernel, whih an both be viewed as disrete versions of the popular squared exponential
kernel. The diusion kernel is the diret analogue of the squared exponential kernel,
however, due to the numerial ost of alulating the diusion proess on graphs, the
random walk kernel has been suggested as a suitable replaement [109℄. This an be
realised by keeping p/a onstant with p and a large; in this situation the random walk
kernel will approah the diusion proess. Samples from a GP prior with a random walk
kernel are shown in gure 2.3. As p beomes larger, or alternatively a beomes smaller,
the kernel lengthsale inreases whih results in the prior favouring smoother funtions.
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Figure 2.3: Samples from a GP prior with the random walk kernel on a graph with
100 verties. (left) p = 1 and a = 2. (right) p = 15 and a = 2
2.1.3 Other methods for learning on graphs
Besides the set of kernels introdued by Kondor and Laerty [62℄, Smola and Kondor
[109℄ there have been many other attempts to perform learning on graphs, the majority
of whih use the (normalised) Laplaian in some way. The Laplaian is an obvious
hoie for suh a task. As pointed out in Herbster et al. [52℄, if one wants to introdue
a measure of the smoothness of a funtion, f , whilst preserving graph struture then an






aij(fi − fj)2. (2.1.29)
One an easily see that for small utuations amongst neighbours (i.e. a slowly vary-
ing smooth funtion) we would have a small value for S(f). Some basi algebra also





where L˜ := D − A is dened to be the un-normalised Laplaian and where (2.1.29)
orresponds to the indued semi-norm ‖f‖2
L˜
:= 〈f, f〉L˜ (it is only a semi-norm beause
‖f‖L˜ = 0 for all onstant f ) to measure smoothness.
The onnetion between funtion smoothness and the Laplaian an be exploited in a
variety of ways. In Herbster and Pontil [51℄, Herbster et al. [52℄ it is used as a measure
of `distane' between funtions for a pereptron learning algorithm. In later work [50℄
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where p = 2 orresponds to the un-normalised Laplaian.
A more diret appliation of the graph Laplaian was used by Belkin et al. [12℄. Here the
Laplaian is used as a regulariser in a similar manner to that disussed in setion 2.1.2. In
this ase the regulariser is simply set equal to the un-normalised Laplaian. The authors
also suggest, in a manner similar to Smola and Kondor [109℄, that one may onsider
powers of the Laplaian to derive a family of regularisers based on the un-normalised
Laplaian.
In further work Belkin and Niyogi [11℄ noted that the eigenvetors of the un-normalised
Laplaian are inreasingly `rough' as the orresponding eigenvalue inreases. The au-
thors suggested using funtions from the spae onstruted from only p eigenvetors
orresponding to the rst p-th smallest eigenvalues of the Laplaian.
Zhu et al. [139℄ used the un-normalised graph Laplaian in a GP. In this paper the
authors were interested in assigning labels to unlabelled data only and assumed that
labelled data was orret (i.e. a zero noise GP) and pinned. The authors onsidered a
diusion kernel over the unlabelled verties of the graph given by
∫ ∞
0
dt exp(−tL˜uu) = (Duu −Auu)−1 (2.1.32)
with L˜uu dened to be the submatrix of the Laplaian for unlabelled verties in the
graph.
Finally it is worth mentioning that a related problem to graph regression and lassi-
ation is onsidered in Chapelle, Weston, and Shölkopf [24℄, Szummer and Jaakkola
[120℄. Here the authors use graphs as a means to perform semi-supervised learning in
Eulidean spaes. The authors onsider the situation where one is presented with only
partially labelled data. A weighted graph is then onstruted by assigning edges between
data points with weights aording to some measure (a squared exponential kernel in
the ase of Chapelle et al. [24℄, Szummer and Jaakkola [120℄) with a uto for small
values. Using this, regression or lassiation on the graph an be performed to make
preditions for the unlabelled data. In the ase of these papers the authors use random
walks to assign orrelations between verties but it is trivial to apply some of the other
kernels to ahieve the same goal.
As is apparent from above, the (normalised) graph Laplaian provides a wealth of ker-
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nels and other methods besides to perform regression or lassiation upon a graph.
However, there are also many methods that an perform this task without the Laplaian
as a measure of similarity. The most obvious of these is the k-nearest neighbour algo-
rithm [102℄, where vertex labels are alulated using a weighted average of the k-nearest
neighbours. More reently Herbster et al. [53℄ showed that, for the ase of lassiation,
Laplaian based tehniques performed badly on large diameter graphs (the diameter is
dened as the largest separation between any two verties, where separation is dened
as the length of the shortest path). Herbster et al. [53℄ proeeded to show that, by
onstruting a `spine' or path from the graph using depth rst exploration, they were in
some way able to preserve struture, and use a 1-nearest neighbour method to ahieve
far better performane (see the next setion for a disussion on how performane is
measured).
2.1.4 Charaterising the performane of Gaussian proesses
For any predition method to be of use we need to understand how well it generalises i.e.
the auray of the method's preditions. One way of haraterising the generalisation
performane of a method is the generalisation error, given by the average error of the
method over the entire spae of inputs and outputs.
If we dene p(x, y) to be the probability of the data pair (x, y) being generated by the
teaher, then the generalisation error is given by,
ǫˆg =
∫
dxdy p(x, y)L(f(x), y), (2.1.33)
for a loss funtion L2.
The generalisation error annot, in general, be alulated during learning sine typially
one does not know p(x, y). One therefore has to estimate ǫˆg in some way. The simplest
approximation is given by the training error. The training error is the error the method








Note that we have used p(x, y) here to distinguish the probability of a data pair being generated
from that of the prior over data sets P (x, y).
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In pratie the training error is not very aurate and typially underestimates the
generalisation error beause of overtting. Despite this, however, it an be used along
with other information to provide good approximations of the generalisation error. One
attempt to bound the generalisation error of Bayesian methods in this way is the probably
approximately orret  Bayesian (PAC-Bayes) approah.
2.1.4.1 PAC-Bayes bounds
PAC-Bayes bounds are an attempt to extend frequentist approahes of measuring the
performane of a method to Bayesian tehniques. To understand the PAC-Bayes ap-
proah we must rst briey disuss the probably approximately orret (PAC) approah
for haraterising the performane of learning methods.
A PAC bound in its most basi form bounds the generalisation error of a method by
using the training error, inputs X, and binary outputs y (where outputs y are either
zero or one). It asks, given a spae of possible problems or funtions on whih the
method must make preditions, F , a data generating funtion, p(x, y), representing the
unknown funtion in F to be learnt, some inputs, X, and outputs, y, generated i.i.d.
from p(x, y), what is the smallest value, ǫ, suh that ǫˆg− ǫˆt ≤ ǫ at least 1− δ of the time
with respet to repeated sampling of y and X? More formally it is dened as follows
Denition 2.1.5 (PAC bound). Let the set of all possible funtions be given by F , let
f be the predited funtion of a learning method from inputs X and outputs y drawn
i.i.d. from an unknown distribution p(x, y). Let the ondene be given by δ. Find the
smallest ǫ(δ,X,y, f) suh that












where P denotes probability over datasets drawn i.i.d. from p(x, y) and L represents a
loss funtion.
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Initially the study of PAC bounds was at odds with Bayesian approahes to mahine
learning; PAC bounds only assume that data is presented i.i.d. and alulates how well
a method will perform at prediting all possible funtions within a funtion spae. This
is typially a bound dominated by the omplexity of the funtion spae (given by its
VapnikChervonenkis (VC) dimension [123℄) whih grows as funtions beome more
ompliated. A Bayesian, however, inorporates as muh as she knows and enodes this
in a prior. She tunes the method so it is best suited to learning the problem. In this
ontext the omplexity of the spae will play a smaller role in bounding the generalisation
error. Thus, in order to ahieve sensible bounds for the generalisation error of a Bayesian
method using PAC tehniques, a new method was needed. This method had to not rely
solely on the VC dimension of the spae and somehow take aount of the prior plaed
over the spae.
The rst attempts to suessfully apply PAC bounds to Bayesian methods foussed on
binary lassiation tasks with loss funtions, L(f(x), y) = (1 − δf(x),y). Unlike the
earlier Bayes preditor given by the mean of (2.1.10) the authors onsidered the Gibbs
preditor. The Gibbs preditor makes preditions for eah new individual point by
rst sampling a funtion f from the posterior, and then making the predition using
this funtion. For eah new predition another sample is drawn from the posterior
distribution. With the Gibbs preditor the generalisation error and training error for a












df Q(f)[1− δf(xi),yi ], (2.1.39)
respetively. To apply PAC bounds to Bayesian methods authors initially onsidered
the idea of strutural risk minimisation [69, 105, 124, 125℄. In this situation one assumes
the learner is presented with a hierarhy of lasses
H1 ⊆ H2 ⊆ · · · ⊆ Hd ⊆ · · ·
and is told that f belongs to one of the lasses Hd. The learner begins by looking for f in
H1 and then progresses through to the larger spaes until it nds a suitable funtion. One
an aount for the prior used in Bayesian learning by plaing more probable funtions
in the smaller initial sets and the less probable funtions in subsequent larger sets.
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More reent PAC based bounds for Bayesian binary lassiers are based on the work
of MAllester [74℄ and are derived from the earlier strutural risk minimisation (SRM)
PAC bounds onsidered in Shawe-Taylor et al. [105℄. These PAC-Bayes bounds inluded











These bounds beame tighter for priors that were `loser' to the subsequently alulated
posterior distribution and whih therefore more aurately represented the true under-
lying data a-priori. The rst PAC-Bayes bound derived by MAllester [74℄ was later
improved by Langford [68℄, Seeger [100℄. Our subsequent disussion about PAC-Bayes
bounds for regression makes use of the result in Langford [68℄ so we will detail this here:
Theorem 2.1.2 (PAC-Bayes for lassiation [68℄). For a funtion spae of binary








KL[Q‖P ] + log N + 1
δ
))










+ (1− a) log 1− a
1− b for b > a
0 otherwise
(2.1.42)
the KL divergene of two Bernoulli random variables.
Although this bounds the generalisation error of the Gibbs preditor one an also show
that the generalisation error using the optimal Bayes preditior is bounded by twie the
Gibbs error [100℄.
More reently there have been attempts at bounding the generalisation error of GP
regression in a PAC-Bayes framework [103℄. In this ase the problem is reast into that
of a lassiation task by reating lassiers from funtions. These are reated using an
inverted zero-one loss funtion where the loss is one for a orret value and zero for an
inorret value. For a zero noise teaher this an be viewed as plaing an ǫ0 tube around
the true funtion (see gure 2.4). Parts of f that are within the tube are labelled one and
parts outside are labelled zero. With this formalism one an now onsider generalisation
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Figure 2.4: Diagram of the lassier cf (x, y) for p without noise on outputs. For
points of f inside the ǫ0 tube the lassier returns a 0 (shown in green)
for points lying outside the tube the lassier returns a 1 (shown in red).
and training errors given by
ǫˆg =
∫






Pf∼Q(f(xi) ∈ (−∞, yi − ǫ0) ∪ (yi + ǫ0,∞)) (2.1.44)
These measure the expeted proportion of preditions, f , from the posterior, Q, lying
outside of the ǫ0 tube. Similar to the lassiation ase, Shawe-Taylor [103℄ shows that
one an derive a PAC-Bayes bound for ǫˆg given by (2.1.43) using the training error given
by (2.1.44). This bound is of the same form as (2.1.41). Thus by piking a tolerane for
the preditions of the GP using ǫ0 we an nd a PAC-Bayes bound on the proportion of
our predition that lies outside of the tube.
Using (2.1.41) with training error (2.1.44) and setting P to be the GP prior and Q to
be the GP posterior with mean (2.1.8) and ovariane (2.1.9) we an bound the gener-
alisation error (2.1.43) of GP regression for any given ondene δ. In other words we
are able to state, for a given ondene δ, the maximum `distane' of the generalisation
error from the training error. Thus using this result we an determine with ondene
δ, using the training error, ǫˆt, the point at whih our GP model has seen enough exam-
ples, N , for the generalisation error, ǫˆg, to be below a given threshold without expliitly
alulating ǫˆg.
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2.1.4.2 Measuring average performane  learning urves
Although PAC-Bayes methods provide ondene based bounds on the generalisation
error for a given set of input-output pairs, D, they an be rather loose. This looseness is
neessary as the PAC-Bayes approah must onsider the `worst ase' senario with regard
to the data presented to it. PAC-Bayes bounds in essene bound inferene methods by
nding the worst data set that the teaher an present to the student (with at least a
probability δ of ourring) for learning a funtion f . Instead of a worst ase approah,
another method for giving an indiation of a method's performane is to study the
average ase performane.
Average ase performane is alulated by averaging the generalisation error over all data
sets D of size N . This approah gives an idea of the typial performane of the method
and, for large systems and data sets, will give a good indiation of the atual performane
of a partiular instane of D [6℄. As a funtion of N , the averaged generalisation error
is known as the learning urve. We denote the average generalisation error by
ǫg(N) =
〈〈∫






for a method that predits a funtion fˆ given the inputs X and outputs y.
Typially brute fore numerial alulation of (2.1.45) is hard beause sampling from
the data distribution for large N is expensive, so approximations have to be made. One
lass of methods for approximating (2.1.45) uses mean eld approahes from statisti-
al mehanis. For parametri methods, approximations of this type have been found
to be extremely aurate [5, 44, 49, 87, 101, 130℄. Less, however, has been ahieved
for non-parametri methods suh as GPs, with the majority of approximations, statis-
tial mehanis based or not, either only qualitatively aurate for a broad range of
ases [71, 72, 88, 111113, 115, 116, 133℄, or quantitatively aurate but only for spei
settings [72, 96℄.
In this thesis we will fous on trying to approximate the learning urve for GP regres-
sion dened on large random graphs with the random walk kernel (see table 2.2). As a
baseline to ompare new preditions against we will use the generalisation error approx-
imations presented in Sollih [111℄ adjusted to the random graph ase. These have been
shown [72℄ to be a more restritive ase of the generalisation error approximation pre-
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sented in Malzahn and Opper [72℄. Before disussing the derivation in [72℄ we must rst
study in more detail the spei form of the generalisation error for GPs for regression.
In keeping with Sollih [111, 113℄, Sollih and Williams [116℄, I will derive approximations
for a squared loss funtion L(fˆ(x), y) = (fˆ(x) − y)2 and a data set generated from
a funtion g, sampled from a GP with ovariane funtion Cg(x,x
′) and zero mean,
orrupted by some i.i.d. Gaussian noise with variane σ2g . With these assumptions the








− 2kf (x)TK−1f kg(x) + kf (x)TK−1f KgK−1f kf (x)
)
(2.1.46)
where the subsripts f and g represent student and teaher parameters respetively,
(kf (x))ν = Cf (xν ,x) and (Kf )µν = Cf (xµ,xν) for µ, ν = 1, . . . , N . For the ase
where the noise and prior of the student and teaher math, as was onsidered in Sollih
[111, 112, 113℄, Sollih andWilliams [116℄, Williams and Vivarelli [133℄, the generalisation





Cf (x,x) + σ
2
f − kf (x)TK−1f kf (x)
)
, (2.1.47)
whih is just the preditive variane of the GP (2.1.10) averaged over the distribution
of inputs, p(x).
To be able to extend earlier learning urve approximations to the random graph ase an
additional average must be inluded in the denition of the averaged generalisation error.
We will study the generalisation error averaged over teahers g, inputs X, outputs y
(given inputsX and the teaher g) and nally over ensembles of graphs G (see setion 2.4
for a disussion). As hinted at in the introdution and expanded upon in setion 2.4 this
will allow us to make statements about the performane of GPs for lasses of random
graphs with ommon features.
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for the ase where student and teaher do not math, and
ǫg(N) =
〈〈〈〈∫










for the ase where the student's prior and teaher's GP math. This is also known as
Bayes' error and is the lowest average error a GP an ahieve.
In order to derive the approximation of the generalisation error given by Sollih [111℄
applied to random graphs using the methods presented in Malzahn and Opper [72℄ we
will rst need an introdution to statistial mehanis. We will begin the derivation of
the baseline omparison, therefore, by desribing the replia method.
2.2 Replia Method
The replia method was rst proposed by Edwards and Anderson [37℄ in the eld of the-
oretial physis to ompute the free energy of the Sherrington-Kirkpatrik (SK) model.
The SK model was a `simple' model of a spin glass devised as a solvable version of the
Edwards-Anderson (EA) model [37℄ of spins interating on a lattie. It approximated
the EA model by assuming innite range interations randomly distributed aording
to a Gaussian distribution with variane proportional to the inverse of the system size
V . It was hosen beause of its similarity to a non-disordered ferromagnet of whih a
solution was known.
Sine the introdution of the replia method it has been applied to a wide range of
problems within and outside of physis [66, 77, 101℄. The most important of these
in regards to this thesis is the appliation of the replia method to alulating the
eigenvalues of an Erd®s-Rényi random graph [39℄ (see setion 2.4) by Kühn et al. [66℄
and the appliation to alulating the learning urves of a GP for Eulidean input spaes
by Malzahn and Opper [72℄.
The idea behind the replia method is simple: sine the average of the logarithm of a
funtion is hard to alulate, we replae this average by the easier to alulate logarithm
of an average of integer n-repliated versions of the funtion, and perform a ontinuation
n→ 0 at the end. For a funtion α(G) that depends on a graph drawn from an ensemble
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In most ases in this thesis α(G) will itself be an average of a funtion β(ξ;G). The
replia method will therefore be employed in onjuntion with a generating partition
funtion. In this ase one introdues a partition funtion Z(λ) =
∫
dξ exp(−H(ξ;G) −
λβ(ξ;G)) that ats as a normaliser to a distribution P (ξ) ∝ exp(−H(ξ;G)) for λ equal
to zero. In this situation Z(λ) depends on the `disorder' G. Using the partition funtion,

























Sine the replia method is best understood by example, we will now study the applia-
tion of the replia method for approximating the generalisation error of GP regression
derived in Malzahn and Opper [72℄. The result obtained an be interpreted as a more
general version of the learning urve approximation presented in Sollih [112℄.
2.2.1 The replia method for learning urves
In Malzahn and Opper [72℄ the objetive was to approximate the generalisation error
(2.1.45) with a squared loss funtion of a Bayesian learner using the replia method. The
paper then speialises to GP regression. I will detail here the derivation of the learning
urve (2.1.46) for a GP with a Gaussian likelihood. This derivation will serve both as
an instrutive introdution to the replia method and as a useful baseline for analysing
later results.
We begin rst by onstruting a generating funtion whih we an then use to alulate
the relevant averages required to ompute the generalisation error. We dene a parti-
tion funtion of a posterior GP that has seen N examples whih have been generated
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with the GP prior over funtions f represented by P (f). From (2.2.3) we an then
onstrut a `free energy' via




log〈〈ZnN 〉y|X〉X . (2.2.4)
We will show that from this free energy, using (2.2.2), we will be able to onstrut the
required averages to alulate the learning urve.
The repliated average of (2.2.3) in (2.2.4) for most interesting ases is not analytially
tratable so an approximation is required. To this end we begin by onstruting a grand
anonial form by onsidering the ase where the number of examples is not xed but






〈〈ZnN 〉y|X〉X . (2.2.5)
(It is worth noting here the exp(−ζ) has been dropped sine it is a onstant that will
drop out in subsequent alulations.)
With (2.2.3) in the grand anonial form we an now rewrite (2.2.5) to have a purely
loal Hamiltonian H({fa}, ζ) (where there are no interations between examples (xµ, yµ)
leaving only a loal eld) involving averages over a single input x and orresponding
































The internal sum over N in (2.2.6) is just a power series of an exponential. Utilising









H({fa}, ζ) = 〈H({fa}, ζ,x)〉x (2.2.8)
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In general (2.2.7) is not solvable analytially. Malzahn and Opper [72℄ proeed by
using a Gaussian variational approximation [42℄. They hoose to approximate the true
Hamiltonian (2.2.8) with a Hamiltonian of quadrati form








so that the dierene between the free energies is minimised. This is ahieved by nding
a H0 that minimises the Bogoliubov bound


















RHS of (2.2.12) is known as the variational free energy.




= 0 ∀a (2.2.13)
δ〈H −H0〉0
δQˆab(x)
= 0 ∀a ≤ b (2.2.14)
where the funtional derivative ats only on the averages and not on the internal H−H0
term.
Taking a seond, loser look, at the variational free energy one sees that, sine H0 is
quadrati in form, the RHS of (2.2.12) will be ompletely determined by the rst two
loal moments Ra(x) = 〈fa(x)〉0 and Qab(x,x) = 〈fa(x)fb(x)〉0. With this realisation
we an derive a seond set of variational equations whih must be satised by performing
a Legendre transform upon the variational free energy. We rewrite the free energy for the






in terms of its Legendre
transform, denoted G0, to get







































= F0 − 〈H0〉0 (2.2.15)
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If we then substitute the denition of G0 into the variational free energy (2.2.12) and













= −Rˆa(x)p(x) + δ〈H〉0
δRa(x)
= −Rˆa(x)p(x) + p(x) ∂〈H〉0
∂Ra(x)
(2.2.18)
again with an analogous result for Qab(x,x).
From equations (2.2.13), (2.2.14) and (2.2.18) we now have a set of variational equations
that we must satisfy for H0 to minimise (2.2.12). To summarise, we aim to minimise the
variational free energy (2.2.12) and we have alulated that at a minimum the following
onditions must be met
δ〈H −H0〉0
δRˆa(x)
= 0 ∀a, δ〈H −H0〉0
δQˆab(x)
= 0 a ≤ b, (2.2.19)
∂〈H〉0
∂Ra(x)
= Rˆa(x) ∀a, ∂〈H〉0
∂Qab(x,x)
= Qˆab(x) a ≤ b. (2.2.20)
To minimise (2.2.12) we will make the simplest assumption that satises the above
onstraints, namely replia symmetry
Rˆa(x) = Rˆ(x) ∀a, Qˆaa(x) = 1
2
Qˆ0(x) ∀a, Qˆab(x) = Qˆ(x) a < b. (2.2.21)
This assumed replia symmetri nature of the variational parameters then enfores this
symmetry upon the rst two moments, i.e. the rst two derivatives of the variational
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free energy giving
〈fa(x)〉0 = R(x) ∀a, (2.2.22)
〈fa(x)fa(x′)〉0 = Q0(x,x′) ∀a, (2.2.23)
〈fa(x)fb(x′)〉0 = Q(x,x′) ∀a < b. (2.2.24)





















































P (fa)f1(x) exp (−H0)
= R(x) (2.2.25)
whih is just the posterior mean and where we have taken ζ = N . Similar alulations
for Q0(x,x
′) and Q(x,x′) show that Q0(x,x′) ≈ 〈〈〈f(x)f(x′)〉f 〉y|X〉X and Q(x,x′) ≈
〈〈〈f(x)〉f 〈f(x′)〉f 〉y|X〉X .
Sine we have made a Gaussian approximation, (2.2.8) desribes a Gaussian proess
that inludes the data average. Thus the variational approximation, H0, of the true
Hamiltonian, H, desribes a GP with both the prior and data averages inluded. We
dene
G(x,x′) = Q0(x,x′)−Q(x,x′) (2.2.26)
to be the average posterior ovariane funtion.
Closer inspetion of the distribution averaged over in (2.2.22) to (2.2.24) shows that sine
the prior, P (f), was a GP, the distribution indued by H0 is a GP with an exponent
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where C−1 is the operator inverse of C. If we also dene the operator Qˆ0 as Qˆ0(x,x′) =












In order to alulate the mean, R(x), and ovariane funtion, D(x,x′), for the GP
desribed by the distribution indued by H0 we therefore only need to omplete the






dxdx′ (fa(x)−R(x))D−1ab (x,x′)(fb(x′)−R(x′)) (2.2.29)
One nds that the solution for D is given by
Dab(x,x

























u(x,x′) = p(x)(Qˆ0(x)− Qˆ(x))δ(x − x′) (2.2.32)
un−1(x,x′) = p(x)(Qˆ0(x) + (n− 1)Qˆ(x))δ(x − x′) (2.2.33)
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and where inverses are taken to mean the inverse operator.
From these equations we see that in the limit as n tends to zero the approximation of
the posterior ovariane of (2.1.49) will be given by
G(x,x′) = Q0(x,x′)−Q(x,x′) = Daa(x,x′)−Dab(x,x′) a 6= b
= (C−1 + u)−1(x,x′), (2.2.34)
and the posterior mean will be
R(x) = −〈G(x,x′)Rˆ(x′)〉x′ (2.2.35)
Combining onditions (2.2.20) with denition (2.2.34) we see that (2.2.20) beomes [72℄
Qˆ0(x)− Qˆ(x) = N
σ2 +G(x,x)
. (2.2.36)
Subsequently ombining (2.2.34) with (2.2.36) we have a self-onsistent equation for
the approximate posterior ovariane, G. Note that this distribution is agnosti to the
outputs y. This is to be expeted sine, as we saw in (2.1.9), the posterior ovariane
of a GP is determined only by the input points x and not the output points, y.
We are now in a position to alulate the mathed learning urve (2.1.47) for the ase
of inputs and outputs dened on the verties of a graph. From (2.1.47) we see that for
the ase of a mathed model, this will be given by the posterior ovariane of the GP
averaged over the graph ensemble G and inputs x. In terms of the replia alulation
this is simply the average of G(x,x) over the input distribution of x and graph ensemble
G.












If we assume, as in Sollih [112℄, that we may replae G by its average ǫg in the denom-













One an simplify this further by dening a positive semi-denite operator P 1/2CP 1/2(x,x′) =
p(x)1/2C(x,x′)p1/2(x′) and then use Merer's theorem [135℄ to deompose P 1/2CP 1/2
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dxψi(x)ψj(x) = δij . From this we see that by dening




































































We will use (2.2.40) as a baseline omparison for evaluating the performane of the
approximations we will derive in subsequent hapters. It is worth noting that sine the
random walk kernel is onstruted from the normalised Laplaian, and for some of the
random graphs we will onsider in the remainder of this thesis the eigenvalue distribution
approahes a limiting form for large V [75℄ we will be able to simplify this further. In
these situations we may evaluate (2.2.40) using the limiting form and drop the average
over the ensemble.
2.3 Cavity method and belief propagation  Two sides of
the same oin
When Sherrington and Kirkpatrik [106℄ solved the SK model using the replia method
they found that, as temperatures beame small, preditions for the free energy beame
inaurate. To understand these inauraies for small temperatures an alternative,
avity approah [86℄, was proposed by Thouless et al. [122℄. The resulting equations
were alled the Thouless-Anderson-Palmer (TAP) equations and led to the eventual
disovery of replia symmetry breaking [8991℄.
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Figure 2.5: (left) The EA model of a spin glass, spins are plaed on a regular lattie
and interat with immediate neighbours only. (right) The VB model of
a spin glass, spins interat with a xed number of randomly hosen spins
or neighbours.
The dierene, in essene, between the replia solution to the free energy and the TAP
equations is the point at whih one makes a mean eld approximation: in replias this is
done after averaging out disorder and in the TAP equations it is taken before averaging
out disorder.
The avity derived TAP equations were rst alulated for the SK model. However,
although the SK model was found to exhibit some of the properties of real world spin
glass systems, it made unrealisti assumptions about the interations between spins
(namely that every spin interated with every other spin). As a ompromise between
the unsolvable EA model (where spins are plaed on a lattie and interations only our
between nitely many neighbours) and the overly simple SK model, Viana and Bray [126℄
proposed the Viana-Bray (VB) model (see gure 2.5). In this model spins interated
with nitely many other spins like the EA model whilst preserving the typially long
yles in the SK model that made it solvable. It is on a less restritive version of the
original VB model that we will derive the avity method as it most losely resembles
the problems we will solve in subsequent hapters. To tie in with later derivations we
will derive the avity method in a similar manner to that of Yedidia et al. [136℄: in the
setting of distributions plaed over a random graph.
Sine the development of the avity method it has been found that it has been invented in
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other subjet areas under various dierent names. In partiular, it was reated as a way
of approximating distributions dened on graphial models [20℄ in omputer siene [93℄.
In this eld it is known as belief propagation (BP). In the eld of oding theory it
was reated for deoding transmitted information [45℄ and was alled the sum-produt
algorithm.
We begin our derivation by onsidering a xed graph G(V, E) with vertex set V =
{1, . . . , V } and edge set E = {(i, j)|i onneted to j} and assume we have a funtion f =
(f(1), . . . , f(V ))T dened on the verties of the graph with joint probability distribution
of the form







In the mahine learning literature this is known as an undireted graphial model or a
Markov random eld [61℄. We will suppose that we require the marginal distribution for
fi. Integrating over all omponents of f exept i, whih we will denote by f\i then gives

















Equation (2.3.3) represents a avity eld [86℄; in statistial mehanis this an be inter-
preted as the distribution of the system in the absene of site or vertex i. Equation (2.3.2)
an be interpreted as the eet of adding an additional site i to the system.
If we assume the graph is `tree-like' i.e. that yles in G are large and grow with system
size, and we assume that orrelations between verties arising from suh yles are
not too strong, then interations between verties an be approximated by onsidering
the shortest paths between them. Verties with shortest paths passing through i will
beome approximately independent of eah other upon the removal of i. We therefore
approximate the graph G without vertex i by independent subgraphs rooted at the
neighbours of i (see gure 2.6).
Using the independene of the subgraphs after removing vertex i, we now have the
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Figure 2.6: Figure to explain the avity method. By removing vertex i neighbouring










If G was a tree eventually we must reah the leaves of the tree; these will simply have
avity distributions P
(j)
k (fk) = Pk(fk). Working bakwards would give the marginal
(2.3.2). If G is not a tree, however, then there will be no leaves to terminate this
iteration. As an approximation, one might be tempted to try randomly assigning all
avity marginals in the graph an initial value. One ould then update the avity messages
at random until onvergene. This approximate method is known as belief propagation
(BP).
Equations (2.3.2) and (2.3.4) solve the problem of alulating marginals of a distribution







in (2.3.2) and (2.3.4) an be interpreted as the message sent from a neighbouring vertex
j to i about its `belief' in what value fi should be. This interpretation of the update step
along with an interpretation of the nal marginal alulation is summarised in gure 2.7.
If all we needed was to perform inferene on xed graphs we would be done. The
avity method, however, was developed to solve the problem of prediting marginal
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Figure 2.7: Figure to explain the message passing interpretation of the avity method.
(left) A typial update step. (right) A nal marginal alulation
distributions of spins in the presene of disorder, whih in this ase is represented by an
ensemble of random graphs. If we onsider an ensemble of random graphs onstrained
only by a degree distribution (the distribution of the degree of a randomly seleted vertex,
see setion 2.4) with nite mean, the yle length of a typial graph will be O(log(V )).
As the size of the graph beomes large (V → ∞), yles are rare, and we may one
again make the independent subgraph approximation used to alulate (2.3.4). In this
ase the assumption translates into assuming that inoming messages are independent
of one another. Equation (2.3.4) therefore beomes a self onsistent equation relating

















whih must be solved using population dynamis [2, 78℄ (see algorithm 4.1). The average
over the distribution p(d)d/d¯ an be interpreted as an average over edges in the graph;
sine for a vertex with degree d one expets d edges, d¯ normalises the distribution.
The avity method has had suess solving a variety of problems inluding turbo-
odes [15℄, where it is used to ahieve ommuniation at rates lose to the Shannon
limit, in statistial physis, as an equivalent, more interpretable method for solving spin
glass systems [122℄, and for solving eigenvalue problems in large random graph ensem-
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bles [97℄. Of partiular interest for the rest of this thesis, in partiular Chapter 4 and
Chapter 6, is the work of Rogers et al. [97℄ where the authors alulated the eigenvalue
spetrum of ensembles large random graphs onstrained by a degree distribution p(d).
2.4 Random Graphs
Ensembles of random graphs enable one to onsider whole lasses of graphs that share
ommon properties. As disussed in Chapter 1 many graphs in the real world, from a
range of seemingly unrelated areas, share ommon properties suh as power law degree
distributions, preferential attahment and ommunity strutures. To aurately on-
vey the average performane of GPs for regression on graphs it is desirable therefore
to onsider the performane of GPs for regression on lasses of graphs dened by an
ensemble.
Random graphs are a large subjet in their own right [9, 18, 23, 26, 29, 8284, 92, 98, 131℄.
We will disuss here only the relevant information for this thesis. We will begin by the
denition of a random graph ensemble.
Denition 2.4.1 (Random graph ensemble). A random graph ensemble G of graphs
with V verties is the set of all labelled graphs of size V , GV , endowed with a probability
distribution PG









are dierent. See Bollobás [22℄ for further disussions on unlabelled graphs.
Subsequent subsetions of this overview of random graphs will now detail the ensembles
that feature in this thesis. I will highlight important information that is relevant to
generating graphs uniformly from the ensemble and disuss, where neessary, how one
may sensibly selet the parameters of the ensembles. All of the ensembles we disuss
an be viewed as a generalisation of the VB spin glass model [126℄.
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2.4.1 Erd®s-Rényi random graphs
It is perhaps tting that random graph theory traes its way bak to Paul Erd®s [39℄, the
20th entury poly-mathematiian that holds the reord for the most papers published,
and that gave rise to the infamous Erd®s number [47℄ (an integer number that represents
the number of oauthors between an author and a paper written by Paul Erd®s). It
is to the rst random graphs onsidered by Erd®s and Rényi [39℄ that many modern
approahes an be traed.
In the seminal papers by Erd®s and Rényi [39, 40℄ the authors onsidered the following
ensemble.
Denition 2.4.2 (Erd®s-Rényi (Poisson) random graph ensemble [39℄). The Erd®s-
Rényi ensemble GV,p with p ∈ [0, 1] is dened as the set of all labelled graphs GV with
probability distribution
PG(G ∈ GV ) = p|E|(1− p)V (V−1)/2−|E| (2.4.1)
Samples from the Erd®s-Rényi ensemble an be viewed as being generated by making
i.i.d. Bernoulli trials with probability p for eah pair in {(i, j)|i, j = 1 . . . , V, i < j}.
If the Bernoulli trial returns one then the edge is present in E otherwise it is not.
This interpretation leads to algorithm 2.1 for generating graphs from the Erd®s-Rényi
ensemble.
Sine the publiation of the rst basi properties of GV,p in Erd®s and Rényi [39℄ many au-
thors have studied these graphs and onsequently a great deal is known about them [see
for example 22℄. One of the most useful results as regards to this thesis is the `6 stages'
typial samples G ∈ GV,p progress through as p is inreased from 0 to 1. These results
were rst realised in Erd®s and Rényi [39℄ but have subsequently been improved upon
many times. The desription below of the stages is taken from Chung and Lu [26℄ where
the referenes to the relevant original papers an also be found.
Stage 1 p grows slower than 1/V : Graphs are almost surely (a.s.) a disjoint union of
trees.
Stage 2 p = c/V , c ∈ (0, 1): Graphs ontain yles of any given length. All omponents
are trees or trees with one additional edge (uniyli omponents).
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Algorithm 2.1: Generating graphs from GV,p
Input : Number of verties V and the probability of an edge p
Output: Graph G(V, E)
1 begin
2 Initialise vertex set V ← {1, . . . , V };
3 Initialise edge set E ← ∅;
4 for i← 0 to V − 1 do
5 for j ← 0 to i− 1 do
6 Sample from a Bernoulli distribution with suess probability p;
7 if true then





Stage 3 p = 1/V : The largest omponent has size of order V 2/3
Stage 4 p = c/V , c > 1: Exept for one giant omponent all other omponents are
small and most are trees. The total number of verties in the giant omponent is
approximately f(c)V with







Stage 5 p = (c log V )/V , c ≥ 1: The graph is a.s. onneted (there exists a path be-
tween any two verties within the graph)
Stage 6 p = (ω(V ) log V )/V , ω(V )→∞: The graph is a.s. onneted and almost all
the degrees of the verties are asymptotially equal.
We fous in this thesis on stage 4. In this stage graphs from the ensemble are ompliated
enough to make them interesting and mainly onneted, whilst preserving the tree-like
requirement for the avity method to be valid. The degree distribution p(d) = 1V
∑
i δdi,d,
with degree of vertex i given by di =
∑
j aij , of this type of graph will be asymptotially
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Figure 2.8: (a) An expansion around a vertex (shown in red) inside the `giant om-
ponent' of an Erd®s-Rényi random graph with c = 3 and ve hundred
verties. The tree like stuture is learly visible. (b) The expeted degree
distribution of this graph.
Poisson with mean c. A sample of a graph from a stage 4 Erd®s-Rényi ensemble with
c = 3 is given in gure 2.8.
2.4.2 Extending the Erd®s-Rényi graph  The generalised random
graph ensemble
Until relatively reently the fous of researh in the random graph eld was upon the
Erd®s-Rényi ensemble. However, in the early nighties, with the advent of more powerful
omputers, researhers beame able to study in detail the properties of graphs found in
nature. The researhers' magnifying glass ranged over a broad spetrum of graphs from
the world wide web to phone all graphs to metaboli networks in ells [1, 3, 4, 57℄.
Studies of these graphs gave what was, at rst, surprising results that ould not be
explained by the typial properties of an Erd®s-Rényi graph with edges seleted via
i.i.d. Bernoulli variables. These were;
Power law (sale free) degree distribution: The degree distribution of these graphs
exhibited a power law p(d) ∝ d−γ .
Assortativity/Disassortativity: The degrees of two verties onneted by an edge
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are not independent. Graphs either had an assortative property where the degrees
of onneted verties were positively orrelated or a disassortative property where
degrees of onneted verties were anti-orrelated.
Preferential Attahment: Graphs onsist of `hubs' of highly onneted verties with
many small degree verties onneted to them (i.e. the rih get riher).
To remedy the inadequaies of the Erd®s-Rényi random graph model in explaining real
world graphs there have been many attempts to reate ensembles that have some or
all of these properties [9, 18, 23, 26, 29, 8284, 98, 131℄. Most [9, 26, 29, 82, 84, 131℄
break either the tree-like property or degree independene required for the analysis in
subsequent hapters to work. However, there are some ensembles that are able to inlude
some or all of these properties into typial draws from that ensemble whilst preserving
the requirements for preditions using the avity method. All of these an be viewed as
extending the Erd®s-Rényi ensemble in some way.
The most obvious way to extend the Erd®s-Rényi ensemble so that we may generate
dierent degree distributions is the generalised random graph ensemble [23℄. In this
ensemble the independent Bernoulli distribution is no longer idential for eah potential
edge, (i, j). We dene the generalised random graph ensemble following Britton et al.
[23℄ as follows:
Denition 2.4.3 (Generalised Random Graph Ensemble[23℄:). The generalised random
graph ensemble, GV,w, with w ∈ RV , is dened as the set of all labelled graphs GV
endowed with probability distribution



















this distribution beomes the Erd®s-Rényi
ensemble, GV,p, one more. Similar denitions in Chung and Lu [26℄, Norros and Re-
ittu [84℄ an be shown to be equal to denition 2.4.3 in the limit of large numbers of
verties [56℄.
Britton et al. [23℄ extended the generalised random graph ensemble further by onsidering
the ase where wi were i.i.d. random variables with mean µw and nite 1 + ǫ moment
for some ǫ > 0. In this ase the authors proved the following fats [23, Theorem 3.1℄
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(a) The limiting distribution of a degree variable dk as V beomes large is a mixed
Poisson with parameter wk.
(b) For any m, the degrees d1, . . . , dm are asymptotially independent.
In the main text we onsider power law random graphs. These graphs are generalised
random graphs with wi sampled from a Pareto distribution. They are dened as follows
Denition 2.4.4 (Power law random graph ensemble:). The power law random graph
ensemble, GpowV,α,λc , with exponent α > 1 and shift λc > 0 is dened as the set of all
labelled graphs GV endowed with probability distribution























θ(wi − λc) (2.4.5)
Using property (a) from Britton et al. [23, Theorem 3.1℄ we see that the resulting large










A sample from the power law random graph ensemble is given in gure 2.9 along with
the predited degree distribution. Details on how to generate graphs from this ensemble
are given in algorithm 2.2.
2.4.3 d-Regular Random Graphs
To be able to understand the basi properties of the random walk kernel without ob-
strution from the topology of a graph the nal ensemble we will onsider in subsequent
hapters is the d-regular graph ensemble. This is the original model assumed in Viana
and Bray [126℄.
In the d-regular graph ensemble eah vertex degree is set xed and equal to d. We dene
the d-random regular graph ensemble as follows
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Algorithm 2.2: Power law random graph generator
Input : Number of verties V , the exponent of the Pareto distribution α and
the shift in the distribution αs
Output: Graph G(V, E)
1 begin
2 Initialise vertex set V ← {1, . . . , V };
3 Initialise edge set E ← ∅;
4 Initialise w to be V samples from a Pareto distribution (see algorithm 2.3);
5 for i← 1 to V do
6 for j ← 1 to i− 1 do
7 x← Uniform(0, 1);









Algorithm 2.3: Sampling from the Pareto distribution [35, Chapter 2℄
Input : Exponent α and shift αs
Output: x, a sample from the distribution
1 begin
2 Sample t← Uniform(0, 1);
3 x← αs/(1 − t)1/α;
4 end
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Figure 2.9: (a) An expansion around a vertex (shown in red) inside the `giant om-
ponent' of a power law random graph with exponent, α, equal to 2.1,
uto, λc, equal to two and ve hundred verties. The tree-like property,
although not as obvious as gure 2.10 and gure 2.8(a), is still visible.
(b) The expeted degree distribution of the power law random graph
ensemble (see (2.4.6)).
Denition 2.4.5 (d-Regular Random Graph Ensemble [126℄). The d-regular random
graph ensemble or regular random graph ensemble, GV,reg,d, with d ∈ N, is dened as
the set of all labelled graphs GV endowed with probability distribution















Like the Erd®s-Rényi and generalised random graph ensembles the properties of graphs
drawn from this ensemble have been studied in great detail; a summary an be found
in Bollobás [22℄. To be able to generate regular graphs uniformly we use the method
presented in Steger and Wormald [118℄, summarised in algorithm 2.4. Graphs are on-
struted by reating d `edge stubs' for eah vertex. These stubs are randomly paired
until a graph is reated or no more pairings an be made. In the latter ase the algorithm
is restarted. A sample from the regular graph ensemble is shown in gure 2.10.
2.4.4 Arbitrary degree distributions
The results that we will derive in this thesis will hold true for any graph ensemble where
degrees of eah vertex are i.i.d. However, to make things onise we will fous on the
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Algorithm 2.4: Regular random graph generator[118℄
Input : Degree d
Output: Graph G(V, E)
1 begin
2 Initialise vertex set V ← {1, . . . , V };
3 while G(V, E) not regular do
4 Initialise edge set E ← ∅;
5 Initialise E ′ ← {(i, j)|i = 1, . . . , V, j = 1, . . . , V, j < i};
6 Initialise d← (d, . . . , d)T, |d| = V ;
7 while |E ′| 6= 0 do
8 Randomly selet (i, j) from E ′ with probability proportional to didj ;
9 E ← E ∪ {(i, j)};
10 di ← di − 1;
11 dj ← dj − 1;



















































Figure 2.10: An expansion around a vertex (shown in red) in a regular random graph
with ve hundred verties and degree equal to three. Tree-like struture
is learly visible
three ensembles mentioned above. For ompleteness here we will briey disuss methods
of generating random graph ensembles with an arbitrary degree distribution.
To reate a graph from a degree distribution, p(d), one rst samples V degrees from
p(d); this is known as the degree sequene of the graph. Graphs are then onstruted
from the degree sequene.
Generating spei instane graphs for a degree sequene, d1, . . . , dV , is relatively sim-
ple [127℄. However, graphs reated this way will not be generated uniformly from the
ensemble of graphs with degree distribution p(d). This is important for later results
where the average over the ensemble is alulated numerially. One way to resolve this
problem is to add a randomisation step after the graph has been reated. This follows
some form of Markovian edge swithing dynamis. Originally this approah was noted
by Eggleton and Holton [38℄, Taylor [121℄. However, as pointed out in Coolen et al. [31℄,
for degree distributions with 〈d2〉dmax/〈d〉2 ≫ V this method still does not generate
random graphs uniformly. Instead one requires a `rejetion' step [31℄.
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CHAPTER 3
THE RANDOM WALK KERNEL AS A
GAUSSIAN PROCESS PRIOR
We begin our disussion of GPs for regression with random walk kernels by rst study-
ing how the random walk kernel behaves as a ovariane matrix of a GP prior. By
studying the impliations of a random walk kernel GP prior we will ome aross some
non-trivial unexpeted properties that will have impliations in later avity and replia
alulations.
3.1 Insight into the random walk kernel
The random walk kernel derives its name from its interpretation in terms of walks on a
graph. If we binomially expand the random walk kernel we have
C =
(
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where D = diag(d1, . . . , dV )
T
is a diagonal matrix of the degrees of the graph desribed
by A. In (3.1.1) the matrix AD−1 is a random walk transition matrix. To see this
assume there is a `walker' at vertex i with degree di, then assuming the walker piks
a neighbour to jump to with equal probability, the probability of the walker being at
a neighbour j after taking a step is simply 1/di. The probability of the walker being
at any other vertex is zero. Writing this in terms of the adjaeny matrix we have
aij/di = (AD
−1)ij .
With this interpretation we see that apart from pre- and post-multipliation by D−1/2
and D1/2, the kernel C is a q-step random walk transition matrix, averaged over the
number of steps q distributed aording to q ∼ Binomial(p, a−1). An alternative inter-
pretation is to think of (3.1.1) in terms of a p-step lazy random walk, where at eah
step the walker stays at the urrent vertex with probability (1 − a−1) and moves to a
neighbouring vertex with probability (da)−1.
Using either interpretation, one sees that p/a is the lengthsale over whih the random
walk an diuse along the graph, and hene the lengthsale desribing the typial max-
imum range of orrelations of the random walk kernel (see gure 3.1). A peuliarity of
this kernel is that as well as the maximum lengthsale p/a it has as suggested by the
random walk kernel's relationship with the diusion kernel for large p (see setion 2.1.2)
a diusive lengthsale given by (2p/a)1/2. This will appear in later hapters when we
disuss the learning urves of GPs for regression with a random walk kernel.
For C to be a well behaved kernel we require that as the lengthsale diverges (p → ∞
and p/a→∞) the kernel will approah a form for whih knowing a single point in the
graph tells us the entire funtion on the graph. This is known as the fully orrelated
limit. One an see that this is the ase for the random walk kernel by observing that for
large p, a random walk on a graph will approah a stationary distribution p∞ = De,
e = (1, . . . , 1)T [see for example 70℄. Sine as p tends to innity the mean of the
binomial distribution tends to innity and the variane tends to zero the q-step random
walk is therefore (AD−1)q ≈ p∞eT = DeeT, representing the fat that the random
walk beomes stationary independently of the starting vertex [see for example 70℄. This
gives for p tending to innity, the kernel C ∝ D1/2eeTD1/2, i.e. Cij ∝ d1/2i d1/2j , whih
orresponds to full orrelation aross verties as expeted; expliitly, if f is a GP on the
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graph with ovariane matrix D1/2eeTD1/2, then f = vD1/2e with v a single Gaussian
degree of freedom that ould be determined from one noise free example.
3.1.1 Approahing the fully orrelated kernel
Although alulating the fully orrelated limit of the random walk kernel was straight-
forward we will now show that the onvergene of the kernel to this limit is non-trivial.
To understand the onvergene of the kernel to the fully orrelated limit we will study
how the kernel behaves on a uniformly sampled d-regular graph (see setion 2.4.3). We
fous on graphs of this type beause their regular struture will allow us to get a lear
idea of the kernel behaviour without topologial graph eets.
For a large enough number of verties, V , typial simple yles (a series of onneted
verties starting and ending at the same point without passing through the same vertex
twie) in a d-regular graph will be large, of length O(log V ), and an be negleted for
the alulation of the kernel as V tends to innity. We therefore begin by assuming
the graph is an innite tree, and assess later how the yles that do exist on random
d-regular graphs ause departures from this piture.
An innite vertex d-regular tree or Bethe-lattie [16℄ is a graph where eah vertex has
degree d with no yles; it is unique up to permutations of verties. Sine all verties on
a tree are equivalent, the random walk kernel an only depend on the distane between
verties i and j, i.e. the smallest number of steps required to get from one vertex to the
other. Denoting the value of a p-step unnormalised random walk kernel for verties a
distane l apart by Cl,p, we an determine these values by reursion over p as follows:




















Cl+1,p l ≥ 1.
(3.1.2)
Here γp is hosen to ahieve the desired normalisation for every p. To keep things
onrete we will normalise so that C0,p = 1.
Figure 3.1 shows the results obtained by iterating equation (3.1.2) numerially for a 3-
regular tree with a equal to two. As expeted the kernel beomes longer-ranged initially
as p is inreased, but seems to approah a non-trivial limiting form. This limiting form
an be alulated using a modied version of the work presented in Chung and Yau [27℄
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Figure 3.1: Random walk kernel Cl,p on a 3-regular tree plotted against distane l
for inreasing number of steps p and a = 2.









An alternative way of deriving this is to rewrite the random walk kernel in terms of
shells, i.e. grouping verties aording to their distane l from a hosen entral vertex.
The number of verties in the l-th shell, or shell volume, is vl = d(d − 1)l−1 for l ≥ 1
and v0 = 1. Introduing Rl,p = Cl,p
√
vl, equation (3.1.2) an be written in the form
























Rl+1,p l ≥ 1.
(3.1.4)
Equation (3.1.4) is just the un-normalised diusion equation for a biased random walk
on a one dimensional lattie with a reetive boundary at zero. This has been solved
in Monthus and Texier [79℄, and mapping this solution bak to Cl,p gives (3.1.3) (see
setion A.3 for further details).
This unexpeted limiting form on a d-regular tree shows that, for large p, the random
walk kernel does not approah the expeted fully orrelated limit in this ase: beause
all verties have the same degree this limit would orrespond to Cl,p→∞ equal to unity.
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On the other hand, on a d-regular graph with any nite number, V , of verties the
fully orrelated limit must neessarily be approahed as p tends to innity1. As a large
regular graph is only loally treelike, the dierene must arise from the existene of long
yles in a regular graph.
To estimate when the existene of yles will start to aet the kernel, onsider rst a d-
regular tree trunated at depth l. This will have V = 1+d
∑l−1
k=1(d−1)k = O(d(d−1)l−1)
verties. On a d-regular graph with the same number of verties, we therefore expet to
enounter yles after the number of steps taken along the graph is of order l. In the
random walk kernel the typial number of steps is p/a, so eets of yles should appear




log(d− 1) . (3.1.5)
Figure 3.2 shows a omparison between C1,p as alulated from equation (3.1.2) for a 3-
regular tree and its analogue on random 3-regular graphs of nite size, whih we allK1,p.
We dene this analogue as the average of Cij/
√
CiiCjj over all pairs of neighbouring
verties on a xed graph, averaged further over a number of randomly generated regular
graphs. The square root aounts for the fat that loal kernel values Cii an vary slightly
on a regular graph beause of yles, while they are the same for all verties of a regular
tree. Looking at gure 3.2 one sees that, as expeted from the arguments above, the
nearest neighbour kernel value for the 3-regular graph, K1,p, oinides with its analogue
C1,p on the 3-regular tree for small p. When p/a rosses the threshold (3.1.5), yles
in the regular graph beome important and the two urves separate. For larger p, the
kernel value for neighbouring verties approahes the fully orrelated limit K1,p → 1 on




In onlusion, the analysis of the random walk kernel's approah to its fully orrelated
limit has shown that these kernels have an unusual dependene on their lengthsale p/a.
In partiular, kernel values for verties a short distane apart an remain signiantly
below the fully orrelated limit, even if p/a is large. That limit is approahed only
one p/a beomes larger than the graph size-dependent threshold (3.1.5), at whih point
yles beome important. We have foussed here on random regular graphs, but the same
1
This is true beause any nite graph will have a stationary distribution [70℄.
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log(V )/ log(d− 1)
a = 2, V =∞
a = 2, V = 500
a = 4, V =∞
a = 4, V = 500
Figure 3.2: Comparison between numerial results for the average nearest neighbour
kernel K1,p on random 3-regular graphs (solid line) with the result C1,p
on a 3-regular tree (dashed line), alulated numerially by iteration of
(3.1.1).
qualitative behaviour should be observed also on graphs with a non-trivial distribution
of vertex degrees, p(d).
3.2 Using the random walk kernel as a Gaussian proess
prior
Having gained a better understanding of the random walk kernel we now study its
appliation in mahine learning as a GP prior. We will fous in partiular on how the
kernel represents prior amplitude or sale of funtions on the graph. For a GP this is
given by the diagonal entries of the kernel.
Conventionally one xes the desired sale of the kernel using global normalisation:
denoting the unnormalised kernel by Cˆ(x, x′) one sales C(x, x′) = Cˆ(x, x′)/κ with
κ = c−1〈Cˆ(x, x)〉x to ahieve a desired average of 〈C(x, x)〉x = c aross input loa-
tions x. In Eulidean spaes one typially uses translationally invariant kernels like the
squared exponential kernel. For these spaes C(x, x) is the same for all input loations
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x and so global normalisation is suient to x a spatially uniform sale for the prior
amplitude. In the ase of kernels on graphs on the other hand, the loal onnetiv-
ity struture around eah vertex an be dierent. Sine information about orrelations
`propagates' only along graph edges, graph kernels are not generally translation invari-
ant. In partiular, there an be large variation among the prior varianes at dierent
verties. This is usually undesirable in a probabilisti model unless one has strong prior
knowledge to justify suh variation. For the random walk kernel, the loal prior varianes
are the diagonal entries of equation (3.1.1). These are diretly related to the probability
of return of a lazy random walk on a graph, whih depends sensitively on the loal graph
struture. This dependene is in general non-trivial, and not just expressible through
e.g. the degree of the loal vertex. It seems diult to imagine a senario where suh
a link between prior varianes and loal graph strutures ould be justied by prior
knowledge.
To emphasise the issue, gure 3.3(a) shows examples of distributions of loal prior vari-
anes Cii for random walk kernels globally normalised to an average prior variane of
unity.
2
The distributions are peaked around the desired value of unity but ontain many
`outliers' from verties with abnormally low or high prior variane. Figure 3.3(a) shows
the distribution of Cii for a large single instane of an Erd®s-Rényi random graph (see
setion 2.4.1). In suh graphs, eah edge is present independently of all others with
some xed probability, giving a Poisson distribution of degrees pλ(d) = λ
d exp(−λ)/d!;
for the gure we hose an average degree, λ, equal to three. Figure 3.3(b) shows anal-
ogous results for a generalised random graph with power law mixing distribution (see
setion 2.4.2) with exponent, α, equal 2.5 and lower uto, λm, equal to two for the
distribution of the means.
Looking rst at gure 3.3(a), sine we know that large Erd®s-Rényi graphs are loally
tree-like one might expet that this would lead to relatively uniform loal prior varianes.
As shown in the gure, however, even for suh tree-like graphs large variations an exist
in the loal prior varianes. To give some spei examples, the large spike near zero is
aused by single disonneted verties and the smaller spike at around 6.8 arises from
two-vertex (single edge) disonneted subgraphs. Single vertex subgraphs have an atyp-
2
We use Cii again here, instead of C(i, i) as in our general disussion of GPs; the subsript notation
is more intuitive beause the ovariane funtion on a graph is just a V × V matrix.
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ially small prior variane sine for a single disonneted vertex i, before normalization
Cii = (1− a−1)p whih is the zero step (q = 0) ontribution from equation (3.1.1) only.
Other verties in the graph will get additional ontributions from q greater or equal to
one and so have a larger prior variane. This eet will beome more pronouned as p
is inreased and the binomial weights assign less weight to the q equal to zero term.
Somewhat surprisingly at rst sight, the opposite eet is seen for two-vertex dison-
neted subgraphs as shown by the spike around Cii = 6.8 in gure 3.3(a). For verties






a−2q(1 − a−1)p−2q, whih is an atypially large
return probability: after any even number of steps, the walker must always return to
its starting vertex. A similar situation would our on verties at the entre of a star.
This illustrates that loal properties of a vertex alone, like its degree, do not onstrain
the prior variane. In a two-vertex disonneted subgraph both verties have degree
one. But there will generially be other verties of degree one that are dangling ends
of a large onneted graph omponent, and these will not have similarly elevated return
probabilities. Thus, loal graph struture is intertwined in a omplex manner with loal
prior variane.
For the power law random graph, gure 3.3(a), the broad features of the distribution
of loal prior varianes Cii are similar: a peak at the desired value of unity, overlaid
by spikes whih again ome from single and two-vertex disonneted subgraphs. The
inset shows that deay from the mean is roughly exponential again, but with a slower
deay; this is to be expeted sine power law graphs exhibit many more dierent loal
strutures with a signiantly larger probability than is the ase for Erd®s-Rényi graphs.
Aordingly, the distribution of the Cii also has a larger standard deviation than for the
Erd®s-Rényi ase. The maximum values of Cii that we see in these two spei graph
instanes follow the same trend, with the maximum prior variane approximately equal
to forty for the power law graph and approximately equal to fteen for the Erd®s-Rényi
graph. Suh large values would onstitute rather unrealisti prior assumptions about
the saling of the target funtion at these verties.
To summarise, gure 3.3 shows that after global normalisation a random walk kernel
an retain a large spread in the loal prior varianes, with the latter depending on the
graph struture in a ompliated manner. One approah to overome this is to use a
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Figure 3.3: (a) Histogram of prior varianes for the globally normalised random walk
kernel with a = 2, p = 10 on a single instane of an Erd®s-Rényi graph
with mean degree λ = 3 and V = 10000 verties. (b) As (a) but for a
power law generalised random graph with exponent 2.5 and uto 2.
loal normalisation. For a desired prior variane c this means normalising aording
to Cij = cCˆij/(κiκj)
1/2
with loal normalisation onstants κi = Cˆii; here Cˆij is the
unnormalized kernel matrix as before. This guarantees that all verties have exatly
equal prior variane as in the Eulidean ase. No unontrolled loal variation in the
saling of the funtion prior then remains, and the omputational overhead of loal over
global normalisation is negligible. Graphially, if we were to normalise the kernel to unity
aording to the loal presription, a plot of prior varianes like the one in gure 3.3
would be a delta peak entred at 1.
It is worth noting here that this spread of prior varianes would exist also if we had
used the original denition of the normalised Laplaian seen in Chung [25℄, this def-
inition diered from denition 2.1.4 in that it set Lii = 0 for di = 0 (see footnote
for denition 2.1.4); results for this ase are shown in gure 3.4. In this ase the dis-
onneted single verties have an unnormalised prior variane of one. One the global
normalisation is applied to this kernel the peak in the Erd®s-Rényi graph in gure 3.3(a)
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Figure 3.4: Histogram of prior varianes for the globally normalised random walk
kernel with the unaltered normalised Laplaian, a = 2 and p = 10 on
a single instane of an Erd®s-Rényi graph with mean degree λ = 3 and
V = 10000 verties.
is shifted to approximately Cii = 1/2 and the large spike lose to zero is shifted to the
other extreme and is found at around Cii = 8. For power law graphs these shifts are even
more severe. Our argument in favour of loal normalisation therefore an be applied to
either denition of the normalised Laplaian.
3.3 The eet of normalisation on learning
After arguing in favour of loal normalisation we now qualitatively assess the impliations
of loal over global kernel normalisation when using the random walk kernel as the
ovariane funtion of a GP prior. It is not a simple matter to say whih kernel is
`better', the loally or globally normalised one. It would not make sense for instane
to say the better kernel is the one that gives the lower Bayes error for given number of
examples, as the Bayes error reets both the omplexity of the target funtion and the
suess in learning it. A more denite answer ould be obtained only empirially, by
running GP regression with loal and global kernel normalization on the same datasets
and omparing the predition errors and also the marginal data likelihood. The same
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approah ould also be tried with syntheti datasets generated from GP priors that
are mismathed to both priors we have onsidered, dened by the globally and loally
normalised kernel, though justifying what is a reasonable hoie for the prior of the
target funtion would not be easy.
While a detailed study along the lines above is outside the sope of this thesis, we an
nevertheless at least qualitatively study the eet of the kernel normalisation, to under-
stand to what extent the orresponding priors dene signiantly dierent probabilisti
models. Figure 3.5(a) and gure 3.5(b) overlay the learning urves for global and loal
kernel normalisations, for an Erd®s-Rényi and a power law generalised random graph
respetively. We will look at suh learning urves in muh more detail in the remainder
of the thesis. For now the point is that there are qualitative dierenes in the shapes of
the learning urves, with the ones for the loally normalised kernel exhibiting a shoulder
around ν = 2, where ν = N/V is the number of examples per vertex. This shoulder is
due to the proper normalization of isolated verties to unit prior variane; by ontrast,
as shown earlier in gure 3.3(a), global normalization gives too small a prior variane
to suh verties. Figure 3.5(a) shows the expeted learning urve ontributions from all
loally normalised isolated verties (single vertex subgraphs) as dotted lines. After the
GP learns the rest of the graph to a suient auray, the single vertex error dominates
the learning urve until these verties have typially seen at least one example. One
this point has been passed, the dominant error omes one more from the giant on-
neted omponent of the graph, and the GP learns in a similar manner to the globally
normalised ase. A similar eet, although not plotted, is seen for the power law random
graph ase.
We an extend the sope of this qualitative omparison by examining how a student GP
with a kernel with one normalisation performs when learning from a teaher with a ker-
nel with the other normalisation. This is a ase of model mismath whih we will address
in more detail in Chapter 6 for the ase of mismathed hyperparameters. Figure 3.6(a)
shows the ase of GP students with a globally normalised kernel for a teaher with a
loally normalised kernel. The learning urves for the mismathed senario are very
dierent from those for the mathed ase (gure 3.5(a) and gure 3.5(b)), showing an
inrease in error as ν approahes unity. The resulting maximum in the learning urve
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Figure 3.5: (a) Comparison between learning urves for loally (squares) and globally
(irles) normalised kernels for Erd®s-Rényi random graphs. (b) as (a)
for power law random graphs.
again emphasises that the two hoies of normalization produe distintly dierent prob-
abilisti models. Similar behaviour an be observed for the ase of power law generalised
random graphs, shown in gure 3.6(b). In both ases lose inspetion shows that the
error maximum is aused by `dangling edges' of the graph, i.e. hains of verties (with
degree two) extending away from the giant graph omponent and terminating in a vertex
of degree one.
To understand this onsider the mean of the preditive distribution i.e. the Bayes pre-
ditor after seeing N examples. If we arrange the preditive means of eah vertex in a
vetor fˆ = (fˆ(1), . . . , fˆ(V ))T, then from (2.1.10) we have
fˆ =KV (K + σ
2I)−1y (3.3.1)
where (KV )j,µ = Cj,xµ, µ = 1, . . . , N and j = 1, . . . , V . We an rewrite this in the form
fˆ =Mz where
M =KV (Kf + σ
2I)−1/2 (3.3.2)
z = (Kf + σ
2I)−1/2y. (3.3.3)
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From this one sees that M represents the teaher-independent aspets of fˆ and the
vetor z of `pseudo-training outputs' has been dened so that in the mathed ase it
obeys 〈zzT〉 = I. We an think of z as pseudo training outputs beause if its omponents
zµ are sampled i.i.d. from unit variane Gaussian variables, then fˆ = Mz will have
the orret distribution of mean predition vetors. The olumns m1, . . . ,mN of M
represent `eetive predition vetors' onjugate to zµ. In the mathed ase eah fˆ
2
i will
then be, on average, the sum of the squares of the orresponding entries in the eetive
predition vetors.
For the ase of mismath the only hange is in the statistis of the z. Their ovariane
matrix 〈zzT〉 will no longer be the identity matrix, and so at as a re-weighting of
the predition vetors. To understand our numerial simulations, we onsidered the
values of ν around the maximum in the mismathed learning urve, listed the largest
(diagonal) entries of zzT and plotted their orresponding predition vetors. These
predition vetors are generally loalised around the dangling ends of the graph, thus
substantiating that these are the ause of the bumps in gure 3.6.
As a nal qualitative omparison between globally and loally normalised kernels, gure 3.7(a)
and gure 3.7(b) show the variane of loal posterior varianes. This measures how muh
the loal Bayes error typially varies from vertex-to-vertex, as a funtion of the data set
size. Plausibly one would expet that this error variane is low initially when predition
on all verties is equally unertain. For large datasets the same should be true beause
errors on all verties are then low. In an intermediate regime the error variane should
beome larger beause examples will have been reeived on or near some verties but
not others. As gure 3.7(a) shows, for kernels with loal normalization we nd exatly
this senario, both for Erd®s-Rényi and power law random graphs. The error variane
is low for small ν = N/V , inreasing to a peak at ν ≈ 0.2 and nally dereasing again.
These results an now be ontrasted with those for globally normalised kernels, also
displayed in gure 3.7(a). Here the error variane is largest at ν equal to zero and
deays from there. This means that the initial variane in the loal prior varianes is
so large that any eets from the uneven distribution of example loations in any given
data set remains subdominant throughout. We regard this as another indiation of the
probabilistially implausible harater of the large spread of prior varianes aused by
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Figure 3.6: (a) Numerially simulated learning urves for a GP with a globally nor-
malised kernel with p = 10 and a = 2, on Erd®s-Rényi random graphs
with mean degree 3 for a range of noise levels. The teaher GP has a
loally normalised kernel with the same parameters. (b) as (a) but for
power law generalised random graphs with exponent 2.5 and uto 2.
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Figure 3.7: (a) Error variane for GP regression with loally (stars) and globally
(irles) normalised kernels against ν = N/V , on Erd®s-Rényi random
graphs, and for mathed learning with p = 10, a = 2, σ2 = 0.1. (b) as
(a) but for power law generalised random graphs.
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global normalization.
In the subsequent hapters of this thesis we will try and approximate, or indeed predit
exatly, the learning urves for GP regression. By doing so we will be able to au-
rately analyse the behaviour of GPs for regression with random walk kernels. In the
next hapter we will begin by deriving an approximation for the learning urves for both
globally and loally normalised random walk kernels in a mathed senario. We will
show that loal normalisation in partiular leads to some ompliated relationships be-
tween verties that makes the learning urve diult to alulate. To understand these
ompliated relationships we derive an equivalent replia method in Chapter 5. Finally,
having gained a deeper understanding of the mathed senario, in Chapter 6 we will




CURVE  THE CAVITY METHOD
The generalisation error, ǫg, as a funtion of the number of examples, N , also
known as the learning urve, gives a wealth of knowledge about the performane of
a learning method. One of its main uses is to give an indiation of the number of
examples required for the model to make aurate preditions for new data points.
As was disussed in setion 2.1.4.2, however, the learning urve is hard to alulate
diretly. In this hapter we will derive an approximation of the generalisation error
for GP regression on graphs as a funtion of N using a statistial mehanis approah
similar in avour to that seen in Rogers et al. [97℄. To do this we will require the use
of the avity method as disussed in setion 2.3. We will begin with a brief reap of the
main equations from Chapter 2 that we require to derive this approximation.
4.1 The graph spei generalisation error
We will fous in this hapter on a prior dened by a GP with ovariane funtion given
by the random walk kernel with parameters a and p. The random walk kernel is given
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by
Cˆ = (I − a−1L)p = (I(1 − a−1) + a−1D1/2AD1/2)p (4.1.1)
where L is the normalised Laplaian (see (2.1.25)), A is the adjaeny matrix of a graph
(see denition 2.1.3) and D = diag(d1, . . . , dV ) is a diagonal matrix of the degrees of
the verties of the graph desribed by A. Sine for a graph the kernel Cˆ is just a V ×V
matrix we will refer to its entries using the onvention Cˆ(i, j) = Cˆij .
To be able to set the sale of the funtion the GP prior favours we will need to normalise
the kernel. To enompass both the global and loal normalisations disussed in Chapter 3
we wil onsider a nal GP ovariane funtion (matrix) given by
C = K−1/2CˆK−1/2 (4.1.2)
where K = diag(κ1, . . . , κV ) is a normalising matrix. Under this formalism global nor-
malisation orresponds to setting κi equal to κ, a onstant proportional to the sum of
the diagonal entries of Cˆ, i.e. κ ∝ 1V
∑
i Cˆii. Loal normalisation then orresponds to
setting κi to be proportional to the i-th entry of the diagonal elements of Cˆ, i.e. κi ∝ Cii.
For both normalisations we will onsider the ase where the proportionality fator is set
to one so that we predit funtions with sale xed to unity.
For a ovariane funtion dened on a graph the GP prior is just a Gaussian distribution
and will be given by







where we have again taken advantage of the fat that we are on a graph so that the
funtion f is really a vetor f = (f(1), . . . , f(V ))T. Assuming we are presented inputs
X = (x1, . . . , xN )
T
with orresponding outputs y = (y1, . . . , yN )
T
orrupted by Gaus-
sian distributed noise with variane σ2 we see, by applying Bayes theorem (see (2.1.2)),
that the GP posterior distribution is again a Gaussian given by
P (f |X,y) =
exp
(














In this hapter we will assume that teaher and student are mathed (see setion 2.1.4.2).
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whih is also known as the Bayes error.
4.2 Prediting the learning urve
Equation (4.1.5) is simply the posterior variane of the student GP averaged over inputs
X and graphs G (see setion 2.1.4.2). Sine we only need this posterior variane we shall
shift f so that the posterior mean is 0; fi is then just the deviation of the funtion value































whih is just the posterior distribution with the linear terms dropped from the expo-
nents. One should note that by shifting the posterior distribution to zero mean, we have
eliminated the dependene on y in the above equation. That this should be so an also
be seen from the ovariane of the GP posterior (2.1.9), whih only depends on training
inputs x but not the orresponding outputs y.
The averages in (4.2.1) are in general diult to alulate analytially beause the
training input loations, x, enter in a highly nonlinear manner, see (2.1.9). We will
now show, however, that in the ase of GP regression of funtions dened on graphs,
generalisation errors an be predited exatly in the limit of large random graphs using
the avity method. This predition is broadly appliable and an be applied to all graph
ensembles where P (G) is haraterised by a xed degree distribution.
4.2.1 Creating the generating partition funtion
To begin our derivation of the approximation of the generalisation error we will rst
rewrite (4.2.1) in terms of a generating partition funtion, Z. Using the tehnique
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disussed in setion 2.2, we see that we may rewrite (4.2.1) in the form


























In order to apply the avity method to the problem of prediting the generalisation error
we must rst rewrite the partition funtion (4.2.3) in the form of a graphial model. As
disussed in setion 2.3, this means that the weights being integrated over to obtain Z
must onsist of fators relating only to individual verties, or to pairs of neighbouring
verties. The urrent form of (4.2.3) presents two problems to this analysis: the inverse
of the ovariane matrix in (4.2.3) reates fators linking verties at arbitrary distanes
along the graph, and the likelihood term is not urrently in a vertex spei form. To
rewrite the likelihood term into a loal vertex term we introdue γi, a ount of the
number of examples presented to vertex i. To eliminate interations aross the entire
graph we Fourier transform the prior term exp(−12fTC−1f) in (4.2.3), introduing








































The oupling between dierent verties in (4.2.4) is now through the ovariane matrix,
C, and therefore still links verties up to a distane p from eah other. To redue
these remaining interations to ones among nearest neighbours only, we must exploit
the binomial expansion of the random walk kernel given in equation (3.1.1). Dening p
additional variables at eah vertex by hq = K1/2(D−1/2AD−1/2)qK−1/2h, q = 1, . . . , p,




(1 − a−1)p−q(a−1)q , the interation term
hTCh turns into a loal term
∑p
q=0 cq(h
0)TK−1hq. (Here we have, for the sake of
uniformity, written h0 instead of h.) Of ourse the interations have only been `hidden'
in the hq, but the key point is that the denition of these additional variables an
be enfored reursively, via hq = K1/2D−1/2AD−1/2K−1/2hq−1. We represent this
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denition via a Dira delta funtion (for eah q = 1, . . . , p) and then Fourier transform


































Beause the graph adjaeny matrix A now appears at most linearly in the exponent, all
interations are between nearest neighbours only. We have thus expressed our partition
funtion Z as one of a (omplex-valued) graphial model at a ost of introduing 2p
additional variables at eah vertex.
4.2.2 Global normalisation
We an now apply belief propagation to the alulation of marginals for the above
graphial model. We fous rst on the simpler ase of a globally normalised kernel










































































where the interation terms oming from the adjaeny matrix, A, have been written
expliitly as a produt over distint graph edges (i, j).
To see how the Bayes error (4.2.1) an be obtained from this partition funtion, we an





















Equation (4.2.7) tells us that in order to alulate the Bayes error we require the marginal
distributions of h0i . These an be alulated using the avity method (see setion 2.3):
for a large random graph with arbitrary xed degree sequene the graph is loally tree-
like, so that if vertex i were eliminated the orresponding subgraphs (loally trees)
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rooted at the neighbours j ∈ N (i) of i would beome approximately independent. The
resulting avity marginals reated by removing i, whih we denote P
(i)
j (hj , hˆj|X) with
hj = (h
0








, an then be alulated iteratively within these subgraphs
using the update equations
P
(i)










































P (j)k (hk, hˆk|X). (4.2.8)
In terms of the sum-produt formulation of belief propagation, the avity marginal on
the left hand side (LHS) is the message that vertex j sends to the fator in Z for edge
(i, j) [20℄ (see setion 2.3 and gure 2.7).
One sees that the avity update equations (4.2.8) are solved self-onsistently by omplex-
valued Gaussian distributions with mean zero and ovariane matries V
(i)
j . This Gaus-
sian harater of the solution was of ourse to be expeted beause in (4.2.6) we have a
Gaussian graphial model. By performing the Gaussian integrals in the avity update
equations expliitly, one nds for the orresponding updates of the ovariane matries
the rather simple form
V
(i)















2 . . .
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At rst glane (4.2.9) seems to beome singular as λ → 0 for γ equal to zero; however








T = (1, 0, . . . , 0) so that Mj ontains all the non-singular terms. We may then
apply the Woodbury identity [48℄ to write the matrix inverse in a form where the λ















In our derivation so far we have assumed a xed graph. We must now translate these
equations into the setting we ultimately want to study, i.e. an ensemble of large random
graphs. We onsider ensembles haraterised by the distribution p(d) of the degrees di,
with every graph that has the desired degree distribution being assigned equal probability
(this enompasses all the graph ensembles desribed in setion 2.4). Instead of individual
avity ovariane matries V
(i)
j , one must then onsider their probability distribution
π(V ) aross all edges of the graph. Piking at random an edge (i, j) of a graph, the
probability that vertex j will have degree dj is then p(dj)dj/d¯, beause suh a vertex
has dj `hanes' of being piked. (The normalisation fator is the average degree d¯ =∑
i p(di)di.) Using again the loally treelike struture, the inoming (to vertex j) avity
ovarianes V
(j)
k will be i.i.d. samples from π(V ). Thus a xed point of the avity



















Sine the vertex label is now arbitrary, we have omitted the index j. The average in
(4.2.13) is over the distribution of the number of examples γ ≡ γj at vertex j. We will,
as we did in Chapter 3 and will do throughout this thesis, assume for simpliity that
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examples are drawn with uniform input probability aross all verties. This will mean
that the distribution of γ is simply γ ∼ Poisson(ν) in the limit of large N and V at xed
ν = N/V .
In general equation (4.2.13) annot be solved analytially, but we an takle it numer-
ially using population dynamis [78℄. Population dynamis is an iterative tehnique
where one reates a population of ovariane matries and for eah iteration updates
a random element of the population aording to the delta funtion in (4.2.13). The
update is alulated by sampling from the degree distribution p(d) of loal degrees, the
Poisson distribution of the loal number of examples ν and from the distribution π(Vk)
of `inoming' ovariane matries, the latter being approximated by uniform sampling
from the urrent population. The method is summarised in algorithm 4.1.
Algorithm 4.1: Population dynamis [78℄
Input : Population size M , number of iteration loops L, the expeted number of
examples per vertex ν and noise variane σ2
Output: A population onverged to the distribution π(V )
1 begin
2 Initialise an array pop of size M of symmetri 2p+1× 2p+1 random matries;
3 for i = 0; i < ML; i++ do
4 Sample a degree d from dp(d)/d¯;
5 Sample the number of examples γ from a Poisson distribution with mean
ν;
6 Selet d matries V1, . . . ,Vd uniformly from pop;





One we have π(V ), the Bayes error an be found from the graph ensemble version
of equation (4.2.2). This is obtained by inserting the expliit expression for 〈(h0i )2〉 in
terms of the avity marginals of the neighbouring verties, and replaing the average
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The number of examples at the vertex γ is one more to be averaged over γ ∼ Poisson(ν).
The subsript `00' indiates the top left element of the matrix, whih determines the
variane of h0.
To be able to use equation (4.2.14), in a similar manner to (4.2.9), we will again
need to rewrite into a form that remains expliitly non-singular when γ and λ equal
zero. We separate the γ-dependene of the matrix inverse again and write, in slightly





T = (1, 0, . . . , 0). The 00 element of the matrix










































This has a simple interpretation: the avity marginals of the neighbours provide an
eetive Gaussian prior for eah vertex, whose inverse variane is dκ(M−1)00. We
an evaluate the integral in (4.2.16) using Monte-Carlo tehniques by sampling from
the population used in the update step [58℄. The proedure for alulating (4.2.16) is
summarised in algorithm 4.2.
The self-onsisteny equation (4.2.13) for π(V ) and the expression (4.2.16) for the re-
sulting Bayes error allow us to predit learning urves as a funtion of the number of
examples per vertex, ν, for arbitrary degree distributions p(d) of our random graph en-
semble. For large graphs these preditions should beome exat. It is worth stressing
that suh exat learning urve preditions have previously only been available in very
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Algorithm 4.2: Calulating equation (4.2.16)
Input : Converged population pop, number of iteration loops L, the expeted
number of examples per vertex ν and noise variane σ2
Output: An approximation of ǫg(ν) given in (4.2.16)
1 begin
2 Initialise a running total tot = 0;
3 Initialise a 2p + 1× 2p+ 1 matrix M−1d ;
4 for i = 0; i < L; i++ do
5 Sample a degree d from p(d);
6 Sample the number of examples γ from a Poisson distribution with mean
ν;
7 Selet d matries V1, . . . ,Vd uniformly from pop;
8 Set M−1d ←
(
O −∑dk=1XVkX − [dκ/(γ/σ2 + λ)]e0e0T)−1;
9 Set tot← tot+ 1/(γ/σ2 + dκ(M−1d )00);
10 end
11 Return ǫg ← tot/L;
12 end
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spei, noise-free, GP regression senarios [72, 96℄, while our result for GP regression
on graphs is appliable to a broad range of random graph ensembles, with arbitrary
noise levels and kernel parameters.
We note briey that for graphs with isolated verties (d = 0), one has to be slightly
areful: already in the denition of the ovariane funtion (4.1.1) one should replae
D →D + δI to avoid division by zero, taking δ to zero at the end. For d equal to zero
one then nds in the expression (4.2.16) that (M−1)00 = 1/(c0δ), where c0 is dened
before (4.2.5). As a onsequene, κ(δ + d)(M−1)00 = κδ(M−1)00 = κ/c0. This is to be
expeted sine isolated verties eah have a separate Gaussian prior with variane c0/κ.
Equations (4.2.13) and (4.2.16) still require the normalisation onstant, κ. The simplest
way to alulate this is to run the population dynamis one for κ equal to one and ν
equal to zero, i.e. an unnormalised kernel and no training data. The result for ǫ then
just gives the average (over verties) prior variane. With κ set to this value, one an
then run the population dynamis for any ν to obtain the Bayes error predition for GP
regression with a globally normalised kernel.
Comparisons between the avity predition of the generalisation error, numerially sim-
ulated generalisation errors and the results of the baseline eigenvalue approximation (see
setion 2.2.1) as a funtion of ν are shown in gure 4.1, for regular, Erd®s-Rényi and
generalised random graphs with power law degree distributions respetively. As an be
seen the avity preditions greatly outperform the baseline eigenvalue approximation de-
rived in setion 2.2.1 and are aurate along the whole length of the urve. This onrms
our expetation that the avity approah will beome exat on large graphs, although it
is remarkable that the agreement is quantitatively so good already for graphs with only
ve hundred verties.
To get a better understanding of the generalisation error as a funtion of ν we an look at
the distribution of avity ovarianes π(V ) for dierent ν. Figure 4.2 (a) and (b) show
the log-distribution of V00 for random regular graphs (where eah vertex has xed equal
degree) with degree three. For ν equal to 0.0001 the distribution appears to onsist of
delta peaks. This an be onrmed analytially by a Taylor expansion of (4.2.13) about
ν equal to zero.
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Figure 4.1: (a) Learning urves for GP regression with globally normalised kernels
with p = 10, a = 2 on 3-regular random graphs for a range of noise levels
σ2. Dashed lines: eigenvalue preditions (see setion 2.2.1), solid lines
with lled irles: numerially simulated learning urves for graphs of
size V = 500, solid lines with triangles: avity preditions. (b) As (a) for
Erd®s-Rényi random graphs with mean degree equal to three. () As (a)
for power law generalised random graphs with exponent 2.5 and uto 2.
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If we set π(V ) = π0(V ) + νπ1(V ) +O(ν
2) and substitute this into (4.2.13) we have





















where the average over the degree has been dropped beause we are onsidering a d-
regular graph. We see that by rewriting the Poisson distribution over examples, γ, as
an expansion up to O(ν2), and equating terms, we nd the following self onsistent







π0(Vk)δ(. . .)γ=0 (4.2.18)













π0(Vk)δ(. . .)γ=1 (4.2.19)
where we have represented the Dira delta term in (4.2.17) with a ≥ 0 examples by
δ(. . .)γ=a. The self onsistent equation for π0 tells us that one solution for π0 is simply
a delta funtion. This is to be expeted sine on a regular graph under the avity
approximation for zero examples, all inoming messages will be equal to ovariane
matries of a vertex on a regular tree that has seen no examples and whose neighbours
up to a distane p away have also seen no examples. Denoting this ovariane matrix
by V (∞) we have
π0(V ) = δ(V − V (∞)) (4.2.20)
Sine the initial departure from π0 will our when a single example appears somewhere
in the viinity of a vertex on a regular tree up to a distane p away, we expet π1 to
be a sum of Dira deltas representing ovariane matries for verties where an example
has been seen somewhere in its a-th shell for a = 0, . . . , p− 1 (we expet only up to the
p−1-th shell beause a message sent with an example seen in the p-th shell is eliminated
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by XVX). If we represent the ovariane of a vertex with an example in the a-th shell






δ(V − V (a))− δ(V − V (0))
]
(4.2.21)
The distributions π0(V ) and π1(V ) explain the delta peak struture observed in gure 4.2(a).
What's more, the dierenes in heights of the individual peaks are also aurately de-
sribed by the dierenes in the oeients of the delta peaks in π1 and π0. Figure 4.2(a)
also shows, as expeted, that V
(a)
00 dereases as a dereases. This derease ours beause
the nearer to an example a vertex is, the more the loal posterior variane is redued.
For larger ν more and more peaks are added until the distribution of V00 beomes ee-
tively a ontinuous distribution, as seen for ν equal to one. One ν beomes very large
the GP has eetively learned the target funtion with very little remaining unertainty,
and so the distribution of posterior varianes V00 beomes inreasingly peaked near zero;
this trend an be seen for ν = 10 in Figure 4.2(b).
Figure 4.2() shows the equivalent plot for Erd®s-Rényi random graphs with average
degree set to three. Sine graph struture is now no longer uniform, one does not
see a pattern of delta peaks for small ν as was the ase for regular graphs. There are
however visible peaks, around V00 equal to 0, 1.15 and 1.4, superimposed on a ontinuous
distribution. This is from verties with degree one, three and two respetively. Sine
verties with degree one have no inoming messages, all messages sent from suh verties
will be idential, resulting in a large peak in the distribution of V00. The same reason also
gives peaks from verties with higher degree, so long as ν is small so that the majority
of verties has not yet seen an example (orresponding to γ equal to zero in (4.2.13)).
For example, the seond peak in the gure is from verties with degree three that have
reeived two inoming messages from neighbours with degree one. As these inoming
messages are deterministi, so is the outgoing message if no loal example has been seen.
The third peak arises similarly from degree two verties with an inoming message from
a vertex with degree one.
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Figure 4.2: (a) Normalised histograms of the top left entries V00 from a population of
ovariane matries with p = 10 and a = 2 that solves the self-onsisteny
ondition (4.2.13), for random regular graphs with degree equal to three
and ν = 0.0001. (b) As (a) but for ν = 1 and ν = 10, the latter just
visible as a narrow peak at the left edge of the distribution for ν = 1. ()
Analogue of gures (a) and (b) ombined for Erd®s-Rényi random graphs
with average onnetivity equal to three.
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4.2.2.1 Prediting prior varianes
As a by-produt of the avity analysis for globally normalised kernels we note that in the
avity form of the Bayes error in equation (4.2.16), the fration (γ/σ2 + dκ(M−1d )00)
−1
is the loal Bayes error, i.e. the loal posterior variane. By keeping trak of individual
samples for this quantity from the population dynamis approah, we an thus predit
the distribution of loal posterior varianes. If we set ν equal to zero, then this beomes
the distribution of prior varianes. The avity approah therefore gives us, without
additional eort, a predition for this distribution.
We an now go bak to setion 3.2 and ompare the avity preditions to numerially
simulated distributions of prior varianes. The avity preditions for these distributions
are shown by the blak lines in gure 4.3. The avity approah provides, in partiular,
detailed information about the tail of the distributions as shown in the insets. There is
good agreement between the preditions and the numerial simulations, both regarding
the general shape of the variane distributions and the ne struture with a number of
non-trivial peaks and troughs. The residual small shifts between the preditions and
the numerial results for a single instane of a large graph are most likely due to nite
size eets: in a nite graph, the assumption of a tree-like loal struture is not exat
beause there an be rare short yles; also, the long yles that the avity method
ignores beause their length diverges logarithmially with V will have an eet when V
is nite.
4.2.3 Loal normalisation
With the globally normalised ase under out belt we now extend the avity analysis
for the learning urves to the ase of loally normalised random walk kernels, whih,
as argued in Chapter 3, provide more plausible probabilisti models. In this ase the
diagonal entries of the normalisation matrix K are dened as
κi =
∫
df f2i P (f), (4.2.22)
where P (f) is the GP prior with the unnormalised kernel Cˆ. This makes lear why the
loally normalised kernel ase is more hallenging tehnially: we annot alulate the
normalisation onstants one and for all for a given random graph ensemble and set of
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1 2 3 4
(b) Power law
Figure 4.3: (a) Grey: histogram of prior varianes for the globally normalised random
walk kernel with a = 2, p = 10 on a single instane of an Erd®s-Rényi
graph with mean degree 3 and 10000 verties. Blak: predition for this
distribution in the large graph limit. Inset: Linear-log plot of the tail
of the distribution. (b) As (a) but for a power law generalised random
graph with exponent 2.5 and uto 2.
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kernel parameters p and a as we did for κ in the globally normalised senario. Instead
we have to aount for the dependene of the κi on the spei graph instane.
On a single graph instane, this stumbling blok an be overome as follows. One iterates
the avity updates (4.2.9) for the unnormalised kernel and without the training data (i.e.
setting κ = 1 and γi = 0). The loal Bayes error at vertex i, given by the i-th term in the
sum from (4.2.7), then gives us κi. Beause γi equals zero, one has to use the Woodbury
trik as before to get well-behaved expressions in the limit where the auxiliary parameter
λ tends to zero, as was explained after (4.2.14).
One the κi have been determined in this way, one an use them for prediting the Bayes
error for the senario we really want to study, i.e. using a loally normalised kernel and
inorporating the training data. The relevant partition funtion is the analogue of (4.2.5)





































































i . Given that the κi have
already been determined, this is a graphial model for whih marginals an be alulated
by iterating to a xed point the equations for the avity marginals:
P
(i)











































P (j)k (hk, hˆk|x) (4.2.24)
As in setion 4.2.2 these update equations are solved by avity marginals of omplex














Here X is dened as in equation (4.2.11) and Oj is the obvious analogue of (4.2.10);
speially, κ is replaed by κj . One the update equations have onverged, one an
alulate the Bayes error from a similarly adapted version of (4.2.7).
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The above proedure for a single xed graph now has to be extended to the ase of an
ensemble of large random graphs haraterised by some degree distribution p(d). The
outome of the rst round of avity updates, for the unnormalised kernel without training
data, is then represented by a distribution of avity ovarianes Vaux, while the seond
one gives a distribution of avity ovarianes, V , for the loally normalised kernel, with
training data inluded. Importantly, these message distributions are oupled to eah
other via the graph struture, so we need to look at the joint distribution π(V ,Vaux).
Detailed analysis using the replia method (see Chapter 5) shows that the orret xed
point equation updates the Vaux-messages as in the globally normalised ase with γ equal
to zero. The seond set of loal ovarianes, V , are then updated aording to (4.2.25),
with a normaliser alulated using the marginals from the d−1 Vaux-ovarianes and an
additional `ounterow' ovariane generated from π(Vaux) =
∫
dV π(V ,Vaux), subjet
to the onstraint that the loal marginals of the neighbours are onsistent. We nd in
pratie that the onsisteny onstraint an be dropped and the xed point equation for

































with Oaux dened as (4.2.10) with γ equal to zero and κ equal to one. One sees that
if one marginalises over V , then one obtains exatly the same ondition on π(Vaux) as
before in the globally normalised kernel ase (but with κ = 1 and ν = 0), see (4.2.13).
This reets the fat that the avity updates for the rst set of messages on a single
graph do not rely on any information about the seond set. The rst delta funtion in
(4.2.26) orresponds to the xed point ondition for this seond set of avity updates.





whereMaux,d is dened in a similar manner to (4.2.16) again with κ equal to one. It may
seem unusual that d opies of Vaux enter here; Vaux,d represents the avity ovariane
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from the rst set that is reeived from the vertex to whih the new message V is being
sent. While this `ounterow' appears to run against the basi onstrution of the avity
or belief propagation method, it makes sense here beause the rst set of avity messages
(or equivalently the distribution π(Vaux)) reahes a xed point that is independent of the
seond set, so the ounterow of information is only apparent. The reason why knowledge
about Vaux,d is needed in the update is that κ is the variane of a full marginal rather
than a avity marginal.
In a similar manner to the ase of global normalisation, (4.2.26) an be solved by looking
for a xed point of π(V ,Vaux) using population dynamis (see algorithm 4.1). Updates
are made by rst updating Vaux using equation (4.2.8) and then updating V using
(4.2.25) with κ ≡ κi replaed by (4.2.27).
One a xed point has been alulated for the ovariane distribution we apply the
Woodbury formula to (4.2.7) in a similar manner to setion 4.2.2 to give the predition
for the learning urve for GP regression with a loally normalised kernel. The result for


















Learning urve preditions for GPs with loally normalised kernels as they result from the
avity approah desribed above are shown in gure 4.4. The gure shows numerially
simulated learning urves and the avity predition, both for Erd®s-Rényi random graphs
and power law generalised random graphs with ve hundred verties. As for the globally
normalised ase one sees that the avity preditions are quantitatively very aurate,
even with the simplied update equation (4.2.26). They apture all aspets of learning
urve both qualitatively and quantitatively, inluding e.g. the shoulder in the urves
from disonneted single verties (see setion 3.3).
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Figure 4.4: (a) Learning urves for GP regression with loally normalised kernels with
p = 10, a = 2 on Erd®s-Rényi random graphs with mean degree equal to
three, for a range of noise levels, σ2. Solid lines with lled irles: nu-
merially simulated learning urves for graphs with ve hundred verties,
solid lines with triangles: avity preditions. (b) As (a) for power law
generalised random graphs with exponent 2.5 and uto 2.
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4.3 Learning urves for large p
Before moving on to deriving in more detail the ounterow relationship mentioned in
the avity derivation for loal kernel normalisation, we nally look at how the learning
urves for GP regression on graphs depend on the kernel lengthsale p/a. We fous for
this disussion on random regular graphs, where the distintion between global and loal
normalisation is not important. In setion 3.1.1, we saw that on a large regular graph
the random walk kernel approahes a non-trivial limiting form for large p, as long as
one stays below the threshold (3.1.5) for p where yles beome important. One might
be tempted to onlude from this that also the learning urves have a limiting form for
large p. This is too naïve, however, as one an see by onsidering e.g. the eet of the
rst example on the Bayes error. If the example is at vertex i, the posterior variane at
vertex j is, from (2.1.9), Cjj−C2ij/(Cii+σ2). As the prior varianes Cjj are all equal, to
unity for our hosen normalisation, this is 1−C2ij/(1+σ2). The redution in Bayes error
is therefore ǫ(0)−ǫ(1) = (1/V )∑j C2ij/(1+σ2). As long as yles are unimportant this is
independent of the loation of the example vertex i, and in the notation of setion 3.1.1
an be written as







where vl, as before, is the number of verties a distane l away from vertex i, i.e. v0
equal to one and vl = d(d − 1)l−1 for l ≥ 1. To evaluate (4.3.1) for large p one annot
diretly plug in the limiting kernel form (3.1.3): the `shell volume' vl just balanes the
l-dependene of the fator (d− 1)−l/2 from Cl,p, so that one gets ontributions from all
distanes l, proportional to l2 for large l. Naïvely summing up to l = p would give an
initial derease of the Bayes error growing as p3. This is not orret; the reason is that
while Cˆl,p approahes the large p-limit (3.1.3) for any xed l, it does so more and more
slowly as l inreases. A more detailed analysis (see Appendix A) shows that for large
l and p, Cˆl,p is proportional to the large p-limit l(d − 1)−l/2 up to a harateristi ut
o distane l of order p1/2, and deays quikly beyond this. Summing in (4.3.1) the
ontributions of order l2 up to this distane predits nally that the initial error deay
should sale, non-trivially, as p3/2.
We next show that this large p-saling with p3/2 is also predited, for the entire learning
urve, by the eigenvalue approximation (2.2.38). As before we onsider d-regular random
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graphs. The required spetrum of kernel eigenvalues λα beomes idential, for large V , to
that on a d-regular tree [75℄. Expliitly, if λLα are the eigenvalues of the normalised graph
Laplaian on the tree, then the kernel eigenvalues are λα = κ
−1V −1(1−λLα/a)p. Here the
fator V −1 omes from the same fator in the kernel eigenvalue denition after (2.2.38),
and κ is the overall normalisation onstant whih enfores
∑
α λα = V
−1∑
j Cjj = 1.








(2π/d)λL(2−λL) λ− ≤ λ ≤ λ+
0 otherwise
(4.3.2)
where λ± = 1 ± 2d(d − 1)1/2. (There are also two isolated eigenvalues at zero and two,
whih do not ontribute for large V .)
We an now write down the funtion g from (2.2.38), onverting the sum over kernel
eigenvalues to V times an integral over Laplaian eigenvalues for large V . Dropping the




dλρ(λ)[κ(1 − λ/a)−p + hV −1]−1 (4.3.3)
The dependene on hV −1 here shows that in the approximate learning urve (2.2.38), the
Bayes error depends only on ν = N/V , in agreement with our avity method results. The




So far we have written down how one would evaluate the eigenvalue approximation to
the learning urve on large d-regular random graphs, for arbitrary kernel parameters p
and a. Now we want to onsider the large p-limit. We show that there is then a master
urve for the Bayes error against νp3/2. This is entirely onsistent with the p3/2 saling
found above for the initial error deay. The intuition for the large p analysis is that the
fator (1− λ/a)p deays quikly as the Laplaian eigenvalue λ inreases beyond λ−, so















Similarly one an replae ρ(λ) by its leading square root behaviour near λ−,
ρ(λ) = (λ− λ−)1/2r (4.3.5)
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where r = (d − 1)1/4d5/2/(π(d − 2)2). Substituting these approximations into (4.3.3)
and introduing the resaled integration variable y = p(λ− λ−)/(a− λ−) gives





F (hκ−1V −1(1− λ−/a)p), (4.3.6)
with F (z) =
∫∞
0 dy y
1/2(exp(y) + z)−1. Sine g(0) = 1, the prefator must equal
1/F (0) = 2/
√










The learning urves for large p are then predited from (2.2.38) by solving
ǫ = F (νc−1/(ǫ+ σ2))/F (0) (4.3.8)
and depend learly only on the ombination νc−1. Beause c is proportional to p−3/2,
this shows that learning urves for dierent p should ollapse onto a master urve when
plotted against νp3/2.
A plot of the saling of the eigenvalue learning urve approximations onto the master
urve is shown in gure 4.5(a). As an be seen, large values of p are required in order
to get a good ollapse in the tail of the learning urve predition, whereas in the initial
part the p3/2 saling is aurate already for relatively small p.
Finally, gure 4.5(b) shows that the predited p3/2-saling of the learning urves is
present not only within the eigenvalue approximation, but also in the atual learning
urves. Figure 4.5(b) displays numerially simulated learning urves for p = 5, 10, 15, 20,
against the resaled number of examples νp3/2 as before. Even for these omparatively
small values of p one sees that the resaled learning urves begin to approah a master
urve.
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Figure 4.5: (a) Eigenvalue approximation for learning urves on a random 3-regular
graph, using a random walk kernel with a = 2, σ2 = 0.1 and inreas-
ing values of p as shown. Plotting against νp3/2 shows that for large p
these resaled urves approah the master urve predited from (4.3.8),
though this approah is slower in the tail of the urves. (a) As (b), but
for numerially simulated learning urves on graphs with ve hundred
verties
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4.4 Summary
In this hapter we have shown that by using the avity method presented in setion 2.3
we may aurately predit the learning urves of a GP with a random walk kernel in a
mathed senario where the teaher and student GP have the same hyperparameters (see
setion 2.1.4.2). We began by rst onsidering the ase of global normalisation where
the ovariane funtion or kernel of the GP prior is normalised so that the average prior
variane of the GP was onstant. We showed that we were able to rewrite this in terms
of a graphial model so that the avity method ould be applied. We saw in gure 4.1
that this gave preditions that were indistinguishable from numeris, and we expet that
in the large vertex limit the preditions will in the end beome exat.
One we had alulated the learning urves for the ase of a globally normalised prior
we then looked at alulating the learning urves of a GP with a loally normalised
kernel, where the prior sale of the funtion is xed to one for all verties. We showed
that this presented a more tehnially diult problem. We found that, although the
spei graph instane BP equations were simple to write down (see (4.2.24)), the avity
method was more ompliated. It required an additional approximation that amounted
to ignoring onsisteny onstraints between inoming avities. We found that even after
ignoring these onstraints the avity predition was still aurate and again indistin-
guishable from numeris, surprisingly so given the approximation.
Finally we looked at the saling of the learning urves of a GP with a globally normalised
random walk kernel. We saw that by using the baseline predition derived in setion 2.2
on random d-regular graphs where the spetrum of the normalised Laplaian is known
in the large vertex limit we were able to derive a master urve. We showed that for large
lengthsales learning urve preditions ould be saled onto a master urve by resaling
the number of examples aording to νp3/2. In gure 4.5(a) we plotted this saling of
the learning urve and showed it required large kernel lengthsales before it beame
aurate. To hek that this saling was present in the real GP and not just the baseline
omparison we onluded in gure 4.5(b) by plotting resaled numerially alulated
learning urves. We found that, ontrary to the baseline omparison, relatively small
lengthsales began to sale onto a master urve.
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Now that we have derived a predition of the learning urve for GP regression in a
mathed senario with a random walk kernel we will investigate the approximation we
made in deriving (4.2.26). We will see that by applying the replia method this will lead




 THE REPLICA METHOD
Whilst alulating the generalisation error of GPs for regression on graphs in the
previous hapter we ame aross a rather ounter-intuitive result for the ase of a loally
normalised kernel. In partiular we found that eah update requires a ounterow of
information in order to alulate an auxiliary marginal distribution. In this hapter we
will derive the same result using the replia method. By approximating the generalisation
error in this way the origin of the ounterow of information will beome lear. The
replia derivation will also enable us to disuss in more detail the approximation leading
to the self onsistent equation given in (4.2.26). The derivation in this hapter will be
similar in approah to that of Kühn [64℄ but requiring signiant extensions for loally
normalised kernels. We begin with a replia derivation of the generalisation error for a
GP prior with a globally normalised kernel. As in the avity analysis this will serve as
a useful warm up to the more ompliated loally normalised kernel.
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5.1 Global normalisation
We pik up from the avity approximation of the generalisation error in Chapter 4 after






we see that we must onsider an n-repliated version of (4.2.6), averaged over the graph
ensemble, G, and the vertex example distribution, γi ∼ Poisson(ν). The n-repliated




























where, for notational simpliity, we have denoted the vetor of all of a vertex's loal
variables by ri = (h
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and dened the funtions


























We onsider graph ensembles with probability distributions of the form



















where N is the normalising onstant, {d1, . . . , dV } is a sequene sampled i.i.d. from a
degree distribution p(d) and aij is the ij-th element of the adjaeny matrix, A, whih is
one when there is an edge between i and j and zero otherwise. This distribution selets
all graphs with the presribed degree sequene uniformly from the spae of all graphs,
and enompasses all the graph ensembles disussed in setion 2.4 [see e.g. 23, 92, 118℄.
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If we now expliitly put the form of p(aij) given in (5.1.6) into (5.1.9) we an sum over













































whih an be simplied further by making the large V approximation, exp(f(r)/V ) ≈
1+f(r)/V for some funtion f that does not grow with V , in the seond line. Performing
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5.1.1 Deriving the `eetive single site' formulation
As is typial for a replia alulation we aim to rewrite (5.1.11) in an `eetive single
site' formulation, i.e. we want to express (5.1.11) in a form without the indies i and
j indiating spei verties in the graph. We do this by rewriting (5.1.2) in terms of
`replia densities'. We will dene these replia densities as







δ(ra − rai )eidˆi , (5.1.12)































Here in order to shorten the above equations we have abbreviated ρ(r1, . . . , rn) by ρ(. . .).
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From (5.1.14) we see that the ρˆ(. . .)ρ(. . .) is immediately in a form independent of spei
verties. Furthermore, by rewriting the J term in terms of ρ(. . .) we an also eliminate



















































draρ(r1, . . . , rn)ρˆ(r1, . . . , rn). (5.1.17)
With 〈Zn〉{γi},G in the form (5.1.15) all that remains to ahieve the desired eetive
single site form is to deal with the last line of (5.1.15). Some progress an be made by





















































in terms of its power series and rearranging terms
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Performing the integral over dˆi to give bak a Kroneker delta we see this xes z equal














































Finally, by introduing the degree distribution p(d) = 1V
∑
i δd,di , we see this may be


























































H(ra, d, κ, γ)
) (






Now that the nal term of (5.1.15) is rewritten in the form (5.1.18) we have the repliated











(S1[ρ]− 1)− iS2[ρ, ρˆ] + S3[ρˆ]
])
. (5.1.20)
whih we an approximate using the saddle point method for large V (see Appendix B.1).
5.1.2 Approximating for large V
For V large, (5.1.20) will be dominated by its saddle point. To proeed however, we must
make a spei assumption about the form of the replia densities at the saddle. To de-
rive the earlier avity equations this will need to be a replia symmetri assumption [78℄.
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For the model we are solving symmetri replias amount to making the ansätze



















with the onvention that
Z[f ] =
∫
dr exp (−f(r)) . (5.1.23)
The ansätze (5.1.21) and (5.1.22) assume eah single replia funtion has a Gibbsian




We now substitute the ansätze (5.1.21) and (5.1.22) into (5.1.16) to (5.1.19), and expand
in the number of replias, n, up to O(n). Terms involving λ rst feature in the O(n)
term of S3[ρˆ]. Sine the generalisation error (4.2.2) requires a derivative with respet to
λ we must onsider both the leading O(n0) and subleading O(n) terms in alulating
our saddle point ontributions.
The rst two terms in the expansion of S1[ρ] are alulated as follows: Substituting the









(−J (r, (r)′))]n . (5.1.24)













Similarly, applying the same method to S2[ρ, ρˆ] results in the expansion












We have inluded the prefator −id¯ in (5.1.22) beause this will ensure, in the end, that both pi and
pˆi are normalised probability density funtions.
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The nal term we must expand in powers of n is S3(n)[ρˆ] as given by (5.1.19). This
term however requires a bit more work to write in the desired form: If we substitute the



































1 + n log
∫











We see from (5.1.28) that in order to rewrite this as an expansion in n, we must deal with
the outer logarithm. We an ahieve this by pulling through a fator of
∫ ∏d
i=1Dψˆiπˆ[ψˆi].







































































With (5.1.16), (5.1.17) and (5.1.19) in their expanded forms (5.1.25), (5.1.26) and
(5.1.29) respetively, we are now in a position to make a saddle point approximation
of (5.1.20).
We nd that the leading O(n0) terms anel with the graph normaliser, N , plaing the
onstraint on π and πˆ that they must be normalised distributions (see Appendix B for
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the normaliser alulation). The subleading saddle point equations together with these



















































whih must be satised for π and πˆ to be at a saddle point and where the O(n0) normal-
isation onstraints have been enfored with Lagrange multipliers µ and µˆ. Looking at
(5.1.30), we see the Z[ψ′] and Z[ψˆ] fators give additive onstants that an be absorbed,
along with the fators of d¯, into a redenition of µ. Dening
Ψˆ[ψ′](r) = − log
∫
dr′ exp
(−ψ′(r′)− J (r, r′)) . (5.1.32)





Dψˆ πˆ[ψˆ]F (ψ, ψˆ) (5.1.33)






. As this equation must hold for





Dψπ[ψ]δ(ψˆ − Ψˆ[ψ]). (5.1.34)













To be preise, ψˆ and Ψˆ[ψ′] an dier by an arbitrary additive onstant beause F (ψ, ψˆ + onst) =
F (ψ, ψˆ) + onst; we x this onstant to the most onvenient value in writing (5.1.34).
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with Ψ dened as
Ψ[ψˆ1, . . . , ψˆd−1](r) =
d−1∑
i=1
ψˆi(r) +H(r, d, κ, γ). (5.1.36)














whih is the analogue of the avity update equations given by (4.2.8).
Looking at the expliit form of J and H, similar to the avity derivation, one sees that
these equations are solved by `energy funtions' ψ(r) that ontain only quadrati terms
in r. We write these funtions in terms of their (omplex valued) ovariane matries V
so that ψ(r) = 12r
TV −1r. In terms of the distribution of the ovariane matries, V ,





















where O and X are dened in (4.2.10) and (4.2.11) respetively. One an see, as
expeted, that (5.1.38) is exatly the same equation as (4.2.13) derived in Chapter 4.
One more, as was the ase for the avity derivation, this equation seems to have a
singularity when γ equals zero whih an be resolved using the Woodbury identity (see
(4.2.15)). One we have the distribution π the generalisation error is alulated using
(see Appendix B)





















where we have dened S
O(n)
3 as the O(n) terms in the small-n expansion of S3 (see
(5.1.19)), used the denition just after (4.2.11) for Md, dened e0 = (1, 0, . . . , 0)
T
and again taken advantage of the Woodbury identity [48℄. Similarly to (5.1.37) we see
that the generalisation error is again the same result that we derived using avities in
Chapter 4 (see (4.2.16)).
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5.2 Loal normalisation
Using the insight gained from the simpler globally normalised kernel, we will now de-
rive a predition of the generalisation error for the more ompliated ase of a loally
normalised kernel. Here κi is equal to the prior variane at vertex i, as alulated from
the unnormalised kernel. This hange in normalisation requires that properties of the
quenhed disorder are eetively dened via a seond thermal average, making the al-
ulation rather more ompliated. The replia treatment of this alulation will give a
deeper insight into the avity update equation (4.2.26) and the approximations required
to derive it.
We begin our alulation for the loally normalised kernel by inluding the vertex-







exp (−H(ri, di, κi, γi))
∏
i<j


















Here Zaux is dened to be the normaliser for an auxiliary GP faux, Cˆ = (I − aL)p is
the unnormalised kernel from (4.1.1) and κ = (κ1, . . . , κV )
T
.
Beause the denitions of κi depend on the entire graph in a non-loal way, the partition
funtion (5.2.1) no longer has the struture of a graphial model. Before we an apply
the replia method used in setion 5.1 therefore, we need to bring it bak into this form.
This will require the introdution of an additional set of replias for the auxiliary GP.
Foussing on the κi-enforement terms, we rewrite the delta funtions in terms of their
Fourier transform by introduing onjugate variables κˆi, and replaing the integral over
faux in the exponent with an empirial average over L replias of faux. We then let L
tend to innity later to retrieve the true average in (5.2.1). With an element of foresight
we also introdue a small regularising term λaux so that later equations are well behaved
for κˆi equal to zero; λaux will then be set equal to zero at the end. With the introdution
of the L replias and regulariser λaux, the delta enforement terms from (5.2.1) are given
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The non-loal oupling via Cˆ−1 an be redued to nearest neighbour interations by the
same method we deployed in deriving (4.2.6) from (4.2.3) for the original GP variables
f . In order to get (5.2.1) into the form of a graphial model it then remains to deal
with the graph dependent Zaux term. We bring Zaux into the numerator by introduing
m−1 replias of Zaux and taking m to zero at the end so that Z−1aux = limm→0 Zm−1aux . As
is onventional in replia alulations, we then exhange the limits m to zero and L to
innity, taking the latter rst. The L-replia average over (f laux,i)
2 ≡ (f l,1aux,i)2 an next
be symmetrised to an Lm-replia average over the (f l,baux,i)
2
with b = 1, . . . ,m. One an
see that this is possible by realising that we have an innite number mL of replias at
any xed m > 0 so that both averages beome non-utuating. At this point the only
eet of m is via the total number of replias mL, and to simplify the notation we an
x m = 1. At the end of the alulation of 〈logZ〉 we then in priniple have to replae L
by mL and take m to zero. However, sine for the generalisation error we only need the
λ-derivative, whih does not diretly depend on the auxiliary degrees of freedom, this
will not be neessary.
With these simpliations, and after also resaling κˆi by a fator of L for later onve-

































Finally rewriting (5.2.3) using the same tehniques as we did for Z in setion 4.2.1, by
Fourier transforming the ovariane, integrating out the remaining terms, introduing









i and dropping the asterisks again, we arrive at the desired
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where we have dened




























5.2.1 Deriving the `eetive single site' formulation
With (5.2.1) now in a form suitable for the appliation of the replia method used
in setion 5.1 we proeed initially as we did in the ase of global normalisation in
setion 5.1.1; we bring the graph and input average inside the logarithm using the replia






















































Similarly to the global ase we introdue replia densities
ρ(r1, . . . , rn, r1,1aux, . . . , r
n,L
aux, κ









δ(ra − rai )δ(κa − κai )δ(κˆa − κˆai )
L∏
l=1
δ(rl,aaux − rl,aaux,i) (5.2.7)
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with enforement via onjugate densities ρˆ. We substitute the densities into (5.2.6) and
perform the average over the graph ensemble to derive, using tehniques similar to those





























































































Note, that in order to save spae the limits λaux to zero and L innity have been omitted
above.
5.2.2 Approximating for large V
As before, the expression (5.2.8) for the average of the repliated partition funtion will
be dominated by its saddle point for large V . To tie in with the avity derivation we
one more assume that this saddle point has a replia symmetri form and set






















Substituting (5.2.12) and (5.2.13) into (5.2.9) to (5.2.11), we an write eah exponent




i up to linear order in n. As
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before, and as is standard in replia alulations, the subleading O(n) terms are required
in order to alulate the generalisation error. The novel feature of this alulation is the
dependene on L replias of the auxiliary variables. We will see that this leads to
equations that ouple r to {rlaux} via the ovariane matrix of the latter.
With the replia densities introdued one nds that the expansions for S1, S2 and S3
an be alulated in a similar manner to the global ase (see equations (5.1.24) through
to (5.1.29)). Leading O(n0) terms one more anel the normaliser, N , at the saddle























−ψ(r, κ, κˆ, {rlaux})− ψ′(r′, κ′, κˆ′, {(rlaux)′})
)
× exp



























































subjet to π and πˆ being normalised density funtions.
Proeeding as we did in the global ase (see (5.1.30) through to (5.1.37)) we see that
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with
Ψ[ψˆ1, . . . , ψˆd−1] =
d−1∑
i=1




Haux(rlaux, d, κˆ), (5.2.18)




















Equations (5.2.17), (5.2.18) and (5.2.19) are just the analogues of the saddle point on-
ditions for the globally normalised kernel ((5.1.37), (5.1.36) and (5.1.32) respetively),
for a larger set of variables. Similarly an analogous expression for the generalisation




























q(r, κ, κˆ, {rlaux}) ∝ exp
(
−Ψ[Ψˆ[ψ1], . . . , Ψˆ[ψd]](r, κ, κˆ, {rlaux})
)
, (5.2.21)
and e0 dened as before as e0 = (1, 0, . . . , 0)
T
. The proportionality fator in (5.2.21)
is determined so that q is normalised with respet to integration over r, raux, κ and
κˆL/(2π).
5.2.3 Approximating for large L
While the replia alulation for loal normalisation has so far broadly followed that
of the global ase in setion 5.1, we now need to take some additional steps to deal
with the fat that the number of auxiliary variables diverges in the desired L large
limit. Fortunately this limit allows us to make simpliations in both the saddle point
ondition (5.2.17) and the expression (5.2.20) of the generalisation error. By using large
L-saddle point methods we will obtain a numerially tratable set of equations from
whih we will be able to derive the generalisation error approximation given in (4.2.28).
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Closer inspetion of (5.2.19) shows that Ψˆ[ψ] only depends on the marginal
φ(r, {rlaux}) = − log
∫
dκdκˆL/(2π) exp(−ψ(r, κ, κˆ, {rlaux})), (5.2.22)
and so Ψˆ[ψ] is also itself independent of κ and κˆ. To emphasise this we will write the
funtion it produes as φˆ and the funtional itself as Φˆ[φ].
With this realisation we see that in the limit of large L, the relevant marginalised (over
κ and κˆ) versions of (5.2.18) and (5.2.19) an now be alulated by a saddle point
evaluation (see Appendix B.1.2). Expliitly, we see that the marginal of the funtional
Ψ[ψˆ1, . . . , ψˆd−1] in (5.2.18) over κ and κˆ is given by










ζ(r, κ, κˆ, {rlaux}) = exp
(











Haux(rlaux, d, κˆ)− iκκˆ. (5.2.25)
and so the saddle point onditions of (5.2.23) are






























κˆ = 0. (5.2.29)
Unlike the earlier saddle point approximation in setion 5.1 where prefators anel, sine
this result must be substituted into (5.2.23) we must also alulate the O(1) prefators.
To obtain these prefators one needs to expand the exponent of (5.2.23) to seond order
about the saddle point and ensure we pass through the saddle point along a plane with
onstant imaginary exponent (see Appendix B.1.2). Fortunately the relevant Hessian of
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whih has a onstant determinant and tells us that we must approah the saddle along
the real line for both κ and κˆ. The fator from the utuation orretion therefore is
simply (2π/L). This just anels the saling fator in front of the integral over κ and κˆ.
Substituting the saddle point approximation into Φ[φˆ1, . . . , φˆd−1] gives










Haux(rlaux, d, 0), (5.2.31)

















































for the distribution πφ of the funtions φ. Similar large-L saddle point arguments also


























qφ(r, {rlaux}) ∝ exp
(
−Φ[Φˆ[φ1], . . . , Φˆ[φd]](r, {rlaux})
)
. (5.2.36)
Now that the large-L limit has been taken, an ansatz for solving the saddle point on-
ditions (5.2.34) an be proposed. We take the `energy funtions' φ(r, {rlaux}) to be of
quadrati form again. In ontrast to the ase of global kernel normalisation, however, the
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ovarianes of the r variables are hosen to depend on the loal raux variables through








. This dependene is motivated
by the denitions (5.2.31), (5.2.33) and (5.2.35) in whih interations between r and the













for W (H) a matrix funtion of the empirial ovariane H of the raux variables.
Substituting the ansatz (5.2.37) into (5.2.32) we have






























Similar to the global alulation we wish to integrate (5.2.38) over r′ and r′aux, but a
diret attak is ompliated beause of the r′aux-dependene in W ′. However, we an
think of the fators in the seond line of (5.2.38) as dening a Gaussian weight on
∆l ≡ (rlaux)′, so that the ∆l are L i.i.d. Gaussian random variables with distribution
∆l ∼ N (−V ′auxXrlaux,V ′aux). Disarding irrelevant additive onstants then yields
































The key step is now that, in the limit of large L, the argument of W ′ beomes self
















With the integration in Φˆ performed this way we may substitute (5.2.37) and (5.2.40)
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into (5.2.34) to get the saddle point ondition












W (H)− [O˜(H) −
d−1∑
i=1

















where we have dened Oaux in a similar manner to O (see (4.2.10)) but with κ equal to








2c1 . . .
1
























H in (5.2.41) to represent a produt over all possible arguments H of the
matrix funtion W (H) .
A similar large-L self-averaging argument an be made for the generalisation error,
(5.2.35). Sine eah rlaux belongs to a Gaussian distribution with ommon ovariane
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It is worth omparing (5.2.43) to the orresponding expression (4.2.14) for the ase of a





This itself again looks like a ontribution to a generalisation error with a onstant nor-
malisation fator, κ, equal to one and in the absene of examples, whih is reassuring: for
γ equal to zero (no training examples), the generalisation error is just the prior variane.
So v(Hm) is the loal prior variane of the auxiliary variables, and it is this quantity
that should provide the normalisation fator for the original variables.
The inverse matrix in (4.2.14) orresponds to Vm in (5.2.43) and in both ases is the
ovariane matrix of r. In the loally normalised senario, the large L-limit tells us that
the matrix funtion W ( · ) is evaluated at a denite point, namely the loal auxiliary
marginal, Hm.
Coneptually, we are now in priniple done: we have taken the large L limit and have a
self-onsisteny ondition for the joint distribution of Vaux andW ( · ). But we have paid
for this by the fat thatW ( · ) is an entire matrix funtion. This would be very diult
to parameterise for a numerial solution of (5.2.41) by population dynamis. Our nal
step in the analysis is therefore to redue the desription to one in terms of matries
rather than matrix funtions.
To motivate this, we reall the avity interpretation of the update equations given in
Chapter 4. For a vertex with degree d we sample d − 1 neighbours independently and
ombine their avity distributions with information about the urrent vertex to reate
a avity distribution or `message' to send to the d-th neighbour. In the ase of loal
normalisation, the d − 1 neighbours eah pass an auxiliary avity ovariane Vaux and
a avity ovariane funtion W (H). Auxiliary ovarianes are ombined with loal
information in diret analogy to (5.1.38) for globally normalised kernels to reate a new







funtion W (H) is alulated slightly dierently, as speied by the funtional delta
funtion in the seond line of (5.2.41), due to its dependene on the auxiliary ovariane
through its argument. It ombines inoming funtion ovarianesW i evaluated at V iaux+
V iauxXHXV
i
aux with loal information dependent on the empirial ovariane H to
alulate the outgoing avity ovariane funtion W (H).
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The important point is now that when we ome to alulate the generalisation error,
we do not require the full funtions O˜( · ) and W i( · ), but only their values at spei
arguments. The marginal ovariane in O˜(Hm) an be written as














is the auxiliary ovariane message that would
be sent to the d-th neighbour, and
←−
Vaux ≡ V daux is the reverse message that this vertex
sends. This form of argument is maintained onsistently at neighbouring verties in the
self-onsisteny ondition (5.2.41). Indeed, substituting Hm into the argument of W
i


































This is of the same form as (5.2.46), and has the analogous interpretation of the marginal
auxiliary ovariane at vertex i, Him. It is expressed again in terms of a message this







auxX − X←−VauxX)−1 and is onstruted from information reeived
from all other neighbours of the entral vertex, inluding the d-th one. The avity
interpretation is summarised in gure 5.1.
The disussion so far suggests that we should onsider a redued but onditional distri-




DWπ[Vaux,W ( · )]δ
(






Substituting this into (5.2.41), we an now solve the problem of passing the full funtions
W . After some algebra, inluding applying (5.2.47), we get the following self-onsisteny
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N (i) \ j
j
i
(a) Messages being reeived from neigh-
bours
N (i) \ j
j
i
(b) Update sent to reeiving vertex
Figure 5.1: A diagram explaining the avity interpretation of the `ounterow' up-
dates for the loally normalised kernel. (a) shows vertex i reeiving o-
variane messages V from all the neighbours exept the reeiving vertex
j (represented by solid arrows) and reeiving ovariane messages Vaux
from all neighbours inluding the reeiving vertex (represented by dashed
arrows). (b) shows that after the new updates are alulated using the
inoming ovarianes, the reeiving vertex has both V and Vaux updated.
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where we have abbreviated O˜ = O˜([V −1aux − X
←−
VauxX]
−1). The generalisation error






































Both here and in the self-onsisteny equation (5.2.49), the delta funtions for the reverse
messages eetively ensure that these messages are onsistent with the forward messages
V iaux and with
←−
Vaux.
To nd π[Vaux,V |←−Vaux] numerially from (5.2.49) would require onditional population
dynamis [see 43℄, whih is still rather hallenging. We therefore now make an approxi-
mation. Sine
←−
Vaux is a message from the d-th neighbour like the other auxiliary ovari-
anes V iaux being sent from neighbours i = 1, . . . , d−1, it has probability weight π[
←−
Vaux].
Multiplying (5.2.49) by this weight and integrating over
←−
Vaux gives on the LHS the
unonditional distribution π[Vaux,V ]. Our approximation onsists of dropping at this
stage the onditioning also on the RHS, replaing π[V iaux,V
i|←−V iaux] by π[V iaux,V i]. The
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This is exatly (4.2.26) whih we derived in Chapter 4. We see that from the replia
derivation the approximation we have made in Chapter 4 beomes lear; we have ignored
onsisteny onstraints when alulating the auxiliary marginals.
Equation (5.2.51) has two apparent singularities, one in O˜ as λ approahes zero in the
absene of loal examples γ, and another one in v(Hm) (whih appears in the denition
of O˜) as λaux approahes zero. Apparent divergenes in O˜ are resolved in a similar
manner to those in setion 5.1. Similar problems in v(Hm) as λaux approahes zero an




auxX−e0 dλauxe0T and applying the
Woodbury identity to give v(Hm) = (de0
TM−1aux,de0)
−1
in the limit λaux equal to zero.
The approximation of the generalisation error (5.2.50) that orresponds to the approx-
imate self-onsisteny equation (5.2.51) reads, after again applying the Woodbury for-


















with Md dened as in Chapter 4. Equation (5.2.52) is the analogue of (4.2.28) and an
be evaluated straightforwardly one a population estimate for π[Vaux,V ] has been found.
We see that the avity equations that we postulated in Chapter 4 would alulate the
approximation of the loally normalised kernel an be alulated more expliitly using
the replia method. As is typial in ases where both the replia and avity methods
an be used to alulate a solution we see that, the avity method in Chapter 4 gave us
an intuitive understanding of the problem, but the power of the replia method allowed
us to truly understand the details of the problem.
The interpretation of (5.2.52) is similar to (5.1.39): information from the rest of the
graph provides an eetive prior variane at any given vertex; the new element here
is that this is normalised by the prior variane in the absene of data whih must be
omputed from the auxiliary variables.
As was stated in Chapter 4 it is diult to asses a priori the quality of the approximation
we have made above, but numerial results (see gure 4.4) show that in pratie it is very
aurate, surprisingly so, even for graph ensembles with a large spread of unnormalised
prior varianes. On this basis one might speulate whether the approximation ould
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(b) ν = 6.210
Figure 5.2: (a) Grey: histogram of posterior varianes at ν = 1.172 for the loally
normalised random walk kernel with a = 2, p = 10, averaged over ten
samples eah of teaher funtions, data and Erd®s-Rényi graphs with
mean degree λ = 3 and V = 1000 verties. Blak: avity predition for
this distribution in the large graph limit. (b) As (a) but for ν = 6.210.
in fat be exat. This is further substantiated by looking not just at the average of
the posterior variane over verties, whih is the Bayes error, but its distribution aross
verties. As shown in gure 5.2, the avity preditions for this distribution are in very
good agreement with the results of numerial simulations. This holds not only for the
two values of ν shown, but along the entire learning urve. To show that this is the ase
analytially remains an open question.
5.3 Summary
In this hapter we have derived, through a dierent method, the result we obtained
using the avity method in Chapter 4. Doing this gave us deeper insight into the ap-
proximations we proposed in the avity hapter in order to solve the learning urves
for loally normalised random walk kernels. We have shown that this approximation
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amounts to not requiring onsisteny between neighbouring auxiliary avity ovarianes
when onstruting the full marginal.
To derive this result we began by alulating the learning urve for the ase of a globally
normalised kernel. Similar to Chapter 4 we foussed on the partition funtion sine
from this we ould generate the learning urve. We began by rewriting the repliated
partition funtion in terms of a single eetive site formulation. The aim of this was to
be able to apply a saddle point approximation in the limit of large graphs. To get our
partition funtion into this form we had to introdue replia densities that measured the
density of states in the repliated system. In order to derive the earlier avity result,
we then assumed replia symmetry. We showed that after assuming replia symmetry
and taking the saddle point predition we indeed ended up with the approximation we
derived using the avity method in the previous hapter.
After deriving the avity result using replias for the globally normalised kernel we then
used this experiene to derive the learning urves for loally normalised kernel. This was
the main fous of this hapter. In the avity hapter we had to `guess' at the orret
struture of the self-onsistent equation and learning urve. By deriving it using replias
we wanted to take a more prinipled approah.
We began by introduing delta enforement terms for the normalising onstants into
the partition funtion. With the introdution of these enforement terms we were no
longer able to diretly apply the method we had used in the globally normalised ase.
We showed that this ould be resolved and we ould rewrite this one more into a form
that initially we ould solve using the same tehnique we applied for the globally nor-
malised kernel. From this point we ould initially progress along the same path as for
the global ase until we derived the self onsistent equations for the ase of the loally
normalised kernel. Here we found that further approximations were required, whih
inluded a seond saddle point approximation inside the self onsistent equations. We
found that one this saddle point approximation had been made we ould again solve
the self-onsistent equations. This time, however, there were ompliated relationships
between some of the variables. In partiular we found that the variables responsible
for alulating the nal variane of the GP were oupled in a highly non-trivial way to
the variables responsible for alulating the normaliser. This ompliated relationship
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was simplied by self-averaging arguments and `working bakwards' from the generali-
sation error approximation. Finally we found that, after some lengthy alulation, we
ould one more write the generalisation error and self-onsistent equations so that they
resembled the avity equations derived in the previous hapter but with an additional
onsisteny onstraint between inoming auxiliary avity ovarianes. By ignoring these
onsisteny onstraints we retrieved the equations obtained in Chapter 4.
Now that we have aurate approximations for the generalisation error of a GP with
a random walk kernel for both loal and global normalisations in a mathed senario
we will onsider the more realisti ase of model mismath. We will see in the next
hapter that this ompliates the equations greatly and introdues a substantial number
of additional variables over whih our avity equations are dened. We will fous on the







The generalisation error of a learning algorithm within a mathed senario does
not neessarily give a good indiation of performane in real appliations. This was
touhed upon in setion 3.3 when we ompared the performane of the two kernel nor-
malisations against one another to deide whih was probabilistially more plausible. In
this hapter we will derive a predition of the generalisation error of a GP in the more
realisti senario of model mismath. This will follow a similar (but more ompliated)
path to that used to alulate the mathed generalisation error in Chapter 4. In general
the teaher's prior GP ould have a ompletely dierent kernel. We will assume in this
hapter, however, that the teaher has a random walk kernel with potentially dierent
hyperparameters.
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6.1 The generalisation error with model mismath
The aim of this hapter is to one more study GP regression on a graph for funtions
dened on the verties of the graph, but in the presene of mismath. We assume
that we are presented inputs X = (x1, . . . , xN )
T
with orresponding noisy outputs
y = (y1, . . . , yN )
T
from a funtion we wish to estimate.
We fous on the random walk kernel given by
Cˆ = (I − a−1L)p = (I(1 − a−1) + a−1D1/2AD1/2)p (6.1.1)
whih we will assume is normalised using K = diag(κ1, . . . , κV ). We will derive the
avity approximation solely for global normalisation
1
so that κi = V
−1∑
j Cˆjj for all i.
With the kernel (whih is really a V × V matrix) given by C = K−1/2CˆK−1/2 the GP
prior over funtions on a graph an be written expliitly as







where, sine f is on a graph, we have dened f via a vetor f = (f(1), . . . , f(V ))T
and where we have used a subsript f to indiate expliitly that the ovariane is for
funtions, f .
Combining the prior distribution with a Gaussian likelihood distribution with variane
σ2f we arrive, via Bayes' theorem, at the posterior distribution. This is simply another
GP given by
P (f |X,y) =
exp
(















We wish to haraterise the performane of the GP. In a similar manner to the previous
hapters we will use the generalisation error to do this. We will assume that the student
GP is presented data generated by uniformly sampling aross all verties N values from
a funtion g, orrupted by i.i.d. Gaussian noise with variane σ2g . Furthermore, we will
assume that the funtion g was reated by sampling from another teaher GP with a
1
The extension of the method we will derive below for prediting the generalisation error for the
loally normalised ase disussed in hapters 3, 4 and 5 is trivial. It follows exatly the same presription
in Chapter 4 and its inlusion only masks the fundamental steps in the mismath derivation.
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possibly dierent kernel funtion Cg. Finally for the spei ase of GPs on random
graphs we will assume the graph on whih the funtion g was generated - and whih f
is being learned - is a sample from a random graph ensemble G.
Under these assumptions we see that we must alulate the mean square error of the stu-
dent GP over all possible data sets, teaher funtions g and graphs G sampled from their
respetive distributions. This is known as the generalisation error (see setion 2.1.4.2)

















where one more we have used the fat that we are on a graph to replae the funtions
f and g by V dimensional vetors f and g respetively.
Equation (6.1.4) is hard to alulate exatly. We will therefore now derive an approx-
imation of (6.1.4) using the avity method. In a similar manner to Chapter 4 we will
rst need to rewrite (6.1.4) in terms of a generating partition funtion. Sine we will
be using two GPs with random walk kernels with potentially dierent parameters, for
the remainder of this hapter we will denote kernel hyper-parameters belonging to the
teaher by a subsript g and those belonging to the student by a subsript f .
6.2 Creating the generating partition funtion
We derive the generating partition funtional form of (6.1.4) in a similar manner to
setion 4.2.1. However, sine the terms inside the average are no longer the posterior
variane of the student GP, we will not be able to shift by the posterior mean to simplify
the equations.
We begin by rst examining the joint probability distribution of the teaher GP, P (g),
the data outputs given the inputs, P (y|X), and the student posterior GP, P (f |X,y).
We see that by basi properties of probability distributions
P (f ,y,g|X) = P (f |X,y)P (y|g,X)P (g) (6.2.1)
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We therefore fous on reating a generating partition funtion using the joint distribution
(6.2.1).
To alulate the joint distribution expliitly we require the expliit forms of the three
distributions on the RHS of (6.2.1). The last two distributions ome straight from our




















(y − gX)T(y − gX)
)
(6.2.3)












respetively. The rst term in (6.2.1), however, annot be as simply expressed. To
alulate this we must apply Bayes' theorem (see (2.1.2)) to rewrite the posterior GP,
P (f |X,y), in terms of distributions we know expliitly. We see that











(− 12yTK−1f y) (6.2.6)
where the denominator is the marginal likelihood given in (2.1.7), (Kf )µ,ν = Cxµ,xν +
δµ,νσ
2








Combining these terms we see that the joint distribution is given by







(y − fX)T(y − fX)
− 1
2σ2g
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Now that we have (6.2.1) in the expliit form given by (6.2.8) we see that in a similar
manner to setion 4.2.1 we may rewrite the generalisation error as























(y − fX)T(y − fX)
− 1
2σ2g








(f − g)T(f − g)
)
. (6.2.11)
It is worth noting that in (6.2.11) we have dropped the normalising terms from (6.2.8)
beause the generating term will reate these (in the form 1/Z) when it is dierentiated.
We now proeed as we did in Chapter 4, and rewrite (6.2.11) into the form of a graphial
model with single vertex and nearest neighbour interation terms only.
6.3 Deriving the graphial model form
The rst step in deriving the graphial model form of (6.2.11) is to marginalise over y.
Initially one might be tempted to do this diretly: grouping together the terms involving












































































in the exponent of the partition funtion. We annot however easily deal with this term
due to the inverse of a sum of two matries. We therefore instead linearise the quadrati
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This allows us to rewrite (6.3.1) into the form
Z =
∫











































for h ∈ RN and where we have dropped onstant prefators that will anel after dier-
entiation with respet to λ. Marginalisation with respet to y then gives
Z =
∫













































whih no longer ontains the problemati inverse in (6.3.2).
With the partition funtion in the form (6.3.5) we are almost in the position to apply
the triks of Chapter 4 and write this as a graphial model by Fourier transforming f
and g, introduing 2p extra variables for eah matrix and rewriting sums over exam-
ples in terms of γi, a ount of the number examples seen at vertex i. However, the
N × N Kf matrix still poses a problem to our analysis. This an be resolved by real-
ising that (Kf )ν,µ = Cf (xν , xµ) + σ
2
fδν,µ. We see then that h











µ. Making this substitution into (6.3.5)
and introduing the variables, Xi, the set of all examples of the teaher at vertex i and,
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hXi =
∑



















































































































































































































































where γi is set equal to |Xi| and ounts the number of examples seen at vertex i in a
similar manner to Chapter 4.
With the problematiKf dealt with, we an now proeed as in the avity method for the
mathed ase ((4.2.3) through to (4.2.6)). Sine the inverse ovariane matries relate
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All that then remains to write this in the form of a graphial model with only nearest
neighbour interations is to rewrite the φTCfφ, ξ
TCgξ and hXi(Cf )ijhXj terms, sine
these relate verties upto pf , pg and pf away from eah other respetively. One more
this is resolved in a similar manner to the mathed avity ase ((4.2.4) through to
(4.2.5)): By binomially expanding (6.1.1) and introduing additional variables for eah
of the three terms. After the introdution of the additional variables and writing the
Dira delta enforement term in its Fourier form we nally arrive at the graphial model
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For larity, we dene H(. . .i) to be all the terms in the exponent of the rst exponential,
































− J (. . .ij)
)
. (6.3.11)
6.4 Calulating the generalisation error
To see how the generalisation error an be obtained from (6.3.11), we an dierentiate
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Equation (6.4.1) tells us that we will require the varianes 〈f2i 〉 and 〈g2i 〉 and the o-
variane 〈figi〉 in order to alulate the generalisation error. Similarly to Chapter 4, we
an alulate these using the avity method: for a large random graph with xed arbi-
trary degree sequene the graph is loally tree-like, so that if vertex i were removed the
neighbours j ∈ N (i) would beome approximately independent. The resulting avity
marginals reated by removing i, whih we will denote P
(i)
j (fj, gj ,hj , hˆj , ξj , ξˆj ,φj, φˆj |X)
where hj = (h
0




and hˆj = (hˆ
1




and other variables are dened sim-
ilarly, an be alulated iteratively within these subgraphs using the update equations
P
(i)







dfk dgk dhk dhˆk dξk dξˆk dφk dφˆk exp
(




k (. . .k |X) (6.4.2)
This has the same interpretation as the mathed ase. In terms of the sum-produt
algorithm, the avity marginal on the LHS is the message that vertex j sends to the
fator in Z for the edge (i, j) (see setion 2.3).
We see, by examining the form of H and J dened in (6.3.10), that (6.4.2) is solved self-
onsistently by omplex valued Gaussian distributions with zero mean and ovariane
matries V
(i)
j . By performing the Gaussian integrals expliitly, one nds the avity
updates for the ovariane matries are given by
V
(i)












































with Xφφ, Xξξ and Xhh being (2pf +1)× (2pf +1), (2pg+1)× (2pg+1) and (2pf +1)×
(2pf + 1) matries dened in a similar manner to (4.2.11) and where the blok entries
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+ λ −id1/2j κ1/2g








































where blank areas of these matries are to be taken to be equal to zero. The remaining


























 , µ = 1, . . . , 2pf + 1 & ν = 1, . . . , 2pg + 2.
One more, as we found in the mathed ase, we have a singularity for γj equal to zero.
In this ase it is in the quadrati h2j term. To resolve this we an use Woodbury's identity
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in similar manner to (4.2.15) to alulate the inverse. We also nd, in addition to the
singularity, that we have a speial ase for γj equal to zero for fj and gj , in this situation
these terms beome purely linear. This also an be dealt with by using the Woodbury
identity (see Appendix C).
So far our derivation has assumed a xed graph. All that now remains is to onsider
an ensemble of graphs. We onsider ensembles haraterised by a distribution p(d) of
the degrees di, with every graph that has the desired degree distribution having equal
probability (this enompasses all the graphs in setion 2.4). Instead of individual avity
ovarianes we one more onsider a probability distribution π(V ) aross all edges in the
graph (see setion 4.2.2 for more information). The xed point avity update equations



















Similarly to the ase of the mathed generalisation error we have omitted the index
j beause the vertex label has now beome arbitrary. We will assume one more, for
simpliity, that the input distribution is uniform, so that the distribution of γ will be
Poisson with mean ν = V/N , for V/N xed as V tends to innity.
Equation (6.4.6) is solved using population dynamis (see algorithm 4.1). One the
population of ovarianes for the xed point equation (6.4.6) has onverged, we sample
from the population to alulate the generalisation error (see algorithm 4.2) using the



















with (efg)µ = δµ,1 − δµ,2pf+3.
In order to alulate the generalisation error we still require the normalisation onstants
κf and κg. These an be alulated in a similar manner to the avity ase (see around
(4.2.7)) by performing population dynamis on (6.4.6) with κf equal to one, κg equal
to one and ν equal to zero. One this population has onverged the normalisers an be
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where (ef )µ = δµ,1 and (eg)µ = δµ,2pf+3. This result an be realised from (6.2.2).
Running these equations for the ase where the teaher and student math (i.e. when
the hyperparameters for the student equal those of the teaher, denoted with subsripts
f and g respetively) shows that the normalisation onstants found with the above
equations oinide with the normalisers alulated using the method desribed just above
gure 4.1.
Comparisons between the predited mismathed generalisation error as a funtion of ν
against numerial simulations are shown in gure 6.1 and gure 6.2 for regular random
graphs with xed degree equal to three, and ve hundred verties. Figure 6.1 shows
that the avity approximations (urves with triangles) aurately trae the numerially
alulated urves (urves with lled irles) for a xed teaher GP prior, and a student
GP prior with a range of mismathed noise levels and hyperparameters. We also see, as
expeted, that the ase of mathed learning (entre plot red urve) dereases in error
fastest than all other ases. The dierenes between the mathed urve (entre plot red
line) and the orresponding noise mismath plots (red lines in top and bottom plots) are
very small. This is beause the mathed urve is at a minimum and the relatively minor
hange in noise level shown in these plots moves the learning urve only slightly away
from this minimum. Somewhat surprisingly, however, we also see that this is the ase
for the dierene between the mismath urves with a short ranged student and a longer
ranged teaher as we hange the noise levels of the student (green urves). This result
an be explained by notiing that the shorter ranged student may be approximated by
a GP with kernel that is equal to zero for all o-diagonal entries and in eet ignores all
information from neighbouring verties, i.e. a GP that learns the funtion value of eah











whih for large ν will beome only weakly dependent on the student's noise values. A
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plot of the limiting pf/af → 0 ase is shown as a green line in gure 6.1. As we an
see as ν beomes large the mismath urves do indeed ollapse onto the urves of the
disonneted limiting form.
Figure 6.2 shows the more interesting ase of xed student parameters and with teaher
parameters xed apart from the maximum step size, pg, whih is varied. We an see
that one the teaher's kernel beomes signiantly shorter ranged than that of the
student, a bump above unity appears at about ν equal to 0.2. This bump is aused by
undertting: Sine the student is signiantly longer ranged it makes inorret inferenes
about verties over long distanes whih it annot orret until it sees more examples.
It is worth noting that although the avity method approximation is aurate in most
ases, with the larger ovariane matries needed for the mismath self onsistent equa-
tions, the population dynamis algorithm an beome unstable. This an be seen in the
top plot of gure 6.1 for a student with a maximum number of steps pf = 16, and a low
noise level, σ2f = 0.03.
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Figure 6.1: Mismathed learning urve numeris ompared against avity derived
approximations on a regular graph with degree equal to three and ve
hundred verties. Teaher is xed with σ2g = 0.1, pg = 5 and ag = 2.
Cavity preditions are indiated using triangles and numeris by lled
irles. Solid lines show the limiting ase of a student with lengthsale
equal to zero.
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Figure 6.2: Mismathed learning urve numeris ompared against avity derived
approximations on a regular graph with degree equal to three and ve
hundred verties. Student parameters are σ2f = 0.1, pf = 10 and af = 2.
Teaher parameters are σ2g = 0.01, ag = 2 and varying pg.
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6.5 Summary
In this hapter we have shown that we an extend the avity derivation for the alu-
lation of the generalisation error in a mathed senario where student and teaher GPs
have the same hyperparameters to a mismathed senario where student and teaher hy-
perparameters are dierent, for GP priors with globally normalised random walk kernels.
We found that, unlike the mathed ase, we ould not make the initial simpliation of
shifting the posterior so that it had zero mean. Beause of this, deriving the relevant
generating partition funtion was tehnially more diult.
Our derivation began by trying to alulate the exat form of the joint distribution be-
tween the teaher and student funtions. We found, however, that to be able to later
write the partition funtion in terms of a graphial model we needed to inlude an ad-
ditional variable that enoded information about the student's posterior normalisation.
Even with this additional variable in the partition funtion there were still ompliated
terms that ould not be dealt with as we had in earlier hapters, in partiular there was
a quadrati term involving the student's Gram matrix that needed to be dealt with. We
showed that by writing the Gram matrix expliitly in terms of the student's ovariane
matrix we ould rewrite the partition funtion in a form similar to the previous ase,
onsisting this time of three separate ovariane matrix terms relating verties in the
graph. From here we were able to apply the same triks as those presented in Chapter 4
to write the partition funtion in the desired graphial model form.
One we had the graphial model form we ould then solve using the avity method.
The resulting self onsistent and generalisation error equations broadly resembled those
of Chapter 4, but over a greatly inated number of variables. In the same way as before
we ould solve the self-onsisteny equation using population dynamis and then use
this result to alulate the generalisation error as a funtion of the number of examples
or learning urve. Comparing against numeris we found that one more the preditions
and simulations were aurate aross the whole length of the learning urve so long as
the population dynamis onverged stably.
Finally we looked at the ase of a student with a random walk kernel with a long
lengthsale learning from a teaher with a random walk kernel with a short lengthsale.
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This omparison was interesting beause, as one would expet, the student suers from
overtting. We showed that for a kernel with a short enough lengthsale the learning





7.1 Summary of Results
In this thesis I have been onerned with the appliation of GPs for regression on random
graphs. I began in Chapter 2 with a literature review and an introdution of the key
methods required to understand the results presented in later hapters. In Chapter 3
I then examined the random walk kernel given in (3.1.1) and its use as a kernel in a
GP prior. In setion 3.1.1 I onsidered the kernel on a large regular graph and tree. I
showed, using the results from Chung and Yau [27℄ (see also Appendix A), that on the
regular tree, whih I onsidered as an approximation of a large regular random graph,
the kernel approahes the non-trivial limiting form (3.1.3). Sine the regular graph does
approah the expeted fully orrelated limiting form, I inferred that loops must pay an
important role in ahieving this.
After onsidering the fully orrelated limit of the kernel in setion 3.2 I then studied
the appliation of the random walk kernel as a GP prior. I foused in partiular on
how one ould normalise the kernel so as to set the a-priori sale of a funtion. I
showed that the onventional method, whih I alled global normalisation, where one
normalises by dividing by the expeted value of the diagonal entries of the unnormalised
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kernel, leads to unrealisti probabilisti assumptions. I found in partiular that global
normalisation leads to large variation in the prior varianes of verties within the graph
(see gure 3.3). To remedy this I proposed a dierent method of normalisation, whih
I alled loal normalisation. In this ase the entries of the kernel are set to be the
Pearson's orrelation oeients of the unnormalised kernel [see for instane 134℄. By
normalising the ovariane funtion in this way the variation in the sale of the funtion
between verties was ompletely eliminated.
One I had proposed loal normalisation as a solution to the variane the prior sale
of a GP with a random walk kernel, I then proeeded to examine qualitatively the
dierenes between GP regression with GP priors with random walk kernels with the
two normalisations by studying the learning urves. I began in setion 3.3 by looking at
the ase of mathed learning urves, where both teaher and student generate funtions
from the same GP. I showed that loal normalisation introdues a fundamental hange
in the shape of the learning urves (see gure 3.5) by introduing a shoulder when the
GP has seen examples on the majority of verties. I showed that this was aused by
orretly normalising disonneted verties within the graph. Sine disonneted verties
annot make inferenes about their value from the rest of the graph they keep their
prior variane, and therefore potential error, until an example is seen at that vertex.
Disonneted verties in the ase of global normalisation have an atypially small prior
variane (see gure 3.3) and so ontribute very little to the error of the GP. For loal
normalisation, however, disonneted verties have a prior variane xed to unity. The
shoulder introdued into the learning urves of a GP with loal normalisation is the
result of this inrease in their prior variane, whih leads to the learning urve being
dominated by the disonneted verties in the region where the GP has seen examples
on the majority of the graph (see gure 3.5(a)) but not yet on all of the disonneted
verties.
To further show that loal normalisation was the more plausible method of normalising
the random walk kernel I then onsidered the variane of the loal Bayes error as a
funtion of the number of examples (see gure 3.7). Plotting these showed that global
normalisation began with a high variane in the Bayes error i.e. a large amount of
variation between the errors it would make at eah vertex. This variane remained
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high through to the point at whih examples had been seen on most of the graph and
subsequently tailed o. Loal normalisation, by ontrast, began with a low variane
in the loal Bayes error, peaked at the point where examples had been seen on the
majority of the graph and then tailed o at the end. From a probabilisti point of view I
argued that loal normalisation exhibited more reasonable behaviour; one would expet
initially that the GP should be equally unertain of the funtion value for any point on
the graph, dier greatest when it has seen examples on some parts of the graph and
therefore beomes ertain of their value and not on others and then fall bak to zero as
it beomes ertain of the funtion value of all verties in the graph.
Finally to drive home that these two kernel normalisations led to fundamentally dif-
ferent priors over funtions I looked at the learning urves subjet to model mismath
(see gure 3.6). In partiular I studied the learning urves of a GP with a loally nor-
malised random walk kernel as it tried to learn funtions sampled from a GP with a
globally normalised kernel. I found that the learning urves were qualitatively funda-
mentally dierent with a bump in the generalisation error lose to unity at the point
where examples were seen on most of the graph. I examined how mismath hanged the
way a GP alulates its preditive mean (given in (3.3.1)) and showed it orresponded
to a reweighting of `eetive predition vetors'. I showed by some numerial exper-
iments that the reweighting amounted to assigning additional weight to vetors that
orresponded to dangling ends (a series of onneted degree two verties terminating in
a degree one vertex) in the graph and that these regions of the graph therefore were the
ause of the bump in the learning urve.
With a thorough understanding of how the random walk kernel behaves as a GP prior
I then, in a similar vain to Malzahn and Opper [72℄, Sollih [111℄, tried to approximate
the generalisation error of a GP with a random walk kernel with both global and loal
normalisation. I began in Chapters 4 and 5 by foussing on the ase of where the student
and teaher are mathed. This meant that I needed to alulate the average posterior
variane of the GP (see (4.1.5)). In Chapter 4 I derived a avity approximation of the
learning urve (see setion 2.3). I began by rst rewriting the generalisation error in
terms of a partition funtion (see (4.2.2)) and then rewrote this in terms of a graphial
model whih onsisted of single vertex and nearest neighbour interations (see (4.2.6)).
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To be able to rewrite the partition funtion in this form I Fourier transformed the
inverse kernel term to eliminate the inverse, and introdued an additional 2p variables
(see (3.1.1) for the denition of p) to eliminate interations over distanes greater than
nearest neighbours. With the generalisation error in this form I then split the remainder
of my derivation into two setions depending on the hoie of normalisation.
In setion 4.2.2 I onsidered the ase of a globally normalised kernel. Using the av-
ity method I derived a self-onsistent equation (see (4.2.13)) and avity form of the
generalisation error (see (4.2.14)). The resulting approximation for the ensemble aver-
aged generalisation error required population dynamis (see algorithm 4.1) to alulate
a steady state of a self onsistent equation relating the distribution of avity ovarianes
on the graph to itself. One the distribution of avity ovarianes was found, the gener-
alisation error was simply alulated using Monte Carlo tehniques (see algorithm 4.2).
Plotting the avity approximation against numeris and a baseline omparison derived
in setion 2.2.1 showed that the avity approximation greatly improved on the baseline,
espeially in the midsetion of the learning urves, beoming visually indistinguishable
from numeris for graphs with ve hundred verties.
After deriving the generalisation error approximation for the ase of a globally nor-
malised kernel, in setion 4.2.3 I onsidered the tehnially more diult problem of
approximating the generalisation error of a GP with a loally normalised random walk
kernel. Loal normalisation requires knowledge about loal struture of the spei graph
instane; this means that unlike the global ase, the normaliser must be alulated in
parallel with the avity ovarianes. To inlude this requirement I began by introduing
an additional step in the avity alulation to alulate the loal normalising fators
(see (4.2.3)). This step ould be solved in a similar manner to the previous globally nor-
malised ase and required the introdution of an additional set of auxiliary variables that
alulated the normalisation onstants for the partition funtion (see (4.2.23)). One I
had introdued these auxiliary terms I ould again use the graphial model form of the
partition funtion whih ould be simply solved on a spei graph instane using BP.
Extending this solution to the graph ensemble ase, however, proved to be non-trivial.
It required an additional approximation, namely, dropping the requirement of onsis-
teny between inoming auxiliary ovariane matries. After the approximation I one
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more had a self-onsistent equation over the distribution of the auxiliary and normal
ovariane matries that ould be solved using population dynamis. One a steady
state of the self-onsistent equation was found the generalisation error was again simply
a matter of running Monte Carlo integration over the distribution of avity ovarianes.
Plotting the results of this approximation of the generalisation error as a funtion of the
number of examples, or learning urve, against numeris again showed good agreement
along the length of the urve, surprisingly so given the additional approximation with
respet to onsisteny (see gure 4.4).
To gain a deeper understanding of the approximations required to derive the avity
approximation of the loally normalised kernel, in Chapter 5, I then derived the ap-
proximations of the generalisation error for both globally and loally normalised kernels
using the replia method, assuming replia symmetry (see setion 2.2). One more this
was done by rewriting the generalisation error in terms of the partition funtion given
in (4.2.6). Derivation of the GP with a globally normalised random walk kernel then
loosely followed the derivation of the eigenvalues of a matrix given in Kühn et al. [66℄.
The derivation of the globally normalised ase served two purposes: it gave a summary
of the method I would employ in approximating the loally normalised ase, and served
as a way of interpreting the loally normalised equations. To alulate the approxima-
tion of the generalisation error for the globally normalised kernel I rewrote the graphial
model form of the partition funtion in terms of an eetive single site form. One in
this form I ould then invoke a large graph saddle point approximation that gave a set
of simultaneous equations to be solved (see (5.1.30) and (5.1.31)). I found that one
solution to this set of equations was of quadrati form and resulted, as expeted, in the
same ovariane update equations as obtained using the avity approah (see (5.1.37)).
The derivation of the generalisation error for the loally normalised kernel was sub-
stantially more ompliated sine, unlike the avity derivation, I needed to inlude the
onstraint on the normalising fators diretly into the partition funtion. This was
ahieved by using a delta enforement term (see (5.2.1)), whih then broke the graphial
model form required to apply the tehniques used to alulate the global generalisation
error. To resolve this I showed that through a series of steps the partition funtion ould
one more be written in the form of a graphial model. This required two additional sets
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of replias, one to rewrite a term in the denominator into the numerator, and another to
replae an average by an empirial average. With the introdution of these additional
replias I was able one more to rewrite this into an equation onsisting of single vertex
and nearest neighbour interations only, by using similar tehniques to those employed
in reating the original graphial model form (see (5.2.8)).
One I had the partition funtion in this form I ould begin approximating the general-
isation error by following a similar method to the globally normalised ase; by deriving
an eetive single site formulation and invoking a large vertex saddle point approxima-
tion. Eventually however, I also required a large replia limit of the additional replias
introdued by the normalising onstraints. This large replia limit needed to be taken
internally of the original large V saddle point equations. The replia limit was alulated
using the saddle point method (see Appendix B.1.2) and allowed me to approximate a
ompliated integral over the normalising fators by its minimum along the integration
path, simplifying the simultaneous equations generated by the large graph saddle point
(see (5.2.31) and (5.2.32)) and nally resulting in the self onsisteny equation (5.2.17).
With the large replia limit taken I ould state the form of one solution to the self on-
sisteny equations. This form was quadrati with one auxiliary independent ovariane
matrix relating auxiliary variables and another ovariane funtion that was dependent
on the auxiliary variables relating the remaining variables (see (5.2.34)). Substituting
this form into the self onsisteny equation then gave an equation whih, in the global
ase, I would be able to solve with population dynamis (see (5.2.41)). For the loally
normalised ase however, the omplex interation between the two ovariane matries
meant that population dynamis ould not be applied. I noted, by working bakwards
from the generalisation error (see (5.2.43)), that in fat I only required the ovariane
matrix funtion of the remaining variables evaluated at the full marginal of the auxiliary
variables. By taking advantage of self averaging I was then able to simplify the ma-
trix funtion's self onsisteny equations resulting in a matrix onsisteny equation that
required a ounterow of information about the auxiliary variables from the reeiving
vertex (see gure 5.1). Although this simplied matters, the self onsisteny equation
still presented diulties beause it inluded a onsisteny term onstraining the aux-
iliary ovarianes from the inoming verties (see (5.2.49)). To resolve this I made an
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approximation, and ignored the onsisteny requirement. This approximation resulted
in exatly the same equations that were found using the avity method in Chapter 4
(see (5.2.51)). That this gave aurate results, of a level of auray omparable to the
results from the global normalisation, was surprising and leads me to believe that the
approximation is possibly exat. However, I was unable to nd an argument to onrm
this.
Finally in Chapter 6 I generalised the avity approximation of the generalisation error
with a globally normalised kernel to the ase of model mismath. Sine I ould not use
the simpliations in the generalisation error that our when teaher and student are
mathed (see setion 2.1.4.2), the initial steps in rewriting the generalisation error in
terms of a graphial model proved to be a more hallenging task. This problem was
takled in setion 6.2 and setion 6.3. I began by rewriting the probability distribution
over the variables as a single joint distribution that I needed to average (see (6.2.8)).
One I had done this I was able to rewrite the generalisation error in the form of a
partition funtion (see (6.2.11)). It then remained to rewrite the partition funtion in
terms of single vertex and nearest neighbour interations. This was ompleted by rst
linearising the output terms in the exponent of the partition funtion, marginalising over
the now linear output terms (see (6.3.5)), using three appliations of the Fourier trans-
form trik to eliminate inverses and introduing 2pf , 2pg and 2pf additional variables
(see (6.1.1) for the denition). With the partition funtion in the form of a graphial
model I ould apply the avity method in diret analogy to Chapter 4 to derive the self
onsistent equation given in (6.4.6) and a generalisation error approximation given in
(6.2.10).
To end Chapter 6 I ompared the predition given in (6.2.10) to numerially alu-
lated learning urves for a range of mismathed kernel parameters (see gure 6.1 and
gure 6.2). I found that in all ases the avity predition was aurate along the whole
length of the urve, although the population dynamis beame numerially unstable for
larger matrix sizes. Plotting the more extreme ases of a student with a small length-
sale and a teaher with a muh longer lengthsale showed that the GP suered from
overtting. This overtting resulted in an initial derease in the generalisation error
that needed to be `un-learnt' after seeing a larger number of examples. This gave rise
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to a bump in the learning urve as seen in gure 6.2.
7.2 Further Work
The work I have presented in this thesis an be extended in a number of ways: In
Chapter 3 I have only onsidered two normalisations of the learning urve, while in fat
there is a range of hoies of normalisation that ould be hosen suh that it ts into
the form given in (4.1.2). These orrespond in some way to hanging the probabilities
of random walks on the graph. Of partiular interest would be to onsider a kernel that
uses maximal entropy random walks that favour verties based on their `entrality' in
the graph and thus weight neighbouring data dierently.
The random walks used in the kernel dened in (3.1.1) weight probability of passing to a
neighbouring vertex equally amongst all the neighbouring verties; this an be viewed as
seleting a walk that maximises entropy loally at eah step. Maximum entropy random
walks, however, aim to maximise the entropy over the set of all walks of a xed length
starting from a vertex, i.e. they aim to selet the random walks of a xed length k starting
at a vertex i uniformly from the set of all suh walks, thus the maximum entropy random
walk an be thought of as the most random random walk. The maximum entropy random
walk has some interesting properties that make it distint from the random walk used in
this thesis. Of partiular interest is that it has been shown that the maximum entropy
random walk gives a dierent measure of the entrality or importane of a vertex and
mixes faster [34℄. This, in terms of a GP kernel, should reweight the relative importane
of eah vertex in the graph based on the number of dierent paths that pass through
the vertex and may result in more realisti assumptions about the interations between
verties in the graph. To use this as a random walk kernel one requires an extension
of the normalised graph Laplaian, this an be obtained by left and right multiplying
the maximum entropy random walk probability matrix by the square root of diagonal
matries onsisting of the steady state probabilities of the walk [85℄.
Although reating the kernel should be simple enough, the theoretial analysis of the
learning urves for the maximum entropy random walk kernel ould prove hallenging.
Maximum entropy random walks require knowledge of the omplete graph to be al-
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ulated, while the avity and replia methods presented here will only work with loal
knowledge. To resolve this the work of Sinatra et al. [108℄ ould help; in this paper the
authors onstruted approximately maximum random walk kernels using only properties
of the urrent vertex degree and degree-degree orrelations in the graph.
In the same vein as maximum entropy random walks further improvements ould be
made by extending the omparison between the global and loal normalisations. There
are two main diretions this ould take, rstly one ould apply a more rigorous approah
to arguing in favour of either normalisation by omparing how eah kernel performs on
real world data. To do this one would rst need to apply maximum marginal likelihood
to selet the best kernel parameters for eah [96℄ and then ompare their performane (or
resulting marginal likelihoods) against one another. The seond way one ould extend
this setion is to use the analysis of the mismathed learning urves in Chapter 6 to
alulate theoretial approximations of the learning urves using the avity method. In
theory this would simply require the steps needed to alulate learning urve for loal
normalisation in the mathed ase applied to either the teaher or student variables in
the mismath derivation so that the additional auxiliary variables alulate the loal
normalisation onstants required for the teaher or student's kernel. Due to the already
unstable numeris that we saw in the mismath learning urves, however, the onvergene
times of the population dynamis ould prove to be infeasible.
In hapters 4 and 5 I only onsidered the ase of a graph ensembles that an be desribed
by a degree distribution and where degrees are sampled i.i.d. from this distribution.
In reality, as I disussed in setion 2.4, real world graphs ontain a far riher set of
properties than this. One ould extend the results of these hapters by applying the work
of Kühn and van Mourik [65℄, Pérez-Viente and Coolen [94℄, Rogers et al. [98℄ where
graphs with a modular struture are onsidered. These have degree orrelations and
generalised random degrees, where the n-th generalised degree is a sum of the neighbours'
(n − 1)-th generalised degree and where the rst generalised degree is dened to be
the onventional degree used in this thesis. In partiular, the results I have generated
so far should be simple to generalise to ommunity strutured graphs. These graphs
have a `superstruture' in the form of a tree-like graph whih inludes graph ensembles
disussed in this thesis, but then an added layer of detail is inluded so that instead
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Figure 7.1: A diagramti view of the ommunity random graph ensemble
of single verties interating along onneting edges there are `ommunities' interating
with eah other using groups of edges between the two ommunities. The superstruture
selets whih ommunities interat with eah other (see gure 7.1).
The probability distribution for a random graph ensemble with a ommunity graph





















where ρ is a distribution of matries representing the distribution over loal ommunity
struture at eah `super vertex', µ is distribution of edges onneting verties between
ommunities and {di} is some random sequene of degrees generated i.i.d. from a degree
distribution p(d). This will reate a graph so that the superstruture is treelike, allowing
us to apply the tehniques of Chapter 4 and Chapter 5.
With a graph sampled from suh a ommunity ensemble outlined above, the avity
method approah would simply now pass ovarianes onerning the whole ommunity
of verties; loal vertex ontributions denoted by O in this thesis (see (4.2.10)) would
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enode the entire ommunity's loal data inluding loal interations and nally inter-
ations between ommunities enoded by the matries X would be of the same form as
(4.2.11), but for eah entry in (4.2.11) there would now be a matrix representing the
interonnetions between the ommunities. Generalising the ovariane matries in this
way and following a similar method to that in Chapter 4 then would give a self on-
sistent equation similar to (4.2.13), but instead of sampling a single vertex, one would
sample a ommunity with eah Monte Carlo step and alulate the generalisation error
for the whole ommunity. Preliminary results have shown that this approximation of
the generalisation error shows promise and is shown in gure 7.2.
Figure 7.2 shows the mathed numerial learning urves of a GP (indiated by lled
irles) learning on a ommunity graph ensemble, ompared to the avity predition (in-
diated with triangles) alulated using the method outlined above. These results are for
a ommunity ensemble, onsisting of a super struture given by an Erd®s-Rényi random
graph, with ommunities of four verties all onneted to eah other and interonnetions
given by randomly onneting one vertex between two ommunities.
Another avenue one ould take to extend the lasses of graph ensembles for whih the
results presented in this thesis are appliable is to onsider weighted graphs. In this
situation edges also have a given numerial value that indiates the amount of interation
between two verties. The random walk kernel would then be dened using the more
general normalised Laplaian given in Appendix A. Ensembles of this type an be
dened by introduing a seond ontinuous random variable to the ensembles already
disussed that generates i.i.d. weights for the edges when an edge is present [17℄.
Further interesting areas whih an be expanded in this work are found in Chapter 6, the
most promising of whih is to onsider the adaptation of the student parameters as the
number of examples inreases along the lines of [113, 114℄. In these papers the authors
don't onsider the ase where only the hyperparameters between student and teaher
are mismathed but instead onsider a teaher GP with a ompletely dierent kernel.
A simple and more restritive way to implement this in the framework of the avity
method above would be to onsider a teaher GP with the random walk kernel and xed
hyperparameters, and a student GP with the random walk kernel with one hyperparam-
eter xed and set dierent from the teaher's and use maximum marginal likelihood to
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Figure 7.2: A omparison between numerially alulated learning urves and the
avity predition for a ommunity random graph with ve hundred om-
munities eah onsisting of four verties all onneted to eah other. In-
terations between ommunities are generated by randomly onneting a
vertex from eah ommunity so long as the superstruture given by an
Erd®s-Rényi graph with average degree three indiates there should be
an edge. Kernel parameters are a = 2 and p = 10.
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alulate the remaining hyperparameters. The marginal likelihood is omputed using
the methods presented in Rasmussen and Williams [96℄. This ould be extended further
by onsidering a teaher GP with graph kernel that an be aurately approximated by a
trunated sum of powers of the normalised Laplaian. In this situation the above avity
analysis for model mismath ould still be applied. The `mismath with adaptive hy-
perparameters' senario represents a more realisti situation if one wanted to apply GP
regression to a real world problem. Applying this to the equations given in Chapter 6,
however, ould potentially prove triky due to the numerial stability of the population
dynamis. One might expet that so long as the mismath is with regards to the maxi-
mum number of steps of the random walk kernels of the teaher and the student so that
the main soure of the instability is ontrolled, numerial stability may be suient to
get reliable results.
Perhaps more interesting still in the area of model mismath is to onsider the ase of
graph mismath. In this ase one ould onsider looking at randomly removing and
adding some edges to the graph that the student GP is learning on. This would be a
more aurate representation of real world models where, as in the ase of biology, the
true underlying network is unknown beause it has only been inferred from experimen-
tal data [99℄, or in the ase of the internet based graphs, where the graph struture is
a snapshot that slowly beomes less aurate or worse onsists of regions of snapshots
whih have been updated at dierent times based on when a web rawler last visited
a given region of the internet [14℄. One might be able to inlude graph mismath into
the into the replia framework used in this thesis by onsidering the methods presented
in Annibale and Coolen [7℄ where the authors onsidered the problem of modelling the
sampling of a real network using experiments. They did this by introduing Bernoulli
random variables that indiated hanges in the observed network over that of the true
underlying network. The authors onsidered three types of random mistakes vertex un-
dersampling, edge undersampling and edge oversampling and showed that, using meth-
ods from statistial mehanis, that they were able to desribe the topologial properties
of the resulting network. For the ase of prediting the learning urves subjet to model
mismath the simplest method along these lines would be to introdue two additional
random Bernoulli variables σaij with probability of suess O(1/V ) and σ
r
ij with proba-
bility of suess O(1), for the addition and removal of an edge in the graph respetively.
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With these additional random variables the interations between verties for the student
kernel would then be given by (1− σrij)aij + (1− aij)σaij . By varying the probability of
suess of σaij and σ
r





GRAPH COVERINGS AND THE
RANDOM WALK KERNEL
This appendix details the adjustments to Chung and Yau [27℄ needed to derive the
limiting form of the random walk kernel and the large p saling of the eigenvalue learning
urve preditions.
A.1 Graph overings
Chung and Yau [27℄ were onerned with the relationships between two non-simple
weighted graphs when one of the graphs overs the other. A weighted non-simple graph
G(V, E) has the property that edges are allowed to start and nish at the same vertex,
and also eah edge has a weight assoiated with it aording to some funtion w : V×V →
R. A graph overing is dened as,
Denition A.1.1 (Graph overing [27℄). A weighted non-simple graph G˜(V˜ , E˜) with
weight funtion w˜ : V˜ × V˜ → R is said to over a graph G(V, E) with weight funtion
w : V × V → R if there is a mapping π : V˜ → V with the following properties
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w˜(x, y) = mw(u, v) (A.1.1)







The authors studied the relationship between the diusion kernel of G˜ and the diusion






if u = v and dv 6= 0
−w(u, v)√
dudv
if u and v are adjaent
0 otherwise,
(A.1.3)
and where the `degree' is given by du =
∑
v w(u, v). Chung and Yau [27℄ showed that
for a diusion kernel, C, on a graph G and a diusion kernel, C˜, on G˜ where G˜ is a








To derive the limiting form of the random walk kernel we generalise this result to relate
random walk kernels of G˜ and G, this results in the following lemma based on [27,
Lemma 4℄.
Lemma A.1.1. Suppose G˜ is a overing of G. Let C˜ and C represent the random walk
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In line with our earlier disussion of the interpretation of the random walk kernel we
see that ((−L)q)uv is simply a weighted sum of all lazy walks of length q joining u to v









Here as in the main text we have dened a lazy walker as one that is also allowed to
stay at its urrent vertex in a time step.
We will denote the weighted sums of random walks in the graphs G and G˜ by Sq(u, v)
and S˜q(x, y) respetively. To prove (A.1.5) we will show that the sum of S˜q(x, y) between
the verties x in the pre-image of πu to verties y in the pre-image of πv is equal to
Sq(u, v) from u to v multiplied by the fator on the RHS of (A.1.5). To do so we need




w˜(x, z) = mw(u, v) ∀z ∈ π−1(v). (A.1.8)
We will use this result after summing both sides over u, in whih ase the equation
redues to |π−1(v)|dz = mdv.
Using indution and the above equation we will now prove (A.1.5). We will do this by







for all q ≥ 1.
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− |π−1(u)| = |π−1(u)|S1(u, u) (A.1.11)
so we see (A.1.9) holds true for this ase.
We will next assume that the result (A.1.9) holds for q− 1 and show that in this ase it
holds true for q. Let pq−1 = (u, u1, . . . , uq−1) be a walk in G of length q − 1 that starts
at u, let p˜q−1 = (x, x1, . . . , xq−1) be a walk in G˜ and nally let P and P˜ be the set of
all walks that start at u and end at uq−1, and the set of all walks that are mapped onto



















where we have denoted the weight of a walk pq−1 using w(pq−1). We wish to extend
pq−1 to pq = u, u1, . . . , uq−1, v so that it orresponds to a walk from u to v in G. We see
that the weight of any path in G˜ that is mapped to pq an be written as a path pq−1
with an additional jump to y ∈ π−1(v) with weight







By summing over all walks that map to pq−1 and all additional nal jumps that end in
y ∈ π−1(v) we will have summed over all walks in G˜ that are mapped to a walk from u
to v in G.
If we keep the last but one point uq−1 xed for now then we see that (note that xq−1
is not xed sine P˜ is dened as being all paths mapped onto P by π and so xq−1 an
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Thus by indution we have proved the lemma.
A.2 Appliation to the random walk kernel
Chung and Yau [27℄ used the diusion kernel equivalent of lemma A.1.1 to alulate
the form of the diusion kernel on a Bethe lattie with degree d. They did this by
realising that the Bethe lattie with unit weights is a overing of an innite path graph,
P , with vertex set V = {0, 1, 2, . . .}, edge set E = {(j − 1, j)|j ∈ N} and weight funtion
w(j − 1, j) = d(d− 1)j−1. Here we will disuss the equivalent steps for the random walk
kernel.
Sine the random walk kernel is symmetri positive denite it an be represented by the
eigenvalues λi and orthonormal eigenvetors φi of L via
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3 3 · 2 3 · 22
Figure A.1: The overing of a weighted path P by the Bethe lattie. Verties in
`shells' about a vertex in the Bethe lattie are assigned to verties in the
path orresponding to their shell number. Edge weights in the path are
equal to the number of verties in the shell.
We an therefore alulate the random walk kernel if we an alulate the eigenvalues
and eigenvetors of the normalised Laplaian of the graph. Chung and Yau [27℄ alulate
the eigenvalues and eigenvetors of P by rst examining the eigenvalues and eigenvetors
of the trunated path up to a xed distane, l, and then taking l to innity. The authors
















































l for j = 1, . . . , l − 1 with orresponding
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1 p = 0√
d(d− 1)p−1 1 ≤ p ≤ l − 1√






























1 p = 0
(−1)p
√
d(d− 1)p−1 1 ≤ p ≤ l − 1
(−1)l
√
(d− 1)l−1 p = l
(A.2.5)
Substituting the eigenvalues and eigenvetors into the random walk kernel for the trun-































× sinx [(d− 1) sin((l + 1)x)− sin((l − 1)x)]
d2 − 4(d − 1) cos2(x) . (A.2.7)
By lemma A.1.1 we have that the random walk kernel on a Bethe lattie from vertex 0




























× sinx [(d− 1) sin((l + 1)x)− sin((l − 1)x)]
d2 − 4(d − 1) cos2(x) . (A.2.9)
Sine the Bethe lattie is idential seen from any starting vertex (A.2.8) and (A.2.9)
dene the random walk kernel ompletely. To alulate (3.1.3) all that is required is to
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realise that Cˆlp = C˜0l then Clp = Cˆl,p/C0,p i.e. the random walk kernel will be given by
(A.2.9) divided by (A.2.8). For large p we see the main ontributions to the integral will
be from values that are up to O(p−1/2). We an therefore approximate cos x ≈ 1 and









A.3 Saling for large p
In setion 4.3 we derived the learning urve deay aused by a single example, given in
(4.3.1). As explained there, to understand how this behaves for large p one needs to
know how Cl,p approahes its limiting form (A.2.10). In the derivation in the previous
subsetion we saw that in order to obtain this limiting form one expands not just sin(x),
but also sin((l − 1)x) and sin((l + 1)x) linearly beause x = O(p−1/2) is small. For the
two sine fators this will break down one lp−1/2 is of order one, i.e. for large enough l.
This suggests looking at Cl,p as funtion of l
′ = lp−1/2. To fous on the relevant part
of the integral one an similarly transform the integration variable to x′ = xp1/2. For p







d−1/(da)x′(d− 2) sin(l′x′) (A.3.1)





with the large-l limit of (A.2.10), Cl,p ∝ (d− 1)−l/2l′, shows that the eet of nite p is
ontained in the exponential (Gaussian) uto fator whih beomes signiant for l′ of
order unity, i.e. l = O(p1/2), as stated in the main text.
Visually, the uto eets for large l and p an be seen more learly by plotting not
Cl,p diretly but rather Rˆl,p, the unnormalised version of Rl,p as dened in setion 3.1.1.
As vl = d(d − 1)l−1 for l ≥ 1, the additional √vl fator just removes the deay with
(d− 1)−l/2 from Cl,p. From the above disussion, we then expet to nd for large l that




d−1). A plot of numerial results for a suitably normalised version of
Rˆl,p (see below), plotted against lp
−1/2
for inreasing p, is shown in gure A.2. There is
a lear trend towards the predited asymptoti behaviour for large p (dashed line).
It may be somewhat surprising that the ut o lengthsale that appears in the analysis
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Figure A.2: Plot demonstrating the p → ∞ saling from of pρl,p, the normalised
version of Rˆl,p for d = 3 and a = 2. Dashed line shows the analytially
found funtional form of the saling.
above is l = O(p1/2), whih for large p is muh smaller than the typial kernel range
p/a. To understand this intuitively, one an go bak to (3.1.4) for Rl,p and use that
this is essentially unnormalised diusion. Taking Rˆl,p as the unnormalised version of
Rl,p again and letting ρl,p = Rˆl,pγ
−p
with γ = (1 − 1/a) + 2√d− 1/(ad) to re-establish
normalisation, one nds that ρl,p evolves almost aording to a diusion proess in
`time' p, exept that probability onservation is broken at l = 0 and l = 1. In the
(leaky) diusion proess, ρl,p, the typial lengthsale l should then sale with time as
p1/2, exatly as we found above.
This diusion interpretation ould also be used to reprodue the quantitative saling
form, by adapting the methods of Monthus and Texier [79℄ where the authors study a
one dimensional walk with a reetive boundary to ompute the large-p saling. The




We disuss here details of some of the derivations not shown in Chapter 5 beause
they would have disrupted the ow of the argument. There are two results used in
the main text that are only referred to and not expliitly alulated. The rst is the
saddle point method for multivariate omplex funtions, the seond is the saddle point
alulation of the graph normaliser N . Before we derive these, however, we will begin
with a disussion of the saddle point approximation.
B.1 The saddle point method a.k.a. the method of steepest
desents
For both the globally and loally normalised kernel replia derivations in the main text
we make extensive use of the saddle point method, also known as the method of steepest
desents. We will derive here the one and two dimensional version of the saddle point
method and refer the reader to Kaminski [59℄ for further information about the multi-
variate ase. Our derivation will begin with the saddle point method for the real line
whih is more ommonly known as Laplae's method [13, 33, 54℄. We will follow the
derivation in Costin [33℄.
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B.1.1 Laplae's Method




dx g(x) exp(−V h(x)) (B.1.1)
as V tends to innity and where both h and g are real funtions mapping from the real
line to the real line. We will assume that
1
1. g is ontinuous and independent of V
2. h is twie dierentiable and has a unique minimum without loss of generality at x = 0
3. g(0) 6= 0 and without loss of generality g(0) > 0
4. h′′(0) > 0
5. I is absolutely onvergent for V ≥ 1.
From the assumption that h and g are ontinuous we must have that for any ǫ > 0
|h(x)− h(0) − 1
2
h′′(0)x2| < ǫx2 (B.1.2)
and
|g(x)− g(0)| < ǫ (B.1.3)
when |x| < δ(ǫ) for some δ(ǫ) > 0. We also see that, sine h has only one minimum, for
any δ > 0 there must exist a c suh that |h(x)| > c for all |x − x0| > δ. We use these
fats to derive the Laplae result.




dx g(x) exp(−V h(x)) +
∫ δ(ǫ)
−δ(ǫ)




dx g(x) exp(−V h(x)) (B.1.4)
1
These onditions are stronger than is neessary to prove this result; we ould for instane relax the
requirement of a single minimum.
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and now evaluate eah of the integrals in this equation as V beomes large beginning
with the two `tail' integrals. We see that for the tail integrals the following holds
∫
|δ(ǫ)|≥0
dx g(x) exp(−V h(x)) ≤
∫
|δ(ǫ)|≥0




dx |g(x)| exp(−(V − 1)c− h(x))




This implies (by property 5.) that the tails must tend to zero exponentially at a rate at
least exp(−(V − 1)c). We now examine the nal internal integral. Using the (B.1.2) we
sandwih the integral. We see that we may bound the internal integral from above via∫ δ(ǫ)
−δ(ǫ)
dx g(x) exp(−V h(x)) =
∫ δ(ǫ)
−δ(ǫ)
dx g(x) exp(−V (h(x) + h(0)− h(0)))





















V (h′′(0) − ǫ)(g(0) + ǫ)e
V h(0)
from below we may bound the integral similarly using
∫ δ(ǫ)
−δ(ǫ)
dx g(x) exp(−V h(x)) =
∫ δ(ǫ)
−δ(ǫ)
dx g(x) exp(−V (h(x) + h(0)− h(0)))












V (h′′(0) + ǫ)
(g(0) − ǫ)eV h(0) as V →∞
Combining these two results we nd we an use a sandwihing argument for the in-
ternal integral for large V . Finally if we take ǫ to zero we nd that sine the internal
integral sales with eV h(0)/
√
V and the tails sale exponentially with e−V c the original
integral given in (B.1.1) is dominated by the internal integral. The nal Laplae method
approximation is therefore given by
∫ ∞
−∞
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dz g(z) exp(−V h(z)) (B.1.7)
for g and h funtions that map from the omplex plane to the omplex plane and Γ a
path in the omplex plane from a point A to a point B ontained within a region U
where h(z) and g(z) are analyti. We would like to perform a similar method to Laplae's
method. First, however, we need two important fats from omplex analysis [32℄
1. Cauhy's theorem whih states that any losed ontour integral within a spae
U ⊆ C in whih the integrand is analyti is zero. This allows us to move our path
Γ how we hoose so long as we remain inside U (see gure B.1).
2. Maximum modulus theorem whih states that the modulus of an analyti
funtion has no maxima. This implies that any point in whih the derivative of
h(z) is zero must orrespond to a saddle point of exp(−V h(z)).
To apply Laplae's method we need to nd a minimum z0 of the real omponent of h(z)
along the path Γ. Cauhy's theorem tells us that instead of looking for the minimum
point of of the real omponent of h(z) only along Γ we may look for the minimum point
of the real omponent of h(z) in the spae U . We may then deform our path to pass
through this point without hanging the resulting integral. By the maximum modulus
theorem we also see that any point that minimises Reh(z), i.e. maximises the modulus
of exp(−V h(z)), must be a saddle point of exp(−V h(z)) in U .
The nal thing we must worry about before applying Laplae's method is the imaginary
omponent of exp(−V h(z)) about the saddle point. If this is not onstant it ould lead
to osillatory anellations in the large V limit. We must therefore hoose to deform
our path so that it passes through the saddle point in suh a way that the imaginary
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Figure B.1: An explanation of how we use Cauhy's theorem. Sine the integral of
any losed path is zero we see that the integrals of two dierent paths
within U with the same end points must be equal we an therefore deform
our path integral how we like so long as the path remains in U .
omponent is onstant in a region about the saddle point. If we pik our path in this
way then we see that the Taylor expansion of h along the path about the saddle point
z0 will be
h(z) ≈ h(z0) + 1
2




′′(z0)(z−z0)2 real and positive. This will mean that the arguments of the seond




h′′(z0)(z − z0)2) = arg(h′′(z0)) + 2 arg(z − z0) = 0 (B.1.9)
whih implies our path must ross z0 in the diretion arg(z− z0) = −12 arg(h′′(z0)) = θ.
We an now apply Laplae's method to our integral (B.1.7). We deform our path so
that we may break the integral I into
∫
Γ
dz g(z) exp(−V h(z)) =
∫
ΓA
dz g(z) exp(−V h(z)) +
∫
ΓSP




dz g(z) exp(−V h(z)) (B.1.10)
where ΓA and ΓB are paths whih get us from the start and end points to the saddle
point region and ΓSP is the path in the saddle point region that satises the previously
mentioned properties (see gure B.2).
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Figure B.2: A diagram of the deformed path used for alulating the asymptotis of
equation (B.1.7)
With the integral broken down in this way we see that the two `tails' ΓA and ΓB expo-
nentially deay and we are left with the integral over ΓSP whih we may approximate
using Laplae's method. This results in the saddle point approximation given by
∫
Γ








for large V .
The multivariate version of (B.1.11) is ompliated to derive and suers from the problem
that the path of steepest desent is possibly not unique [59℄. As a onsequene of this
there are a few ways of piking one's path (manifold) for applying the saddle point
approximation. Before disussing one way of deforming a manifold, however, we require
a C
n
equivalent of Cauhy's theorem for deforming path integrals in C. This is given by
Fedoryuk [41℄ in Russian and later translated into English in Kaminski [59℄.
Theorem B.1.1 (Manifold deformation [41, 59℄). Let γ be a ompat smooth n-
manifold (possibly with a boundary) and let h and g be funtions holomorphi at z0 ∈ γ.
Among the points at whih min{Reh(z)|z ∈ γ} is attained, suppose there are no saddle
points of h and no boundary points of γ. Then there exists a manifold γ1 suh that
1.
∫
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2. minz∈γ1 Reh(z) < minz∈γ Reh(z)
With this theorem we now see that we may deform a manifold and apply a n-dimensional
saddle point approximation. We shall now disuss one way of deforming the manifold as
given in Kaminski [59℄ so that we may use a saddle point approximation. This method
is alled the oordinate-wise desent surfae onstrution. As in Kaminski [59℄ we will
fous on the 2-dimensional ase, whih is all we require in the main text.
We will assume that z0 = (u0, v0) is the saddle point of h(u, v) for u, v ∈ C, and onsider
the funtion h˜(s, t) = h(u0 + se
iθ, v0 + te
iφ) − h(z0) where θ and φ are piked so that
h(u0 + se
iθ, v0 + te
iφ) has onstant imaginary omponent about z0 resulting in h˜(s, t)
being real in a region around (0, 0). We see then that near (0, 0)
h˜(s, t) ≈ 1
2
(s, t)H˜(0, 0)(s, t)T (B.1.12)
where H˜(0, 0) is the Hessian of h˜ evaluated at the saddle point. Similarly to the one
dimensional saddle point method we want to apply the Laplae approximation at the sad-
dle point. We therefore require that H˜(0, 0) is positive (semi-)denite. Using Sylvester's
riterion we see that this will our if and only if the determinant of all the prinipal
submatries of H˜(0, 0) are positive [21℄. For the two dimensional ase this orresponds
to requiring that (H˜(0, 0))11 > 0 and det H˜(0, 0) > 0. These two onditions give us a
set of equations whih we an solve to alulate θ and φ, the diretion of the surfae
through the saddle point. We see that
(H˜(0, 0))11 = e
2iθ(H(z0))11 (B.1.13)











Hene for funtions that map from C
2
to the omplex plane a saddle point approximation
is given by∫
















−V h(z0) |detH(z0)|−1/2 (B.1.17)
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, the seond order dierentials in the Taylor expansion of h(z)
about the saddle point z0. We use this result in the main text around (5.2.23).
The nal saddle point based result we use in the main text is to alulate the generalisa-
tion error, ǫg, given in (5.1.39) and (5.2.35) for large V . To alulate the generalisation







dz exp (−V (f(z) + g(z, λ))) (B.1.18)






exp (−V (f(z) + g(z, λ)))∫
dz exp (−V (f(z) + g(z, λ))) (B.1.19)
If we apply (B.1.17) to the numerator and denominator then we see this fration sim-
plies to be just 2∂g(z0,λ)∂λ for z0 the saddle point of f(z) + g(z, λ)
B.2 Graph Normaliser
In this setion we derive the large V asymptotis of the graph ensemble normaliser, N ,
in (5.1.5) and (5.2.8) and show that it anels with the O(n0) terms of the exponent of
(5.1.20).
The graph normaliser is dened as a sum over all possible graphs G; i.e. over all adjaeny






























































where going from (B.2.2) to (B.2.3) we have assumed that V is large so that exp( xV ) ≈
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Dening the degree distribution p(d) = (1/V )
∑
i δdi,d in a similar manner to (5.1.18)



















The saddle point of the exponent ours when




p(d)dρˆ−10 − iρ0 (B.2.8)
and solving gives ρ0 = 1 and ρˆ0 = −id¯.
































































Note that unlike in the main text we do not require Lagrange multipliers sine at this stage there
is no onstraint on the form of pi[ψ] and pˆi[ψˆ].
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Equations (B.2.10) and (B.2.11) are therefore solved by
∫ Dψπ[ψ] = 1 and ∫ Dψˆπˆ[ψˆ] = 1
whih explains the hoie of prefator in (5.2.13). Finally to see that the saddle point
approximations of N and T anel we substitute the saddle point values into (B.2.6)
and (B.2.9). Sine, apart from a resaling of ρˆ0 by −id¯, they have the same funtional
form in the exponent we see that T /N will equal one in the limit of large V .
B.3 Large L saddle point approximation for ǫg





























q(r, κ, κˆ, {rlaux}) ∝ exp
(
−Ψ[Ψˆ[ψ1], . . . , Ψˆ[ψd]](r, κ, κˆ, {rlaux})
)
(B.3.2)
Taking advantage of the fat that Ψˆ is independent of κ and κˆ and utilising the notation
of Chapter 5 we write












Similar to the large L saddle approximation for the update equations (see around
(5.2.23)) we wish to make a saddle point approximation for large L with respet to










q(r, κ, κˆ, {rlaux}) (B.3.4)


















Appendix B: Replia Derivations
where ζ and ξ are dened in (5.2.24) and (5.2.25) and where we have extended the sum
over φˆi to d in the denition of ζ. Using the methods of setion B.1.2 and the Hessian


















We disuss in this appendix in more detail some of the steps in the main text relating
to the avity derivation of the generalisation error approximation with model mismath.
C.1 Integration of (6.3.7)
In this setion we derive in more detail the integral over h in (6.3.6). The relevant h

























































This is just the integration of a multidimensional Gaussian along a hyperplane in R
N
whih will itself be another Gaussian in terms of hXi for i = 1, . . . , V (see gure C.1).
In order to alulate this integral we therefore only need to alulate the mean and
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In the main text we ignore the onstant C beause, as explained above, this will anel
after dierentiation of the logarithm of the partition funtion, Z, with respet to λ.
C.2 Deriving the nal graphial model form
In this setion we perform the nal steps needed to derive (6.3.10) from (6.3.9). These
steps essentially mirror the steps taken in the mathed senario between (4.2.4) and
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Figure C.1: A diagram to explain the integration over h resulting in (C.1.5). Any
linear onstraint on a Gaussian is itself another Gaussian (red line).








































































































Appendix C: Mismat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and for onveniene relabel φ to φ0, ξ to ξ0 and hXi to h
0
Xi
. Enforing (C.2.2) to (C.2.4)









































































































































































where we have taken advantage of the binomial form of the random walk kernel given
in (3.1.1) to rewrite the ovariane terms in the exponent and, where cf,q and cg,q are











Using the fat that the kernel is normalised globally so that κi,f = κf and κi,g = κg are







































f , then gives the result in
(6.3.10).
C.3 Dealing with zero examples
As disussed in the main text to simulate the mismath avity equations using population
dynamis one has to deal with the badly dened zero example ase in both (6.4.2) and
(6.4.7). One an deal with these fators using the Woodbury identity. The key to this is
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realising that for non-zero examples the matrix dened on the right hand side of (6.4.3)
is invertible. If we dene M
γj+1
d−1 to be the avity update (6.4.2) for γj +1 exluding the






































and U a (4pf + 2pg + 5)× 2 matrix with entries
Uµν = δµ,1δν,1 − δµ,2pf+3δν,1 + δµ,2pf+2pg+5δν,2 (C.3.3)
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